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The implementation of control applications in distributed computer architectures is a multi
disciplinary design problem that is not fully supported by any design method or CAE
(Computer Aided Engineering) environment. This thesis presents a modelling framework
that is being developed for modelling of both hardware and software in distributed real-
time computer implementations of control systems. The aim is to supply models to be used
in the AIDA decentralisation tool-set which will support design and early analysis of con-
trol implementations.

The models describe the application control design; the computer hardware and software;
and parts of the mechanical structure. This multi disciplinary approach distinguishes this
work from most other related research. The intent is to use the models together with some
existing CACE tool (Computer Aided Control Engineering, e.g. Matlab/Simulink) in
which control designs are described, simulated and analysed. Important features of the
AIDA models include specification of requirements on timing and triggering as well as de-
scription of, through implementation, achieved values. Requirements on admissible varia-
tions in e.g. sampling periods and control delays are expected to come out from a CACE
analysis. The AIDA tool-set will use those requirements and knowledge about the target
computer system both to support synthesisation and to perform pre-implementation analy-
sis.

An initial evaluation of the models has been performed in the form of a case study which
is presented in the thesis. Parts of the control system for a four legged autonomous vehicle
were modelled. Some initial analysis was performed with the primary aim to show how the
models are intended to be used and to verify their applicability.

Possible tools to implement for the tool-set include schedulability analysis, and (semi-) au-
tomated allocation and scheduling. The thesis gives a comprehensive survey on (primarily
off-line) methods for scheduling and allocation. The pros and cons of the methods with re-
spect to the control implementation requirements are discussed. Branch-and-bound and
constraint programming methods are expected to be the best suited for a tool-set implemen-
tation.
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1 Introduction

The work presented in this thesis treats problems associated with the implementation of con-
trol applications in distributed computer systems. Based on earlier work at the Mechatronics
lab (Törngren 1995) and on input from industrial contacts, the focus has been set on one of the
most recent areas of distributed computer systems: machine embedded control systems. The
number of industrial applications involving such systems are increasing rapidly due to cost-,
functionality-, and performance benefits. In a distributed machine embedded control system,
electronic hardware (microprocessors, ASICs etc.) and control software are distributed in the
machine and connected to sensors and actuators. The nodes of the distributed computer system
are connected through communication links that make real-time machine control with feed-
back loops possible.

Problems in the development of distributed control systems exist however. There is an obvious
lack of research in the gap between control system specification and analysis and its imple-
mentation on a distributed hardware. Examples of this are the computer science oriented be-
haviour models developed for real-time scheduling which are not sufficient for sampled data
control applications, (Törngren 1995), while control engineering models on the other hand, do
not take implementation in distributed computer systems into account. The problems arise
much because of the hard real-time nature of sampled control applications. That is, control de-
signs pose strong requirements on the timing of the implemented system. Guarantees for those
requirements to be met, when the design is implemented on a distributed architecture, are diffi-
cult to give.

The problems are in general consequences of system complexity and the lack of supporting
theory, design methodologies and tools. In general, a mechatronics designer has to face a non-
trivial and very large design and optimization problem which includes a number of tradeoffs
and possibilities. Examples of such are:

• Mechanical versus control design. Either a function can be implemented in mechanics or
with a computer controller together with actuators and sensors.

• Distribution and selection of computer hardware. Different hardware could be chosen and
structured in many ways, examples include both centralised and distributed solutions.

• Various mappings of application functions to hardware (allocations) and schedules can be
used.

• A control algorithm can be made robust to variable timing, however usually with some
loss in performance, or the real-time system can be implemented with tight real-time
requirements.

Today’s tools for Computer Aided Engineering (CAE) do not, in general, support these kinds
of design issues. The statement holds for both the control engineering tools (CACE), e.g. Mat-
lab/Simulink and MatrixX, and software engineering tools (CASE), e.g. Software through Pic-
tures, SDT and Teamwork. This conclusion has led to a focusing of the work on the
development of such a tool—The AIDA decentralisation tool-set. AIDA is an acronym for Au-
tomatic Control in Distributed Applications, which is the name of the project within which this
work has been done.

As a further incentive for the development and use of the tool-set, today’s state-of-practice in
industry involves a lot of effort on time- and cost-inefficient system testing and integration.
The use of a tool-set as the one proposed here, would change the emphasis towards modelling,
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pre-implementation analysis and “systems engineering”, decreasing the need for post-imple-
mentation testing and “make it work” design. The potential of using formal and structured
methods in an early design phase is described by e.g. Cooling (1991).

The work described in this thesis is an initial effort to reach the aim of developing a tool-set for
design and early analysis of distributed real-time implementations of control systems. In
Paper D, the problems of time varying delays and sampling periods in control designs are
studied. The results further stress the need of a holistic design approach in which the control
design and target computer system are developed concurrently.

With that conclusion in mind, a natural continuation was to start specifying requirements for a
tool-set which would support such a design approach. The obvious problem to attack first was
the design of models that should be used in the tool-set. InPaper B a modelling framework is
described that aims at allowing both initial design and description of already existing distribut-
ed real-time control systems. The models in the framework are designed to give different (cou-
pled) discipline oriented views of the system, e.g. control application and software design, and
should therefore be useful for multi disciplinary development.Paper C is a case study in
which parts of the proposed models are used to describe a real system. A simple implementa-
tion analysis is performed showing how the models are intended to be used.

When the models have been developed and their applicability has been verified, the next step
will be to supply a number of tools that will support design and pre-implementation analysis.
Paper A constitutes the first step towards some such tools as it is a survey on allocation and
scheduling techniques for distributed systems (global scheduling). The results presented in the
paper can be used for the development of an allocation and scheduling tool as well as tools for
e.g. timing analysis.

2 On the Design of the AIDA Decentralisation Tool-set

2.1 Aim and Requirements
The aim and requirements of the AIDA tool-set can be summarised as follows: The tool-set
targets machine embedded control systems and in particular multi rate sampled data systems.
Given a mechanical structure with sensors and actuators, the tool-set should support dimen-
sioning and structuring of the computer hardware as well as decentralisation of the control al-
gorithms. Furthermore, functions supporting synthesis (e.g. automatic allocation and
scheduling) and functions supporting analysis of real-time behaviour of implemented systems
should be included, (Redell and Törngren, 1996). The functions are meant to be used in an ear-
ly conceptual design phase as well as in detailed design. By tool-set, a prototype tool is meant
that shows the possibilities of including the intended functionality.

The requirements listed above imply a number of requirements on the modelling framework
that the tool-set will be based on: The models must be capable of describing heterogeneous
computer hardware architectures to a level of detail sufficient for analysis of the implemented
systems timing behaviour. It should further be possible to model and analyse existing hardware
and software implementations together with new designs. Hence, the models need to be very
flexible and for example allow modelling of many different communication networks.

The requirement specification for the tool-set was developed in cooperation with representa-
tives from related industries.
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2.2 Intended use of the Tool-set
The AIDA tool-set is planned to be a complement to CAE-tools that give support for basic
control modelling and analysis. The functionality that is planned will support modelling of e.g.
timing and triggering and different computer hardware architectures. The tool-set will also in-
clude a number of tools for implementation analysis and re-design.

The intention for the tool-set to support modelling, design and implementation analysis in-
volves a number of design steps and design cases. One assumption that is made about the tar-
get systems is that the mechanical system is fixed, i.e. has a fixed structure of mechanical parts
including the actuators and sensors that are to be interfaced by the application functions. An-
other assumption is that the application, as being a control design, is fixed in the sense that the
functionality is given, while the structure of the included operations is not. For example, some
control operations may be executed in various orders, still providing the same functionality.
This means that the tool-set will not directly support control and mechanical design and analy-
sis.

In the task of performing an implementation of a control system on a potentially unspecified
distributed computer hardware architecture lies a number of design choices. The interactions
between the different choices made are considerable, having a great impact on the final system
performance. It is difficult (if not impossible) to follow a purely sequential design methodolo-
gy and still achieve high performance and good utilisation of the system resources. That is, one
cannot for example, first make a computer hardware design and then, with that design fixed,
continue with allocation and scheduling and expect the overall system performance to be
close-to-optimal. The reason is that there are strong dependencies in both directions between
these two designs. On the other hand, to make all the design choices concurrently is virtually
impossible due to the complexity of the overall design problem. Therefore the AIDA tool-set is
intended to support iterative engineering, answering a number of “what if” questions put by the
designer.

Typical analysis results that the AIDA tool-set should be able to give are: estimates of control
delays, delay variations, jitter in sampling periods, processor and communication link utilisa-
tions, qualitative comparison between different application hardware structures, bottleneck
identification, etc. These results can be used to help answering a number of different design
questions. An example is, “With fixed hardware and application structures, what performance
can be achieved by (i) changing the hardware components, (ii) changing policies for schedul-
ing, clock synchronisation etc., (iii) relaxing some application requirements such as jitter and
delay tolerances?”. Another potential design question could be, “Given partly open hardware
and application structures, what performance can be achieved by, (i) changing the application
allocation, (ii) changing the application and computer structures?”

2.3 Models as a Basis for the Tool-set
In order to build a computer aided control design tool for distributed systems, the systems in
question have to be modelled properly. The diversity of the systems that the tool-set is intend-
ed for, strongly influences the choice of models to be used. The more diverse systems to be al-
lowed, the more advanced or different types of models have to be used.

It has been identified as the primary phase of the tool-set development to propose a modelling
framework that can describe a large variety of systems and handle the various design cases that
the tool-set is expected to support. The AIDA modelling framework, which is described in
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Paper B in this thesis, allows specification of real-time control systems for a number of pur-
poses and on different levels of abstraction. The models are intended to be used both for new
designs and for the description of already existing systems.

The modelling framework is based on three different groups of models:application, computer
system andmechanics. The application models are used to describe the control design, its re-
quirements on timing and triggering (e.g. precedence relations and execution periods), its data-
flows and the characteristics of each included function. The computer system models describe
the components and structure of the computer hardware as well as the partitioning of the con-
trol design into processes, the scheduling and allocation of the processes and the inter process
communications etc. The mechanical models are used to describe interfaces to the mechanical
system and locations on which computer hardware may be placed. The reason for this model-
ling is to include means to analyse and possibly optimize costs for cabling between sensors, ac-
tuators and their connected processors. In the automotive industry for example, cabling is one
of the larger expenses.

Each model group consists of three modelling levels: structural, behavioural and functional.
By behaviour is meant the timing and triggering of the functions and processes in the applica-
tion. Another “dimension” of the models is the different levels of abstraction that are intended
to allow both detailed and coarse system description.

2.4 Intended Tool-set Functionality
This section gives an overview of planned functionality for the AIDA tool-set.

Real-time model pre-processor.Given the application models, theReal-time model pre-proc-
essor produces refined models directly useful for various tools described in this section. For
example constraints regarding timing, precedence, mutual exclusion etc. are expressed explic-
itly.

Execution and communication time analysis.Given the models describing the application
and the computer hardware, this function computes estimates of execution and communication
times of functions, activities and their communications.

Performance analysis.Given models of the application, the computer system and the mechan-
ics, this function computes performance measures such as processor and communication link
utilisations for a given allocation. The function makes a schedule simulation based on simple
and relevant heuristics such as fixed priority preemptive or earliest deadline first scheduling.
The simulation is carried out for best and worst (critical instant) case scenarios. The function
delivers utilisations, delay estimates and coarse grained scheduling feasibility results.

Application structuring.An application structuring can be applied in both early and late de-
sign stages. This function supports changes of the granularity of functions, transforms a cen-
tralised design into a decentralised and maps the functions to operating system processes. The
result of the function is a modified application model. Given are the original application and
computer system models.

CACE interface.This function transforms information between the AIDA tool-set and a suita-
ble CACE tool and thereby enables iterative engineering. The transformation from AIDA
models to the CACE model includes translating implementation imposed delays and variations
in sampling periods into modifications in the original CACE block diagram. Use of theAppli-
cation structuringfunction also typically results in CACE model changes.
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Coarse decentralisation analysis.This function is given application and mechanical system
models together with a limited number of models of potential computer hardware architectures
and with them associated process allocations. The feasibility of the computer system structures
and allocations is analysed. This function utilises heuristics to analyse the feasibility of the giv-
en computer system structures and different application allocations. This function usesPer-
formance analysis and may also utilise theApplication structuring function.

Allocation and scheduling.Given the application and computer system models, this function
performs allocation and scheduling of the application. Results are schedules and allocations of
processes. This function may use the Application structuringfunction.

3 Results

3.1 Paper A: Global Scheduling in Distributed Real-Time Computer
Systems, An Automatic Control Perspective

This report gives a survey on scheduling and allocation techniques (global scheduling) that
have been proposed through many years of research in the area. The report also specifies the
special requirements that control implementations pose on timing and thereby on scheduling.
Classic single processor scheduling techniques such asrate monotonic, deadline monotonic,
earliest deadline first andleast laxity first are described. The mature and often used technique,
rate monotonic scheduling is described in detail.

For scheduling of processes in distributed systems, the above mentioned single processor tech-
niques are not as applicable. The reason is the extra complexity introduced when processes can
be allocated to different processors. The single processor techniques are however often used as
heuristics in methods for global scheduling. One such method is thelist scheduling technique,
described in the survey. Other methods that are described and exemplified arebranch-and-
bound, simulated annealing, genetic algorithms, tabu search andconstraint programming.

It is shown in the report that the requirements that control implementations pose have not often
been fully considered by real-time researchers. This is of course a bit surprising since many of
the real-time systems are control systems. The ultimate aim of this report is to provide a
knowledge basis for a future global scheduling tool to be used within the AIDA tool-set.

3.2 Paper B: Preliminary Design of Models for the AIDA Tool-set,
Working document

This paper proposes a modelling framework to be used within the AIDA decentralisation tool-
set. The models have been developed in cooperation with partners from industry to ensure in-
dustrial relevance. A short summary of the included models is given above in2.3 Models as a
Basis for the Tool-set. The document is a working document, meaning that it is continuously a
subject for refinement as the models are being tested.
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3.3 Paper C: Modelling and Implementation Analysis of the Distrib-
uted Real-Time Control System for a Four Legged Vehicle

This paper is a case study that describes how parts of a control system for a four-legged walk-
ing vehicle can be modelled with the modelling framework described inPaper B. The models
are used to describe a single leg control system that is currently being designed at the Me-
chatronics lab. Two target computer architectures with two and five micro controllers respec-
tively are modelled. In both architectures, the processors are connected via a CAN broadcast
bus. A coarse initial analysis is performed, primarily to demonstrate how the AIDA models are
supposed to be used, but also to compare the feasibility of the proposed control implementa-
tions on the different hardware architectures. The analysis includes simple execution time esti-
mation, assessment of the utilisations of the processors and communication links, and worst
case estimations of communication times.

Not all parts of the modelling framework are utilised and evaluated in the case study, but the
parts that are, seem to give a good enough base for analysis. However, further case studies
must follow in which the remaining parts of the modelling framework are used.

3.4 Paper D: A Mechatronics Test-bed for Embedded Distributed
Control Systems

This paper describes a test-bed for distributed control systems that has been developed at the
Mechatronics lab in cooperation with the Department of Computer Engineering at Chalmers
University of Technology. The test-bed’s computer system consists of a network of Motorola
micro controllers connected via a CAN broadcast bus to a rapid prototyping system based on a
Texas DSP. The rapid prototyping system, which comes from dSPACE, is controlled from a
PC via a Matlab/Simulink interface. The mechanics is a modular set of links with rotational
and translational joints that at the time were configured as a SCARA robot.

The paper describes some initial experiments showing how small varying control delays and
sampling periods can affect the performance and stability of a simple control system. Such de-
lays can be expected when control loops are closed over a shared communication link and/or
the scheduling of the processes that perform sampling and actuation does not meet the control
requirements.
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4 Related work: Tools and Models

A number of related research tools and modelling concepts exist. In this chapter, some of them
are listed giving an overview of the functionality they provide and the modelling concepts they
are base on. A note that can be done about all the tools described below is that none is designed
to specify existing industrial control systems and that the hardware models regularly are very
limited.

4.1 The Development Framework
The Development Framework (Bass et al., 1994), is a set of tools that aim for automating the
development of parallel, fault-tolerant, real-time control software. It is based on two commer-
cial design environments for control specification and software engineering: Simulink and
Software through Pictures (StP). The tools in Development Framework are used in different
phases of the development:

In the systemspecification phase, the Simulink models are used to specify control systems. A
transformation tool that mathematically restructures the Simulink specification is supplied.
The tool can be used to tune the granularity of the control specification through mathematical
transformations of the transfer functions. This can be used to e.g. increase the parallelism and
tailor the system for a specific multi processor hardware. A translation tool transforms the con-
trol specification to a software design. The translation tool uses code templates for the blocks
in the Simulink diagram.

In the design phase, which makes use of the StP environment, further tools are added. The
tools support e.g. automatic clustering of small code modules and replication of processes to
increase reliability. One tool translates the software design to coloured Petri nets in which
deadlocks and the software design be validated. The process specification in the Development
Framework is based on the CSP message passing paradigm. This means that only point-to-
point synchronous communication is allowed. This simplifies the modelling and analysis but
also limits the applicability of the tool-set. All processes use a structure of three states:receive
input messages, execute the software templates or send output messages, that they execute iter-
atively. A mapping tool can be used to map the different processes to the processors in a multi
processor structure with point-to-point connections. Execution time estimation is based on
knowledge about execution times of the templates that are used when translating the Simulink
specification to the software design. Rate monotonic and deadline monotonic scheduling of the
processors is supported.

In the implementation phase, code is produced for the specific hardware. However, the target
hardware supported by the Development Framework is limited. Only multi processors (with
e.g. transputers and/or Texas DSPs) connected via point-to-point links can be specified.

Hardware modelling, execution and communication strategy considerations and scheduling
analysis appear to be weak points in the Development Framework. A property that is shared
with AIDA is the existence of multiple system viewpoints which helps multi disciplinary de-
sign.
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4.2 GRAPE-II
The Graphical RApid Prototyping Environment (GRAPE-II, Lauwereins et al., 1995), is a
tool-set developed for rapid prototyping of primarily digital signal processing systems. A
number of tools support application specification, target hardware specification, resource esti-
mation, allocation, routing, scheduling, code generation and on-line parameter modification.
Also simulation of the specified real-time application can be performed on a cluster of work
stations.

The application can be specified in different ways: Either by a number of third party environ-
ments, e.g. DSP Station from EDC/Menthor Graphics, or in the GRAPE-II supplied graphical
editor. In the editor data dependency graphs for the application sub-tasks are defined. GRAPE-
II uses a data flow programming model that allows synchronous systems with single and multi
rate data flows. A third type of synchronous systems with so called cyclostatic data flows can
also be specified. Cyclostatic data flows are used in applications with periodically varying data
flows. The sub-tasks of the application can be specified in any language for which a compiler
is available, e.g. C or VHDL code. The target hardware is specified in the same graphical edi-
tor as the application. A hardware structure of point-to-point connected multi-processors and/
or FPGAs is defined. Attributes of the hardware elements, such as clock frequencies, commu-
nication data rate, communication protocols and provided amount of memory can be specified.

When the application and the target hardware have been specified, a number of tools are used
in sequence starting with a resource estimator that determines e.g. execution times and needed
amount of memory. The other tools perform some hardware optimization, allocation and
scheduling. One of the hardware optimization tools can be used to structure the hardware by
routing the communication links with the aim to make the hardware’s structure resemble the
application. The scheduler determines the execution order of all tasks and communications in
order to either minimize the input-to-output delay or to maximize sampling rate. In the end,
code is generated that can be downloaded and executed on the target hardware.

One interesting feature of the tools in the GRAPE environment is that each tool can be called
in an estimate mode by the tools that are used earlier in the implementation chain. When called
in estimate mode, a tool returns a performance estimate (given some input) in a very short
time. The idea is to allow tools that are used in early stages to take the coming implementation
steps in consideration too. In this way better (higher performance) solutions can be found.

GRAPE-II is currently being commercialized by Eonic Systems under the name Virtuouso
Synchro.

4.3 DEDOS
Within the DEDOS project (DEpendable Distributed Operating System), techniques and algo-
rithms for the design of dependable distributed systems are being developed. Of specific inter-
est is the scheduling model that originally was introduced in (Verhoosel, 1995) and since then
has been augmented with replication constructs for increased system reliability (van Gorp et
al., 1997). The scheduling model is developed for off-line scheduling of hard real-time systems
in heterogeneous distributed computer architectures. Both the hardware and software is speci-
fied unambiguously with a small set of parameters.

The hardware that can be specified is based on a flexible multi processor system (the Eindoven
MultiProcessor System) consisting of a number of inter connected crates. Acrate contains a
number ofprocessors, memory modules and devices that are connected by a common commu-
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nicationbus. A device can be e.g. a sensor or actuator. Each component has a capacity: for
processors it is given in instructions per micro second, for a bus it is bits per micro second etc.
Processors within a crate or in different crates may be inter-connected by point-to-pointlinks.
Links also have a capacity given as bytes per micro second. Hence, the overall structure of the
hardware is a number of (possibly different) crates connected by a network of links.

The application in DEDOS is specified in an object-oriented language called DEAL (DEDOS
Application Language). DEAL is based on C++ but has been extended with timing annota-
tions, atomicity, concurrency and remote procedure calls. The timing annotations are especial-
ly interesting since they can be used to describetimed precedence constraints (TPCs) between
different parts of the code. A TPC is a relative timing constraint that relates the start time of
one part of the code with another. The code is structured in atomic code modules calledbeads.
Each bead is a piece of code preceded and succeeded by preemption points where preemption
is allowed. Hence, beads can be thought of as non-preemptable tasks or sub-tasks in a regular
scheduling problem. The preemption points are typically inserted at points where communica-
tion with other parts of the code can be expected, e.g. at procedure calls. Between each pair of
beads, a timed precedence constraint can be defined. A TPC is specified by a quadruple,
(b1, s, l, b2), which means that beadb2 must be started at the earliests time units, and at the
most l time units afterb2 starts. This enables for example description of synchronisation be-
tween beads (e.g. for simultaneous sampling) and description of a constant delay requirement
(e.g. sample-actuate delay). A regular timing constraint is modelled by a TPC withs equal to
the worst case execution time of the sending bead andl equal to infinity. The correspondence
to a regular precedence constraint is not exact, but as close as it can get when using worst case
estimations of execution times. For scheduling, beads’ worst case execution times are estimat-
ed using the simple capacity attribute of the processor that the bead is allocated to.

The scheduling model treats devices and communication media (bus or link) in the same way
as the processors: The use of such a resource is associated with a device bead or communica-
tion bead that defines the time the particular resource is occupied. Hence communication be-
tween two (processor) beads is modelled as follows: The first application bead sends data to a
communication bead which in its turn forwards the data to the reception bead. This is a way to
define a schedulable communication unit such that scheduling of the communication medium
can be described. “Execution times” of device and communication beads are computed using
the capacity of the resource.

Given an application specification in DEAL and the simple parameterized description of the
hardware structure, a scheduling problem can be formulated. The formulation takes into ac-
count the required allocations of beads that interface devices, routing of communications be-
tween beads that do not reside on directly connected processors and required replication of
beads. The result is hence the formulation of a (very complex) off-line scheduling problem in-
cluding many processors, communication media and devices. Tools for scheduling are being
developed and will divide the problem into three stages: allocation, communication routing
(inclusion of communication beads) and start-time determination (scheduling).

The DEDOS project is interesting since it supports powerful means of describing timing re-
quirements in a system. However, the hardware models are limited and very simple and only
synchronous communications are supported. This indeed leads to a a very difficult scheduling
problem based on hardly realistic execution time estimates.
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4.4 UPPAAL
UPPAAL (Larsen et al., 1997), developed at Uppsala and Aalborg Universities, is a set of tools
for description, simulation and formal verification of the behaviour of parallel real-time sys-
tems.

The base of the tool-set is the description language which classifies as a non-deterministic
guarded language with data-types. Both a graphical and a textual specification is possible. The
application processes are modelled with networks of timed automata extended with data varia-
bles. The timed automata are graphs with control-nodes and transitions (edges) in which trig-
gering of transitions can be controlled (guarded) by conditions on clock and variable values.
When a transition occurs, clocks can be reset and variables can be given new values. Two con-
current processes (automata) may be synchronized by communication via a communication
channel. Furthermore, asynchronous communication via global variables is also allowed. UP-
PAAL also supports modelling of simple linear hybrid automata, i.e. automata with clock-rates
that may vary within specified intervals. A state in a timed automata is defined by the current
control-node and values on all the clocks and variables.

A simulator tool enables visual interactive examination of the behaviour of the modelled sys-
tem. The simulator can be used to explore single sequences of states, while the other tool—the
model-checker—is used for complete checking of invariant and reachability properties. Partic-
ularly, it checks all behaviours of the system for certain combinations of clock values, variable
values and nodes that are not reachable from an initial configuration.

UPPAAL is quite different from the other tools that are discussed in this chapter. It uses a for-
mal method (timed automata) to describe the behaviour of a system and supports behavioural
analysis. No connection is made to implementation on any target hardware and no real-time
implementation problems are handled, such as scheduling or allocation. However, it does rep-
resent an important class of tool-sets that can be used for specification and early analysis of
real-time system designs.

4.5 Other tools

The Parallel Scalable Design Tool-set.A very interesting recent effort is the Parallel Scalable
Design Toolset (PSDT) that is being developed at Honeywell. PSDT specifically addresses im-
plementation in distributed and parallel embedded real-time systems, (Bhatt 1996). Unfortu-
nately, not much information about PSDT has been found in the literature.

dSPACE.dSPACE is a commercial rapid prototyping environment for control and digital sig-
nal processing systems (Hanselmann, 1995). dSPACE is based on the Matlab/Simulink design,
analysis and simulation environment. Code can be generated from the control design and be
mapped to processors in a multi processor structure. The required communication code is then
included transparently and a real-time scheduler can manage the execution of multirate sys-
tems.

SES/Workbench.SES/Workbench is a generic simulation tool for modelling and performance
analysis of discrete event systems as implemented on any computer platform. It is interesting
because it allows detailed modelling and analysis of distributed computer hardware, (Scientific
& Engineering Software Ltd.).
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SACRES.SACRES is an Esprit project (EP 20897) in which tools for formal development,
model checking and validated code generation for embedded systems are being developed.
System specification is done in Statemate from i-Logix, Sildex from TNI and a timing diagram
editor. The approach is interesting since it combines data-flow models with state transition di-
agrams and formal methods from computer science. The approach does not however, target
real-time system implementation.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

The work on scheduling described inPaper A shows that the real-time requirements of control
systems regarding synchronisation, minimum jitter of e.g. sampling functions and constant
control delays, have not received that much attention in the real-time scheduling research. The
type of constraints are called relative timing constraints and they relate the start times of differ-
ent tasks with each other. Such constraints cannot be handled by the regular release time, dead-
line, period time models that refer to absolute time. Two of the methods in the survey consider
scheduling of tasks with relative timing constraints, but both are based on the same heuristic
method—Smallest Latest start-time First, presented by Cheng and Agrawala (1994).

It is furthermore concluded that the best suited methods for the development of an allocation
and scheduling tool should be Branch-and-Bound or Constraint Programming since these
methods are reasonably efficient and easy to adapt to a large range of optimization problems.

For the modelling part, it is concluded that the models work for the application they are tested
on inPaper C. It is however concluded inPaper B, that the models must be developed further
to allow e.g. description of synchronous communication and error handling. Another problem
that will be dealt with is conditional triggering of communication. E.g. if a high frequency
process sends messages to a lower frequency process, bandwidth may be saved by not sending
the message at each execution of the sender. This can not be specified in the current models.

It is furthermore noted that the models provide many potential discipline oriented views of the
modelled systems. I.e. different sub-sets of the models are expected to be useful in different
types of engineering, e.g. control and software engineering.

In future work, the modelling framework has to be developed further to handle e.g. the prob-
lems mentioned above. Also, the models need to be specified with more exact semantics. To-
day, the semantics of most models is defined only implicitly. Furthermore, more case studies
should be carried out in which all parts of the models must be tested. Another big challenge is
to develop the different functions described in2.4 Tool-set Functionality. The challenge lies in
making those functions general enough to handle any system specified in the AIDA modelling
framework. Furthermore, a graphical interface for the specification of the AIDA models needs
to be developed.
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Abstract. This report discusses scheduling methods for hard real-time implemen-
tation of control designs. A special focus is put on implementation on distributed
computer architectures. For such implementations, global scheduling methods
must be used that performs both allocation of tasks to processors and local sched-
uling of the processors. The perspective is that of control design, with the special
real-time requirements control designs pose on the scheduling. These requirements
include: constant delays between sampling and actuation, synchronisation of mul-
tiple sampling/actuation functions and jitter minimisation. This type of require-
ments is usually called relative timing constraints.

The description of methods developed for local scheduling coversrate monot-
onic, deadline monotonic, earliest deadline first andleast laxity first. The empha-
sis for local scheduling is put on the rate monotonic priority assignment. The
methods for global scheduling that are described arelist scheduling (heuristics),
branch-and-bound, simulated annealing, genetic algorithms, tabu search andcon-
straint programming. Examples of the use of the methods for real-time system im-
plementations are given.

It is found that not many example scheduling applications exist in which the
control specific requirements have been considered. The discussed methods are
however flexible in the sense that they can handle any kinds of constraints, but in-
flexible since they generally require a lot of tailoring effort by the system designer
to function with various kinds of problems. Of the set of methods that are consid-
ered, constraint programming and branch-and-bound are expected to be the most
easily tailored methods, and therefore most suitable for being used for a general
scheduling tool.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Background
The Mechatronics lab at KTH (The Royal Institute of Technology) is a part of the Department
of Machine Design and performs research in the areas of applied motion control, autonomous
systems and real-time systems. The leading star is to make use of machine embedded control
systems as part of the machine design, regarding the embedded systems together with actuators
and sensors as machine elements that may be used as complements of mechanical construc-
tions. The research has led to a focusing on real time systems in general and distributed such in
particular. The latter is a result of the fact that modular mechanical solutions become more
common and the development of industrial control systems has moved towards the use of dis-
tributed computer architectures for implementation. The advantages of these systems are
many, including:

Low price/performance ratio Microprocessors are comparably cheap which often makes many
smaller processors in a distributed system a good alternative to a centralised system based on
one or a few faster processors. Microprocessors in general, together with sensors and actuators,
can also minimize the need of more expensive mechanical solutions, extensive cabling etc.
Scalability Distributed systems can be designed to be scalable and even modular. Also, in the
world of machine design a strong trend towards modularisation is noticeable (Törngren and
Wikander, 1996) and a good use of distributed systems is an important key to success.
Redundancy Sampled computer control systems are often safety critical and need to be very re-
liable. This makes the possibility to add reliability in the form of redundant hardware an im-
portant issue. To increase the reliability of a system, processes can be duplicated and executed
on different locations, and for example allow a majority voting algorithm to select the result to
be used. Redundancy can also be used to allow the replacement of a processor or function that
has been detected to be faulty, with a fault-free ditto.

The list of advantages can be made even longer, but there are also some important implemen-
tation related problems. Even though major effort has been put into the development of design
methodologies for real-time systems (See e.g Gooma, 1993, or Cooling, 1991, for overviews),
including the vast research on scheduling techniques, the problem of implementing control
systems has not got quite the attention it deserves. One reason for this is the special require-
ments a control system puts on the implementation. More on that later.

A very troublesome part when designing distributed real-time systems is global scheduling.
Unfortunately, as we will see, the complexity of the global scheduling problems is high and
even major relaxations of such problems are known to belong to the infamous class of NP-
complete problems (Ullman, 1975, El-Rewini et al., 1995).

1.2 Aim of the Report
Control applications constitute hard real-time systems due to their strict demands on the satis-
faction of timing constraints (for a definition ofhard real-time system see 1.3). The problem of
finding a global schedule that satisfies the requirements imposed by the application is often de-
scribed as a constrained search problem for a feasible and, in some cases and in some sense,
optimal solution. A great number and variety of algorithms have been proposed to solve this
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problem through the last couple of decades, and the aim of this report is to present the most
commonly used methods and to, in some detail, describe a number of algorithms and in the end
to discuss their applicability for sampled control systems.

We will start out in chapter 2 by defining the problem we are interested in solving, we will de-
scribe the special characteristics of sampled control systems and the requirements they put on
the real-time implementations. We will also discuss the complexity of the problem in order to
give an appropriate background before describing the existing algorithms. In chapter 3, we will
give a brief overview of the research in classic scheduling, i.e. scheduling of one processor
with priority based algorithms. Then, in chapter 4, we will focus on the state of the art in global
scheduling theory by presenting a number of various methods and exemplify these by the use
of applications from the literature. In chapter 5 we give some final comments.

1.3 Basic Terminology
Since the area of research is wide, combining both control theory and computer science, some
definitions of central basic concepts are needed in order to make the following reasoning more
understandable.

DEFINITION 1. Global scheduling
As opposed tolocal scheduling, which is done on a single processor or a single communica-
tion link, global scheduling includes both allocation, which is the assignment of tasks (or
processes) to processors, the scheduling of these tasks in time and also the scheduling of
communications between tasks that are allocated to different processors. Global scheduling
is defined here to simplify the coming discussions but it is normally not used in literature
where everyone use their own appellations such as the simple “allocation and scheduling”,
“mapping and scheduling” or “scheduling across space and time”. In some cases “alloca-
tion” is used for both allocation (as defined here) and scheduling of tasks and communica-
tions.

DEFINITION 2. Embedded system.
An embedded system is a computer system that forms an integral partof a larger system. In
many cases an embedded system and a real-time computer system are one and the same
(Lawrence and Mauch, 1988). A term that is often used for embedded systems isdedicated
systems.This means that the system is developed to satisfy a well-defined need at a given
moment. The system should be perfected as far as possible in its final version and possibili-
ties of future development are limited to a few improvements for the same application,
(Calvez, 1993). Hence, an embedded system is not a general purpose system such as a com-
puter or microcomputer.

DEFINITION 3. Sampled control system.
By a sampled control system we mean a control system that is implemented with a compu-
ter. The digital behaviour built into computers makes sampling of the controlled system out-
put signals necessary. Sampling is performed at discrete times with a fixed1 frequency and
converts continuous-time signals to discrete-time ones, typically by use of A/D converters.
The sampling generates sequences of numbers (the physical system output) that the control-

1. Not quite true as will be concluded in the following. The timing of sampling events is subject to distur-
bances, so calledjitter, that are results of the inability to design an implementation that satisfies the
constant sampling periods that control specifications dictate.
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ler algorithm processes to produce new sequences of numbers—the input to the physical
system. The new sequence is then converted to a continuous signal (e.g. with a D/A con-
verter) which is used as input to the controlled system. The theory of sampled control sys-
tems is based on the periodicity of the sampling and actuation events as well as the constant
delay that the controller computations impose in between those. For a more elaborate
description of sampled control systems see e.g. Åström and Wittenmark (1984).

DEFINITION 4. Real-time system.
A formal definition of real-time systems that everybody can agree on is difficult (if not
impossible) to give. A commonly given general definition is however the following:A real-
time system is a system for which the success of the execution does not only depend on the
logical correctness of the results that are being produced, but also on the time at which the
results are obtained. Hence a real-time system must produce logically correct results within
the required time. If the “required time” is within a millisecond or a number of seconds
depends on the application.

A distinction is made betweenhard andsoft real-time systems. A hard real-time system
is a system for which the timing of the results is of major importance. A result that is pre-
sented too late (a missed timing requirement) can in such systems have catastrophic impli-
cations. Examples are most control systems of which the most critical ones are e.g. aircrafts
and cars, if the huge number of produced cars is taken into account. Since a major part of
the sampled control systems are considered being hard real-time systems, this report will
concentrate on those. Soft real-time systems are systems in which the timing affects the per-
formance but violated timing requirements can be accepted to some limit. Typical examples
are multimedia systems where e.g. video frames indeed need to be presented in time, but
frames arriving too late or not at all, will merely degrade the picture quality. There are a
number of books on real-time systems on the market, every single one with its own defini-
tion of real-time systems. See e.g. Krishna and Shin (1997), Nissanke (1997) and Cooling
(1991).

DEFINITION 5. Heterogeneous system.
A heterogeneous system is a computer hardware system that consists of a number of differ-
ent components such as processors from different manufacturers, parallel and serial com-
munication buses (or point-to-point links) and various I/O devices. Hence it is necessary to
consider where, physically in the distributed system, that application functions are situated.
Not only for reasons of the system functionality but also for the need of predicting execu-
tion and communication times etc. When designing an application for a heterogeneous sys-
tem it is necessary to use relevant models that cover the variety of the computer hardware.
For discussions on modelling of such systems, see for instance Redell and Törngren (1997),
Stoyenko et al. (1996).
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2 Problem description

The problem we are about to study has emerged from the increased use of distributed computer
systems for implementation of embedded industrial control systems and the lack of design
techniques for such systems. In general, industrial control systems form complex hybrid appli-
cations, i.e. with both time- and event-triggered functionality. Different control aims are speci-
fied for different modes of the system and dynamic responses are needed for unpredictable
events. Hence the applications that are implemented are not strictly predictable but they still
put hard real-time requirements on the implementation that are difficult to take into account.

2.1 Real-Time Requirements of Sampled Control Systems
In order to fully understand all the problems of global scheduling we will first describe the
characteristics of the control systems that we seek to implement. Then we will look into the re-
quirements these characteristics imply for the real-time system. We will not, in this report, dis-
cuss how the mapping from control functions to tasks should be carried out, but merely show
that given a control system and one mapping of that system to tasks, it is possible to derive
some constraints on the real-time implementation which have to be considered and satisfied by
the implemented system. For an introduction to sampled computer control systems see e.g.
Åström and Wittenmark (1984).

Taking the step from a standard control design specification to a corresponding real-time im-
plementation involves the transformation of a number of control design assumptions into real-
time implementation requirements. Consider for instance the very simple control system de-
scribed inFigure 1. It consists of five blocks - the reference signal generator, a sampler fol-
lowed by an observer, a controller and finally an actuation block. In a typical control scenario,
the following functionality is expected: The sampler samples the output(s) of the controlled
system with a fixed periodTsample, such that the time of thenth sampling(s) is given by

(1)

It is assumed that, if many signals (outputs) are sampled by the sampler, the samples are taken
simultaneously (or with relative constant phases) for all system outputs. When the sampler has
collected the data it forwards it to the observer which in turn feeds the controller with estimates
of the dynamic system state variables. The controller performs the necessary control computa-
tions in order to compute an appropriate control signal(s) which should make the system out-
put follow the reference signal. The observer and control computations take some time and
hence induce a control delayτ, compensated for and partially imposed by the controller. When

Figure 1. An example controller data-flow diagram
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the controller has completed its execution, it sends a control value to the actuator which just
like the sampler, is invoked periodically with the periodTsample, however with a phase shift
(delay)τ relative to the sampling, resulting in the following relation for actuation start-times

(2)

Just like in sampling, actuation of multiple inputs is assumed to be performed simultaneously
(or with relative constant phases) for all system inputs. The reference signal generator, which
may be e.g. a human operator or a path-planner, generates new reference signals with a period
Tref, which is (normally) larger than or equal toTsample.

From this description the following design characteristics can be derived: The controller exe-
cutes with a nominal period ofTsample, has a nominal delay between sampling and actuation of
τ and includes five inter-function communications. Feeding of reference signals from the refer-
ence signal generator to the controller is done every time the reference signal generator is exe-
cuted. Nothing is said about the response time for a change in reference but it is clear that it
will vary if the period of the reference generator is not an even multiple of that of the control-
ler2.

The performance of the control algorithm is dependent on the timing in the system, including
theprecisely time-triggered sampling, the constant delay between sampling and actuation and
the synchronisation of samplings/actuations in multiple-input-multiple-output (MIMO) sys-
tems. Missing one of these timing constraints can lead to an instable system which may lead to
disastrous consequences and is the reason why sampled control applications are implemented
as hard real-time systems.

We use the expressionprecise time-triggering to describe the requirement of a function to be
invoked precisely at a given time. This opposes to the most commonly adopted meaning of
time-triggered systems, in which the tasks arereleased at the time of triggering and then only
need to be executed within the time for their respective deadlines. However, for the sake of in-
creasing the possibility to find a feasible schedule for a system with precisely time-triggered
tasks, some tolerances on the time-triggering have to be included. These are the tolerances
added in equations (1) and (2), and they are usually not a part of a control engineer’s model
and concern, but as described by Törngren (1995), they are quite necessary for implementa-
tion. To further follow the ideas in (Törngren, 1995), we describe the control-flow of the con-
trol system depicted inFigure 1, with a timing and triggering diagram (TTD) inFigure 2. This
diagram is much like a precedence diagram, in which each function not only have to wait for
precedence relations to be satisfied, but also for possible triggers to fire. In the cases when a
function has both a trigger and a precedence, the trigger specifies the start-time and the prece-
dence is simply a requirement imposing a deadline on the preceding function.

Figure 2 shows how theRef signal, Sample andActuate tasks are precisely time triggered
while theObserve andControl tasks have precedence relations and are triggered only when the
preceding tasks (sample andobserve respectively) are completed. The triggers in Figure 2 are
modelled with the following quadruple: {Type, Source, [<]Period:[[<] Tau], [Tol]}, where the
Type denotes whether the trigger is a time-trigger (TT) or an event trigger (ET),Source de-
scribes the trigger clock or event by its name,Period is the nominal period between two subse-

2. When this relationship holds—when the quotient between the task periodsT1 andT2 of two arbitrary
tasks is such thatT1/T2 is always an integer ifT1>T2—the periods are said to beharmonic. Commonly
this is the case for control systems and for now, that is what we will assume.

tactuate n( ) tsample n( ) τ tolactuate±( )+=
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quent invocations,Tau is the phasing—or delay—relative to the trigger source (often called
relative release time),Tol is the tolerance or in other words, the admissible deviation from the
nominal timing and finally [<] describes an optional attribute of a minimisation request of the
specified variable. For a more thorough explanation see (Törngren, 1995).

2.2 General Real-Time Computing Models
Now, when we have studied the application specification for sampled control systems, we will
discuss how real-time systems in general are specified.

2.2.1 Task models
Starting with some kind of application specification, such as the one inFigure 1, different
tasks are identified containing one or more of the application functions.

DEFINITION 6. Task
A task is, in the context of this report, defined as the smallest schedulable element in a real-
time application. Hence a task is indivisible in the sense that it must be allocated to one
processor only.

Other task definitions are used as well. For example a task can be defined as a sequence of seg-
ments, each of which being indivisible and schedulable (see e.g. Xu and Parnas, 1990).

The typical classification of tasks is done by behaviour in terms of their arrival to the system
workload. The traditionally identified types of tasks areperiodic, aperiodic and sporadic. For
control applications though, as established by Törngren (1995) and Cheng and Agrawala
(1994), these task models are not completely satisfactory. The concept ofprecisely periodic
tasks is therefore adopted (Törngren, 1995).

Usually in scheduling theory, a periodic task is defined as beingreleased periodically with, for
instance, a periodT, and having adeadline (D) relative to the release time. This task can be
modelled with the quadruple {T, D, C, R} where the periodT is the period with which the dif-
ferent invocations of the task are released.R is the release time of the first invocation of the
task. Release times of subsequent invocations are given by

Figure 2. Timing and triggering diagram for the controller example in Figure 1. Triggers are denoted
by vertical arrows and precedence relations by horizontal.

SAMPLE OBSERVE CONTROL ACTUATE

REF

SIGNAL

TT: CLK1, Tsample, tolsample

TT: CLK1, Tref, tolref

TT: CLK1, Tsample:τ, tolactuate
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(3)

whereri is the release time of invocationi. The relative deadlineD specifies how long time af-
ter its release a task must be terminated. Apart from these requirements, a worst case execution
time (C) is specified. In general, periodic tasks are required to execute exactly once every peri-
od, but they are not required to run exactly one period apart. Precisely periodic tasks on the
contrary, are required to be executed precisely periodically within some tolerance,J, thejitter
tolerance. It does not suffice to release a precisely periodic task at the given time—it needs to
start executing in a window defined by the tolerance. Furthermore the relationship described
by equation (3) between the release times of different invocations of a periodic task differs
from the specification ofstart times (s) of the precisely periodic task. These are recursively de-
fined by

(4)

and . This requirement leads to what is called arelative timing constraint because of
the starting time’s dependency of the preceding starting time (compare the sampling times giv-
en in equation (3)). The relative timing constraints show to be very difficult to account for in
scheduling (both local and global). Relative timing constraints are not always constraints on
different instances of the same task. They can also appear on communications between instanc-
es of different tasks, possibly running with different periods. Another example is the synchro-
nisation constraint that limits the time difference between different tasks’ execution without
using precedence relations. A precisely time triggered task can, in one form, be described with
the five-tuple {T, D, C, R, J}, where the additional parameterJ specifies the jitter tolerance.
We will henceforth refer to both periodic and precisely periodic tasks as periodic unless a dis-
tinction between these is necessary.

The classification of tasks mentioned above includes aperiodic and sporadic tasks too. These
types of tasks are common in control systems as well. For example, an overflow exception
handler could be implemented as anaperiodic task which is only triggered when an overflow
occurs. Aperiodic tasks can be triggered at any time and at any rate. They are event-triggered,
meaning that they respond to (are triggered by) events happening in either the application sys-
tem or in the environment surrounding it. Another kind of aperiodic tasks are calledsporadic.
They are event triggered but with the difference from aperiodic tasks that they can only be trig-
gered with a predefined maximum rate.

2.2.2 Task graphs
Tasks may have precedence relations meaning that a task cannot start executing before a
number of preceding tasks have terminated. The most convenient way of representing such
precedence requirements and communication needs is with a precedence graph. A typical
such, as it is most often used in literature is shown inFigure 3. As expected, it differs from the
one inFigure 2 by the lack of time-triggers and timing requirements. Tasks are represented by
nodes (vertices) and the precedence relations by arrows (edges). The arrows show the direction
of the precedence requirements; the highest level task is to be executed first, and so on. Often
associated with the precedence relations are communications. The number associated with
each node is the node’s worst case execution time and similarly, the numbers associated with
the edges are worst case communication times. If the target system would be heterogeneous,
i.e. with various kinds of processors and communication links, the described attributes would
have to be vectors, unless of course other units were chosen for the attributes, e.g. number of
operations to execute and number of bytes to send.

r i R i 1–( ) T⋅+=

si si 1– T+= i∀ 1≥

s0 R=
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Often the first task in a precedence graph is called thestart task and the last task in a graph is
called theexit task. In this report, when a single start (exit) task does not exist because there are
more than one task without any predecessors (successors), the term applies to an imaginary
task with execution time 0 being a predecessor (successor) to all start (exit) tasks.

2.2.3 Communication models
In distributed systems not only tasks but also their communications need to be scheduled. For
tasks residing on the same processor this is straightforward through shared memory, while for
communications utilizing communication links the scheduling problem is very much like that
for tasks. A common approach to the communication scheduling problem is therefore to han-
dle it in the same way as the task scheduling problem, viewing communication links as ana-
logue to processors and the communications as tasks. Still, some differences do exist, an
example is the possible need of using many connected links and hence involve routing as a part
of the scheduling algorithm.

In simple models the communications are described in precedence graphs like the one inFig-
ure 3. The arcs between tasksτi andτj represent both communication and precedence require-
ments and associated to each arc is a worst case communication time. When a heterogeneous
system is assumed, i.e. a system with different types of communication links, the worst case
communication time depends on the sending and receiving tasks’ allocation. In this case, the
worst case communication time is a vector with one element for each possible communication
link.

The communications within a distributed system are often assumed to be asynchronous (or
non-blocking), i.e. the processors are not assumed to be engaged with the sending and receiv-
ing of messages. Implied by this is the assumption that the communication network can hold
information. Synchronous (blocking) communication on the other hand requires the processors
of both communicating tasks to be available at the same time. The communication link cannot
hold information so a message has to be handled immediately as it arrives.

It is however a big difference between the communication models used for specifying or de-
scribing distributed real-time systems and the ones used for global scheduling. Not surprising-
ly the models for scheduling tend to be the simpler ones and not rarely communication times
are completely neglected.

Figure 3. Acyclic graph with worst case execution and communication times.
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2.3 Implementation Constraints
Next we will continue and give an overview of the type of constraints that often have to be
considered when searching for a feasible global schedule. A schedule is calledfeasible if it sat-
isfies all the constraints the application and the target system imply. It should be pointed out
that the constraints that have to be satisfied vary between problems and the list of constraints
given here has, to the author’s best knowledge, never been considered in its complete form. In
section 2.4 we continue and discuss the various goals of the search/optimization process.

• Relative timing constraints. As described in the previous section and as can be noted in
equations (1) and (2), the activation times of each task sometimes have to satisfy constraints
that relate the timing of different instances of the same task (1), and the timing of different
tasks (2), to each other.

• Synchronisation. Requirements on the synchronisation between otherwise independent
periodic tasks with common periods may exist. Either the tasks should start simultaneously
or with a fixed phase.

• Deadlines. A task must complete its execution before it reaches its deadline if an explicit
deadline for the task exists.

• Precedence. A precedence relationship often has its origin in communication between two
tasks, but can also come from a pure sequencing requirement. Commonly precedence rela-
tions are described in precedence graphs (see e.g.Figure 3).

• End-to-end deadlines. It is quite possible that a precedence sequence of tasks has to meet
an end-to-end deadline while no deadlines are explicitly assigned to the individual tasks. An
example is the tasksSample, Observe andControl in Figure 2, which have to be executed
before the activation ofActuate. In this case it is usually sufficient to assign the deadline to
the last of the tasks in the sequence (in our example toControl) and letting this constraint
together with the precedence constraints ensure feasibility of the generated schedule.

• Mutual exclusion.Even though it does not follow directly from the discussion above, it is
quite possible that two or more tasks may want to use some shared resources. The processor
is the most obvious example of a resource that is shared by many tasks, but that only one
task can use at once. A more relevant example may be the use of shared data: A task that
wants to write in a shared data buffer cannot be allowed to do this while a concurrent task is
in a section where it reads from the same buffer. Hence, a task that wants to write shared
data needs to make sure that no other task is currently using it. If some other task is using
the data, the writer task has to block and wait for the other task to leave the section.

• Communication latency. A communication latency can sometimes be necessary to specify
for communications which message has a “best before” time and hence should be received
and handled within a certain time after it has been sent. A latency requirement on a commu-
nication,msr, between two tasksτs (sender) andτr (receiver) is written3

(5)

3. Tasks will be denotedτ in the following. This is not to be mixed up with the control delays that were
discussed in section 2.1. The distinction between control delays and tasks should be clear from the con-
text.

start τs( ) compl τr( )– latency msr( )≤
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• General communication constraints. Communication between tasks residing on different
processors has to be handled in very much the same way as tasks. The communication hard-
ware has to be scheduled in a way that the communications are finished before the receiving
task executes. Here the often used restriction of only allowing communication at the start
and end of tasks is adopted. This restriction is used to simplify the precedence relations
between tasks. If a task needs to communicate at some other time, it can be divided into two
or more separate tasks to satisfy the restriction.

• Redundancy. Since many control systems are safety critical, it is often of interest to
include task redundancy in order to provide tolerance towards hardware faults. In the cases
when redundant replicas are used, they must be allocated to different processors for the
redundancy to have any effect.

• Preferred allocation. A task may have a preferred allocation if it for instance needs to
interface an external device that is connected to one processor only. In that case the task
must be allocated to that specific processor.

• Processor utilisation. The utilisation of a processor, defined by the fraction of time that a
processor is busy executing tasks, cannot be larger than 1.

• Memory needs. The total amount of memory needed by all tasks allocated to one proces-
sor cannot be larger than the memory capacity of that processor.

2.4 Optimization Criteria
Scheduling algorithms can be classified by their objectives. On a high level they can be classi-
fied into algorithms that searchany feasible solution and algorithms that optimize some meas-
ure of the global schedules’ goodness over the set of feasible schedules in order to findone
(sub-) optimal solution. At a lower level the latter algorithms can be classified by the measure
that they try to optimize. Even though some algorithms do not seek to optimize any character-
istic of a schedule, all, or at least the very most of the algorithms use some kind of measure to
assess how good a sample schedule is. I.e. also the algorithms that only search feasibility need
a mean to compare different candidate schedules with each other without any of them satisfy-
ing the required feasibility condition. In short, this is the difference betweenconstrained
search and constrained optimization problems. A problem for both of these classes is to
choose the cost function to be minimized—the measure of goodness. The following questions
must be answered in either case:What makes a good solution?or What characteristics of an
infeasible schedule makes the search algorithm more likely to lead to a feasible schedule?

Often the system designer has more than one objective when optimizing a schedule and often
such multiple objectives are contradictive; the designer wants the system to be both fast and re-
liable or both allow for future expansions and still make efficient use of the system resources.
Now, the problem is no longer only a constrained optimization problem but also a multi objec-
tive one, in which the weighting of the competing objectives has a major impact on the final
solution. Various measures of cost for allocation and/or scheduling of real-time systems are
used in the literature and we here describe some of them.

Themakespan, or end-to-end execution time for a process precedence graph, is often used as a
cost when the only objective is to minimize the completion time of a task graph. The makespan
is the time it takes to finish the longest of the paths (measured in time) between the start task
and the exit task, given a global schedule4. When not only tasks but also communications are
modelled, their associated communication times are included in the makespan.
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In systems wherereliability is a key property, e.g. safety-critical systems, it is sometimes
meaningful to define a reliability measure to assess the goodness of a global schedule. Shatz et
al. (1992) maximize the probability that a system can run all tasks in a task graph successfully,
given the individual probabilities of failure of the processors and communication links. The
system performance (e.g. makespan) is specified as a constraint. Peng and Shin (1989) instead,
measure and minimize thesystem hazard of a system with only periodic tasks. The system haz-
ard they define to be the maximum normalized task response time. The normalized response
time of a task is the ratio of the task response time to its invocation period.

A classic objective from the work on regular distributed systems that is also often used for dis-
tributed real-time systems, isload balancing. It is considered good to balance the system
workload on the available processors to gain fairness; every processor does about the same job.
Heuristically it seems reasonable that in order to get fast execution and good utilisation of the
system capacity, the processors share the workload as evenly as possible. In order to achieve
load balancing, Bannister and Trivedi (1983) minimize the sum of the squares of all processors
utilisation under a certain allocation. However, only using the objective to find a well balanced
system does often lead to realisations with much inter processor communication and degrada-
tion of system throughput due to communication link congestion (Ma et al., 1982). Ma et al.
use a combination of load balancing and minimization of the inter processor communications
by using a cost function which sums up the costs of execution and the costs of inter process
communications. To tune the cost function to account for differences in measuring units, a nor-
malization weight is used.

2.5 Complexity issues
Finding the optimal solution for a combinatorial problem is difficult due to the lack of algo-
rithms that can solve the problem in reasonable time. The research in optimization of combina-
torial problems, of which global scheduling is one, has been going on for a number of decades
and yet the most important result that has evolved is a negative one: Most of the global sched-
uling problems are numerically intractable, meaning that the time it takes to solve them grows
exponentially with the size of the problem, and no algorithm that will solve those problems in
less than exponential time is expected to be found. Only simplifications that are of less practi-
cal use have been shown to be solvable in polynomial time, i.e. with an algorithm for which the
solution time isO(sn), wheres is a measure of the problem size. Heresolving means finding
the optimal solution, if any.

2.5.1 NP-completeness
The theory of NP-completeness is very complex itself. The description below is in many parts
heavily influenced by Jonsson (1997), who gives a short and easy to understand description of
the subject. For a more extensive overview of the theory of NP-completeness, see the classic
book on the subject; (Garey and Johnson, 1979).

Formally, the combinatorial problems are associated with the classesP andNP. P is the class
of problems that can besolved in polynomial time, whileNP is a class of problems for which
the correctness of a solution of a problem can beverified by a polynomial time algorithm. A
problem  polynomially reduces to , written , if for any instance of , an instance

4. If the execution and communication times of the different tasks and their communications do not
depend on the global schedule, for example in an homogeneous system, this path is thecritical path of
the task precedence graph, discussed in 4.3.4.

P′ P P′ P∝ P′
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of  can be constructed in polynomial time such that solving  will solve  as well. A prob-
lem  is said to beNP-hard if  for any . A problem  is said to beNP-com-
plete if it is both NP-hard and . It is obvious that  (all problems that are
solvable in polynomial time are also verifiable) but whether this inclusion is proper or if

 is still an unsolved problem. I.e. no one has yet been able to prove that there is a prob-
lem in NP that is not inP. One may say however, that the many years of research in the area,
without any result showing , indicates that this is not the case.

A number of different scheduling problems have been shown to be NP-complete and even
though the associated proofs only hold for the specific cases, it does not seem too rash to guess
that more complex scheduling problems are at least as difficult to solve. In a paper from 1975,
J.D. Ullman shows the NP-completeness of two scheduling problems both based on one gener-
al formulation (Ullman, 1975):

(P1) General scheduling problem. Given a set,T, of n tasks, a partial order onT (i.e. prece-
dence relations between tasks inT ), execution timesCi, , m processors, and a time
limit k, does there exist a total functionf from T to {0,1,...,k-1}such that:

• if τi precedesτj, then

• for eachτi in T, , and

• for eacht, , there are at mostm values ofi for which

The problems that Ullman shows to be NP-complete are the following:

(P2) Single-execution-time scheduling. P1 is restricted by requiringCi = 1, , i.e. all
tasks require one time unit of execution.

(P3) Two-processors, one- or two-time-units scheduling. P1 is restricted by requiringm= 2,
and , , i.e. all tasks require one or two time units of execution and

there are only two processors.

Other special cases that in different ways restrictP1 by e.g. requirements on the structure of
the precedence relations, have been shown to be NP-complete as well. For an overview see e.g.
(El-Rewini et al., 1995).

To sum up; as long as no algorithm is found that can solve the NP-complete problems in poly-
nomial time (and hence show that ) one has to settle for sub-optimal solutions of glo-
bal scheduling problems, at least in the general case. This is the fact that has lead to the vast
research on heuristic and implicit enumeration algorithms in this area.

2.5.2 Optimal algorithms
Despite the discouraging results presented above, there do exist some problem formulations
for which optimal, polynomial time algorithms have been found. Some of them are described
by El-Rewini et al., (1995), while we will only give one example which is due to Hu.

(P4) Scheduling of tasks with the same execution time with precedence relations of tree-
structured task graphs. HereP1 is restricted by requiringCi = Cj, , and that the
precedence relations can either be described by anin-forest or anout-forest task graph. An
in-forest task graph is a graph in which each task has at most one immediate successor

P P P′
P P′ P∝ P′ NP∈ P

P NP∈ P NP⊂

P NP=

P NP=

1 i n≤ ≤

f τi( ) Ci+ f τ j( )≤

f τi( ) Ci+ k≤

0 t k<≤ f τi( ) t f τi( ) Ci+≤ ≤

1 i n≤ ≤

Ci 1 2,{ }∈ 1 i n≤ ≤

P NP=

1 i j, n≤ ≤
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while in an out-forest task graph each task has at most one immediate predecessor. We will
here only study the in-forest case when all tasks have unit execution time. Since all tasks
have equal execution times, the time can be scaled such that all tasks in fact have unit execu-
tion time.

DEFINITION 7. Task level.
The level of a taskτ in a task graph is the maximum number of tasks (includingτ) on any
path fromτ to an exit (terminal) task. In an in-forest there is exactly one such path. An exit
task is at level 1.

DEFINITION 8. Ready tasks.
A task is said to be ready when it has no predecessor tasks or when all its predecessors have
already been executed.

Hu’s algorithm can now be described as follows:

(i) The level of each task in the task graph is calculated and is used as the task’s prior-
ity.

(ii) Whenever a processor becomes available, assign it the unexecuted ready task with
the highest priority.

It should be noticed that none of the above described problems include communication delays
and that is of course an important simplification. The described algorithm can be modified to
handle communication by augmentation of the task graph with extra “nodes”.

2.6 General Assumptions
In the following description of algorithms for local and global scheduling a number of assump-
tions are made. An assumption made for all the presented algorithms is that the set of tasks and
the target system onto which we want to globally schedule the tasks are given. The problem of
mapping application functionality to schedulable units will hence not be discussed. This prob-
lem is referred to aspartitioning and is a part of the implementation optimization problem. It
will also be assumed that there exist good estimates of the tasks’ worst case execution times
when run on each of the different processors in the target system. The same assumption is
made about the knowledge of the time consumption of the communications. The problem of
finding estimates of task execution times is a challenging research field by itself and it has
grown more difficult lately since the processors are equipped with unpredictable caches and
use pipelining.

3 Introduction to Classic Scheduling

In this section we will give definitions of basic scheduling concepts and discuss a number of
single processor scheduling techniques. The history of research on scheduling theory is long
and dates back to (at least) the early 60’s. In that time the researchers were mainly involved
with the scheduling of manufacturing plants which resulted in a job-shop scheduling theory.
The theory for job-shop scheduling was the base for today’s computer scheduling theory and
many of the job-shop results are directly applicable to real-time computer systems.
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In 1973, Liu and Layland published their classic paper on preemptive, priority driven, schedul-
ing algorithms and since then, their theory has been developed considerably. From having
been a theory for systems with little practical relevance it has become a mature technique well
adapted for use in real systems. For a lot of references in the area and a historical overview of
fixed priority preemptive scheduling see (Audsley et al., 1995). The remainder of this section
is described in many books on real-time systems, we especially refer to Krishna and Shin
(1997).

3.1 Basic Scheduling Terminology

3.1.1 On-line versus off-line scheduling
Scheduling of tasks can be performed either by a scheduler before start of execution—off-line
scheduling—or by a scheduler (e.g. being part of an operating system) during the execution—
on-line scheduling. Off-line scheduling results in acyclic executive—a table of start times of
all tasks—and has the advantage that it can give guarantees on task start and finish times, satis-
faction of mutual exclusion requirements etc., in advance. Off-line schedulers are well suited
for periodic hard real-time systems but in order to handle sporadic tasks the scheduling has to
be defensive or the hard real-time requirements be relaxed. Purely aperiodic tasks with hard
real-time requirements are usually not allowed at all. Exceptions to this do exist however, as in
the work by Sandström et al. (1998), where aperiodic tasks (interrupts) are handled to some ex-
tent.

On-line scheduling algorithms instead, generate schedules on-the-fly and cannot always guar-
antee the performance of hard real-time tasks unless, as we will see in the next section, the
scheduling is static. A nice feature though, is that they can handle e.g. sporadic tasks in a much
more efficient way than can an off-line scheduler. The major drawback of on-line schedulers is
that they must be very fast in order to leave most of the processor time to the application, if
not, the scheduling is indeed useless. This is the reason why much of the continuing discus-
sion, especially the one about global algorithms, will deal with off-line schedulers.

3.1.2 Static versus dynamic scheduling
A scheduling strategy can be eitherstatic or dynamic. This classification does differ from the
classification into on-line and off-line schedulers even though the difference is not always
made clear. Stankovic et al. (1995) make it clear by describing static scheduling as follows:

“In static scheduling, the scheduling algorithm has complete knowledge of
the task set and its constraints, such as deadlines, computation times, prece-
dence constraints, and future release times.”

While dynamic scheduling is described:

“A dynamic scheduling algorithm (in the context of this article) has complete
knowledge of currently active tasks, but new task activations, not known to
the algorithm when it is scheduling the current set, may arrive. Therefore the
schedules change over time.”

The gist of this reasoning together with the definitions of on- and off-line scheduling, is that
both on- and off-line schedulers can be static, as long as everything is known about the system
task arrivals etc. from time zero. Hence, an on-line scheduler is not necessarily dynamic with
these definitions. Stankovic et al. continues,
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“Generally, a scheduling algorithm (possibly with some modification) can
be applied to static or dynamic scheduling and used off or on line. The im-
portant difference is what is known about the algorithm’s performance in
each case.”

As noted before, we will in this report concentrate on static and off-line scheduling, much be-
cause this is a natural solution for global schedulers which can be difficult to implement to be
run on-line. Independent on-line local scheduling of each node is of course a possibility and
even though the global schedulers described in this report do not exploit it, it is a quite com-
mon heuristic approach. In traditional local scheduling, on-line scheduling is common and this
will be discussed as well.

3.1.3 Scheduling horizon—least common multiple (LCM)
In order to generate an off-line schedule (a cyclic executive) for periodic tasks, a suitable
scheduling horizon needs to be chosen. A scheduling horizon is the time window over which
scheduling has to be performed to make an execution continuation possible by simply repeat-
ing the same schedule over and over. The existence of periodic tasks with different periods im-
plies that manyinstances of tasks have to be scheduled within the scheduling horizon. To find
such a scheduling horizon, a necessary condition is that all the task periods are chosen such
that their mutual quotients are rational numbers. This enables us to find a scheduling horizon
during which all the tasks are to be executed an integral number of times. It is, of course, pref-
erable to find a scheduling horizon which is as small as possible and thereby render the short-
est possible schedule. Assuming that we haveN tasks,τi, in a task setT, with the periodsTi, a
formalized definition of theLeast Common Multiple (LCM) scheduling horizon can be out-
lined:

DEFINITION 9. Least common multiple scheduling horizon (LCM).
The scheduling horizon we consider is the length of the least common multiple of all peri-
ods of tasks.LCM is defined as the smallest time window such that there existN integer
numbersni, satisfying . The numbersni are the number of instances of each
task that is to be scheduled within the scheduling horizon.

In Figure 4 a cyclic precedence graph for the system inFigure 1 is shown. The sampling peri-
od (Tsample) is assumed to be half the period of the reference signal (Tref) making the

. The precedence graph shows the time window of oneLCM

and is cyclic since it is repeated over and over again with implicit precedence constraints be-
tween the lastActuate task (A) and the firstSample task (S) in the next window. The other
tasks areObserve and Control (O&C) and theReference signal generator (Ref).

3.1.4 Preemptive versus non-preemptive scheduling
Scheduling can bepreemptive or non-preemptive. In a non-preemptive schedule, a task that
has been started is executed until it finishes or gets blocked over a resource, and returns the
control of the CPU itself. No other task is allowed to interrupt an executing task, no matter its
importance or priority. In a preemptive scheme the case is different; a task that is executing can
at any time be preempted and replaced by a higher priority task. The preempted task is later re-
sumed. Hence a task that is very critical can be guaranteed to be allowed to start executing
when it is triggered. A preemptive schedule is in general preferable since it increases the prob-
ability of the existence of a feasible schedule. It should be noted however, that for algorithm
complexity reasons, non-preemptive scheduling can be preferable when a static schedule is to

LCM ni Ti⋅=

LCM 2 Tsample 1 T⋅ ref=⋅=
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be generated. This is because the solution space to search through for a scheduler grows tre-
mendously if preemptions are allowed. Furthermore, a system with a scheduler which uses
preemption is more difficult to test and verify due to the large set (infinitely large in some cas-
es) of execution cases.

Example 1. Preemptive scheduling
Assume that two independent tasksτ1 and τ2 are to be scheduled on one processor. The
tasks have execution timesC1 = 3 andC2 = 3; release timesR1 = 2 andR2 = 0 and dead-
linesD1 = 8,D1 = 10.Figure 5a shows the schedule when a non-preemptive algorithm is
used. The algorithm simply starts executing the tasks as they are released.τ2 starts first
which forcesτ1 to wait untilt = 6. Sinceτ1 has an execution time of 3 time units it miss-
es its deadline at 8. If the algorithm instead allows for preemption,τ1 can execute when it
is released att = 2 and execute until it is completed att = 5, both of the tasks meet their
deadlines with margin (Figure 5b).

3.2 Priority Based Single Processor Scheduling
In priority based scheduling, each task is assigned a priority. When a task finishes or blocks
over a resource, the ready task with the highest priority is dispatched and starts to execute. If
preemption is allowed, a task with higher priority than the one that is currently executing is
started as soon as it becomes ready.

Figure 4. Cyclic precedence graph of the multi rate system in Figure 2 with . Graph

repeats after LCM.

Figure 5. Comparison between non-preemptive scheduling (a) and preemptive scheduling (b), for two
tasks on one processor.
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3.2.1 Rate monotonic scheduling (RM)
In 1973 Liu and Layland showed that for a set ofn periodic and preemptable tasks a priority
assignment in which the tasks get priorities inversely related to their periods, is guaranteed to
generate a feasible schedule if the total processor utilization,U, satisfies the following rela-
tionship

(6)

and if the following assumptions hold:

(A1) All tasks are periodic.
(A2) The relative deadline of a task is equal to the task’s period. This ensures that each task

only can have one invocation active at a time.
(A3) All tasks are independent, i.e. no precedence constraints are allowed.
(A4) Tasks have constant execution times, or rather, worst case execution times are known.
(A5) No task has any non-preemptable section and the cost of preemption, dispatching etc. is

negligible.
(A6) Other resource requirements than execution time, such as memory and I/O requirements,

are negligible.

We note that for largen, the right hand side (RHS) in (6) approachesln(2) = 0.69 and conse-
quently, any periodic task set can be scheduled by the RM algorithm if its total utilization is
less than 0.69. Liu and Layland further proved that the RM algorithm is an optimal static prior-
ity algorithm. It is optimal in the sense that if any static priority assignment produces a feasible
schedule, then so does RM.

Example 2. Rate monotonic scheduling.
Figure 6 shows an example of rate monotonic scheduling of three tasks,τ1-τ3, with peri-
odsT1=4, T2=5, T3=10 and execution timesC1=1, C2=1, C3=3. All tasks are released at
t=0 which is a critical instant of all tasks. We note that the utilization isU = 1/4 + 1/5 +
3/10 = 0.75 which is less than RHS of (6) evaluated forn=3, which is 0.78, and it is
therefore guaranteed that all tasks meet their deadlines.LCM of the tasks is 20, so from
time 20 and on the schedule repeats.

A nice characteristic of RM scheduling is that feasibility can be guaranteed by (6). However,
this is a sufficient and not necessary condition and is as such, quite pessimistic. (6) is derived
by studying the task behaviour at thecritical instant. “The critical instant of a task is defined
to be an instant at which a request for that task will have the largest response time”, (Liu and
Layland, 1973). They continue by showing that“a critical instant of a task occurs when the
task is requested simultaneously with all higher priority tasks”. It is therefore sufficient to

Figure 6. Example of a rate monotonic schedule for the tasks in Example 2. ij denotes task i, instance
j.
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show that a task meets its deadline when it is released at its critical instant. A sufficient re-
quirement for a taskk to be schedulable with RM, given that the tasks are sorted in order of in-
creasing period times (decreasing priorities) is

(7)

for some . The operator  meansthe smallest integer that is larger than or equal
to x. The left hand side of (7) is therefore a pessimistic estimation of the total execution time of
all tasks up to timet. (7) is the basic relation on which the rest of the RM analysis is based. A
further condition for schedulability has been developed, see e.g Sha et al. (1990):

Theorem 1. A set ofn independent periodic tasks scheduled by the rate monotonic algo-
rithm will always meet its deadlines, for all task phasings, if and only if

(8)

where .

This is a sufficient and necessary schedulability condition for RM scheduling. The operator
 meansthe largest integer that is smaller than or equal to x. Theorem 1 is based on enu-

meration and checking of all scheduling points of a taskτi’s first invocation. The scheduling
points for a taskτ areτ’s first deadline and the end of periods of higher priority tasks withinτ’s
first deadline.

Since assumptions (A1-A6) are rather restrictive, a lot of effort has been spent in finding simi-
lar results for less restricted system models. In the remainder of this section we will look at
some of the different relaxations that have been done to the original rate monotonic problem
formulation. The work presented here is however not exhaustive (far from it), and readers in-
terested in finding more references and a comprehensive study of the rate monotonic research
are referred to Audsley et al. (1995), while practitioners who are interested in implementation
should look at Klein et al. (1993).

Relaxing the non-critical section assumption (A5).Most practical systems include critical
sections, which are sections in which tasks need to mutually exclude each other from entering.
A critical section may involve reading and writing to shared data, operations that should not be
allowed to be interrupted by other tasks that want to access the same data. By assumption (A5),
however, the original RM analysis is not valid for systems in which low priority tasks can
block higher priority tasks from executing, which is the result of allowing mutual exclusions.

A problem that arises when mutual exclusions are allowed (implemented by e.g. the use of bi-
nary semaphores) ispriority inversion. In Example 3, which is borrowed from Sha et al.
(1990), priority inversion is described.

Example 3. Priority inversion.
Suppose thatτ1, τ2 andτ3 are three tasks arranged in descending order of priority withτ1
having the highest priority. We assume that tasksτ1 andτ3 share a data structure guarded
by a binary semaphoreS. Suppose that at time t1, taskτ3 locks the semaphoreS and exe-
cutes its critical section. During the execution of taskτ3’s critical section the high priori-
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ty taskτ1 is initiated, preemptsτ3, and later attempts to use the shared data. However,
taskτ1 will be blocked on the semaphoreS. We would expect thatτ1, being the highest
priority task, will be blocked no longer than the time for taskτ1 to complete its critical
section. However, the duration is, in fact, unpredictable. This is because taskτ3 can be
preempted by the intermediate priority taskτ2. The blocking ofτ3, and hence that ofτ1,
will continue untilτ2 and any other pending intermediate tasks are completed.

Different techniques have been proposed to get around the priority inversion problem. One that
is tempting to use because of its simplicity and intuitiveness is thebasic priority inheritance
protocol, described thoroughly in e.g. (Sha et al., 1990). In the basic priority inheritance proto-
col a low priority task, such as taskτ3 in Example 3 above, inherits the highest priority of all
the tasks it blocks. Hence, once taskτ1 as inExample 3 blocks on the semaphoreS, taskτ3’s
priority is changed to that ofτ1. The result is thatτ2 cannot preemptτ3 and in that way indi-
rectly block the higher priority task,τ1. Whenτ3 exits its critical section and unlocks the sem-
aphoreS, its priority is reset to the original andτ1 can, as having the highest priority, preempt
τ3.

Although intuitively tempting to use, a rigorous analysis of the basic priority inheritance proto-
col shows that it can lead to chained blocking and deadlock. In order to solve these problems,
another approach called thepriority ceiling protocol was developed in (Sha et al., 1990). The
underlying idea of the priority ceiling protocol is to ensure that when a taskτ preempts another
task,τ∗, which is in a critical section, and executes its own critical section, the priority at which
the new critical section (τ‘s) will execute, is guaranteed to be higher than the inherited priori-
ties of all the preempted critical sections. The priority ceiling protocol is in short realized as
follows:

• Each semaphore is assigned a priority ceiling which is equal to the priority of the highest
priority task that may use the semaphore.

• A task,τ, executes on its assigned priority unless it blocks one or more higher priority
tasks, in which case it inherits the highest priority of the blocked tasks. Once exited from
the critical section,τ resumes the priority it had at the time it entered the critical section.

• A task,τ, is allowed to start executing a new critical section only if its priority is higher
than all priority ceilings of all the semaphores locked by other tasks thanτ.

The priority ceiling protocol prevents both deadlocks and chained blocking. Furthermore, as-
suming that the maximum blocking time of taskτi by lower priority tasks is known and denot-
edBi, and given that the task priorities are assigned according to the RM policy, the following
theorem holds:

Theorem 2. A set ofn periodic tasks using the priority ceiling protocol can be sched-
uled by the RM algorithm if the following conditions are satisfied:

(9)

The first i terms in (9) constitute the effect of preemptions of all higher priority tasks and task
i’s own execution time. The last term is the effect of blocking by lower priority tasks.

Later, a modified version of this protocol was developed; theimmediate priority ceiling inher-
itanceprotocol, as described in (Audsley et al., 1992). This protocol differs from the original
priority ceiling protocol in that when a task enters a critical section, its priority is immediately
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raised to the ceiling of the semaphore. The results of this modification is that the protocol is
easier to implement, less context switches are performed and that blocking of a high priority
task,τH, by a lower priority task,τL, always happens in the beginning of the execution ofτH.
The blocking characteristics are otherwise equivalent to those in the priority ceiling protocol,
except in the case when only some invocations of a task enter the critical region, then it may be
blocked unnecessarily.

Finally, it should be noted that the priority inversion problem and the ways to get around it are
just as valid for any priority based scheduling policy, i.e. not only RM.

Relaxing the deadline assumption (A2).In order to relax the restriction that all tasks must
have deadlines equal to their periods, a variant of the rate monotonic priority assignment—the
deadline monotonic(DM) priority assignment, was proposed and proven optimal by Leung
and Whitehall in 1982, see e.g. (Audsley et al., 1991) for reference. The method handles the
case when task deadlines are allowed to be shorter than the task periods. In DM scheduling,
tasks get higher priorities the shorter their deadlines are. The DM policy is, just like RM, a stat-
ic priority assignment used for periodic systems and is not to be confused with the later de-
scribedEarliest Deadline First scheduling algorithm (although the similarities are obvious),
which can just as well be used as a dynamic algorithm.

DM scheduling can be used successfully with many of the extensions developed for the RM
scheduling theory, see Audsley et al. (1992) for an overview. An example is to combine DM
with the use of some priority inheritance protocol. According to Audsley et al., the immediate
priority ceiling inheritance protocol is particularly suited. Furthermore, sporadic tasks, prece-
dence constraints, multi-deadline tasks etc. can be accounted for to some extent. A minor
drawback with the DM assignment is the schedulability analysis, which is not as straightfor-
ward as for RM. Schedulability conditions similar to the ones given in (6)-(9) for RM schedul-
ing, have not been found. Instead a test which is pseudo-polynomial in computational
complexity was proposed in (Audsley et al., 1991). However, this test can be applied for anal-
ysis of any fixed priority assignment, and is as such much more general than the RM analysis
relations.

Further, a generalization of (6) has been developed for a special case of task-sets with dead-
lines longer than the task periods (see e.g. Klein et al., 1994):

Theorem 3. A periodic task set with  and  is
schedulable if

(10)

Relaxing the periodicity assumption (A1).A number of different approaches have been pro-
posed to deal with non-periodic tasks within the rate monotonic scheduling framework. Aperi-
odic tasks are by their nature impossible to schedule statically and guarantee feasibility, while
sporadic tasks can be handled in different ways. The most straightforward approach is to treat
the sporadic task as a periodic task with the period equal to the guaranteed minimum inter ar-
rival time of the sporadic task.

Another simple solution is to set up a high priority periodic task that polls for pending sporadic
tasks and serves all of them. If there is some sporadic task pending at the time the server is
scheduled, the server allows it to execute. However, this method wastes a lot of processor time,
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since the server is started each period to poll for sporadic tasks even though none is pending.
Furthermore, if a sporadic task arrives right after the server was scheduled it will have to wait
for up to one period of the server until it is allowed to execute.

Other, so calledbandwidth preserving algorithms have been proposed. One of them is thespo-
radic server (Sha et al., 1989), which also makes use of a server task but with the difference
that the server maintains its execution time over the period. That is, the limited execution time
held by the server task is obtainable for any sporadic task arriving any time within the period.
If the servers execution time is exhausted by some sporadic task, any new sporadic task has to
wait until the server’s execution time is replenished at the start of its period. This method still
imposes unnecessary overhead to the system when no sporadic tasks arrive but it also allows
sporadic tasks to respond faster than the former method.

3.2.2 Earliest deadline first (EDF)
In theearliest deadline first algorithm, tasks are assigned priorities according to the order of
their deadlines such that the task with the earliest deadline gets the highest priority. It was
shown in (Liu and Layland, 1973) that EDF is an optimal scheduling algorithm for preempta-
ble task-sets satisfying (A1-A6) above. Liu and Layland formulated the optimality as follows;
“the deadline driven algorithm is optimum in the sense that if a set of tasks can be scheduled
by any algorithm, it can be scheduled by the deadline driven scheduling algorithm”. Further-
more, the following theorem ensures that the EDF algorithm achieves 100% utilization of the
processor before losing feasibility:

Theorem 4. For a given set ofn tasks, satisfying (A1-A6) above, the earliest deadline
first scheduling algorithm is feasible if and only if

(11)

3.2.3 Least laxity first (LLF)
In the least laxity first algorithm tasks are assigned priorities according to their laxities. The
task laxity is defined to be the difference between the remaining task execution time,CR, and
the deadline. At each scheduling point the laxity of each task is computed and the task with the
smallest laxity is scheduled. A tasks laxity is not updated while it is executing. However, other
task’s laxities are updated and may become smaller than the currently executing. If that hap-
pens, the running task is preempted and the new highest priority task is started. This can be-
come a problem if two tasks have similar laxities, in that case a possible result is thrashing due
to the fact that context switches happen too often. If the cost of context switches is ignored, the
LLF scheduling algorithm is optimal in the same sense as EDF. See e.g. (Kopetz, 1993).

3.2.4 Exact response time analysis
Based on the thoughts that led to (7), an exact analysis can be made for systems with periodic
and sporadic tasks that are scheduled with some fixed priority assignment. The response time
of a task is defined to be the time between the release of the task until it has finished its execu-
tion. The worst case response time,Ri, of taskτi satisfies the following condition:

(12)
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The sum is taken over the sethp(i), which is the set of all tasks with higher priority thanτi. Ri
can be computed by iteration.

(13)

The iteration is stopped when  equals , (Eriksson, 1998).

3.3 Applicability to Control Applications
One thing that has not been discussed above is how suitable the above described scheduling al-
gorithms are to handle the control system requirements given in section 2.1. These require-
ments include low jitter, constant control delays and synchronisation between different tasks.
The reason why it has not been discussed is simple—the work that has been done to support
these types of scheduling requirements is scarce.

In (Klein et al., 1993) some design ideas of how to control jitter of tasks by assigning them
suitable priorities, are given. In general, the deadline monotonic approach seems most useful
since it allows the assignment of a deadline to a task such that the task can be forced to execute
within its jitter tolerance. The deadline monotonic analysis also supports analysis of any fixed
priority assignment, which is a nice feature.

The requirements on constant delays between sampling and actuation, and the requirements on
synchronisation of different task are more difficult to handle with the above described tech-
niques.

4 Methods for Global Scheduling

In this chapter a number of different application models, methods and algorithms for global
scheduling of distributed real-time systems will be described. The methods are described and
example applications from the literature are given.

4.1 Introduction
The problem of global scheduling can be addressed in a number of ways, but two basic ap-
proaches are always used; either the problem is divided into two—allocation and thereafter
scheduling—following the good old principle of divide and conquer. Or the whole global
scheduling problem is tackled at once5. In the first approach, the tasks are first clustered into
groups that are allocated to different processors and then schedules are generated for the proc-
essors. This seems to be the most common approach and it is indeed tempting since the two
problems allocation and scheduling, by themselves, are much less complex than if they are
treated together.

5. In some applications though, the allocation is given from start, or at least, only a few
allocations are reasonable. If this is the case, the overall problem is naturally simplified.
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The list of methods and algorithms that will be given here contains a blend of techniques in
which allocation and scheduling is carried out either simultaneously or both at once. The algo-
rithms are sorted into groups based on the methods they use rather than on the problem they
are designed to solve. Usually it is the search or optimization method the algorithm is based on
that is most interesting while the problem that is solved could be exchanged.

4.2 Heuristic Methods
Due to the difficulty to find optimal solutions to the problems we are studying, heuristic meth-
ods are commonly adopted. A heuristic method in this context is a method that uses some rules
to create a solution. These rules are defined by the algorithm designer who uses intuition and/
or experience. We have already discussed the heuristics in partitioning the global scheduling
problem into two—allocation and scheduling. Another heuristic approach is to relax some con-
straints from the original problem and solve the new, easier problem. This can lead to an ap-
proximate solution which can be a base for further search or simply a solution that is good
enough, if not optimal.

In this section we will give an example of a class of heuristic scheduling algorithms called list
scheduling (4.2.1), then we will describe a scheduling heuristic used for precisely time trig-
gered tasks and their inter processor communications which is due to Cheng and Agrawala
(1994). The algorithm is especially interesting since it comes very close to the requirements
posed by control systems (4.2.2).

4.2.1 List scheduling
In this class of heuristic methods each task is assigned a priority, after which a list is created
where ready tasks are sorted in decreasing priority order. A task is ready if it has been released
and it has no predecessors or if all its predecessors have already executed (Definition 8). The
tasks are then scheduled in priority order on the most suitable available processor. Algorithms
belonging to this class differ in the way tasks are assigned priorities and in the way the most
suitable processor is chosen.Figure 7 shows a general list scheduling algorithm.L denotes the
ordered list of ready tasks.tk is the time that the task that is currently executing on processork
will finish. C(τ,k) is the execution time of taskτ on processork.

List schedulers are generally off-line schedulers even though one may think of cases in which
it would be feasible with an on-line algorithm. The generic algorithm sketched inFigure 7
works for most cases but it is possible that one wants to wait with the scheduling of a high pri-

Figure 7. A general list scheduling algorithm.

Each task is assigned a priority
Initialize a task list L = τ0
tk = 0, for all k = 1,2,...,m

While L not empty do
set t = min{tk}

τ = first task in L
allocate τ to processor k at time t
set tk = tk + C(τ,k)

end while
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ority task, if the processor it needs is not available. The list scheduling algorithm inFigure 7 is
easily augmented to handle that case as well as handling the scheduling of interprocessor com-
munications. Furthermore, one might think of extending the algorithm to allow for preemption
at some chosen points in time.

One policy for assigning the priorities of the tasks is earliest deadline first (EDF), as described
above for the single processor case. EDF is not, however, optimal for systems with more than
one processor. Another good example is Hu’s algorithm described above (see 2.5.2), where the
level of a task is also the priority.

List scheduling algorithms suffer from one unexpected characteristic. Assuming that a task set
is optimally scheduled on a multiprocessor with some fix priority order, a fixed number of
processors, fixed precedence constraints and fixed execution times. Then increasing the
number of processors or decreasing an execution time or relaxing some precedence constraint
may cause the schedule length (makespan) to increase. This contra-intuitive result, called Ri-
chard’s anomalies, was found by Graham in 1966 (see e.g. Ecker, 1992).

4.2.2 Smallest latest start time first (SLsF)
In a report by Cheng and Agrawala, (1994), a heuristic scheduling method is proposed to han-
dle periodic tasks with relative timing constraints. In the coming section, a description is given
of the task model and the algorithm used. Later, the results are extended to also cover alloca-
tion of tasks in distributed systems and scheduling of the inter processor communications.

Task model.The task model that Cheng and Agrawala use is very much similar to the one we
have described earlier. Consider a set of periodic tasks  where a task  is
described by the 4-tuple {Ti, Ci, λi, ηi}, denoting the period, computation time, low and high
jitter respectively. The low and high jitter are used to put requirements on the start times of two
consecutive task instances; they are allowed to start at mostTi + ηi and at leastTi - λi apart. To
enable static scheduling, the set of tasks (T ) is enlarged to include all the instances of all the
tasks that are to be scheduled within the time of theLCM of all task periods. Let there beni in-
stances of taski within LCM and let  denote instancej of taski. In the same way, let the start
and completion times of task  be denoted by  and  respectively. For a
schedule to be feasible the following conditions have to be satisfied:

(14)

(15)

(16)

(17)

The tasks are assumed to be non-preemptable, hence equation (14), and the schedule is repeated
with the periodicity ofLCM, which explains equation (15).

Relative timing constraints analysis.Assuming that the instances of a task, ,are being sched-
uled in (start time) order, we understand that the constraints on  may be tightened once
the start time of the instance , has been set. The reason is that it is not sufficient to consider
only, at each scheduling step, the constraints (16) and (17), if the cyclic synchronisation require-
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ment of (15) is to be satisfied. Cheng and Agrawala shows that the earliest and latest admissible
start times of a task instance,est( ) andlst( ), given the scheduled start times of the instances

 through , can be computed by:

(18)

(19)

Let the interval  be theadmissible scheduling window of , given the sched-

ule .

Scheduling algorithm.The scheduling algorithm (SLsF) makes use of theadmissible schedul-
ing window and is designed to minimize the total deviation from the nominal periodicity spec-
ification of task instances. The objective is hence to minimize

(20)

Subject to the constraints given by (1)-(4),
where , if , and  otherwise.

• First, the instance with the latest start-time of all unscheduled instances of all tasks, i.e.
, is chosen for scheduling.

• Next, a list of all scheduled instances (a list of scheduledtime-slots) is searched through
and the free intervals (the time intervals that do not belong to a scheduled time-slot) that
overlap the admissible scheduling window of  are collected in a setS. The free intervals,
with lower and upper bounds [lk, uk] in S are the potential intervals to which  can be
assigned.
• Since the objective is to minimize ,S is sorted according to the function

 in ascending order.
• Stepping throughS in order, each interval is examined if it can accommodate . If so,
is scheduled to the interval and a new time-slot in the list of scheduled task instances is
added.
• If no interval inS is long enough to accommodate , a time-slotsliding technique is used
to try to enlarge the intervals inS. This is possible by keeping track of the already scheduled
task’sleft andright laxity — the maximum number of time-units a time-slot can be shifted
to another start-time (in either direction). Hence the neighbouring time-slots of the intervals
in S are examined for, and if possible, enlarged to become big enough for .
• If  still cannot be accommodated by any free interval inS, it is scheduled at the end of
the schedule list.
• The scheduling scheme is repeated until no more unscheduled task instances are left.

One may be tempted to believe that for control applications, the more intuitive heuristic of
scheduling the task with the tightest jitter requirement first (SJF, smallest jitter first) would be
better. Cheng and Agrawala compare this heuristic with SLsF and the rate monotonic heuristic
(smallest period first) and find that SLsF outperforms the other two in terms of successfully
finding feasible schedules for increased values of the utilization.
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Including communication scheduling.In order to also schedule inter task communications a
number of additional assumptions have to be made to augment the task model above. For com-
munication, Cheng and Agrawala use the following definitions:

• Asynchronous communication. When tasks running with different periods communicate
the communication is calledasynchronous and the semantics of undersampling is assumed.
I.e. the communicating task running at the lower period of the two, controls the frequency at
which messages are being sent. This semantics is enabled by the assumption that the com-
munication medium can hold information.Synchronous communication is any communica-
tion in between tasks running at the same period.

• Communication latency. Each communication is associated with a communication latency
requirement that specifies the maximum admissible separation between the start time of the
sending task and the finishing time of the receiving task.

Another distinction is made between different types of communications. The asynchronous
communications for which the sending task runs with a longer period than the receiving task,
are calledoutgoing communications. All other communications are calledincoming communi-
cations (these include the asynchronous communications for which the receiving task runs
with the longer period and all synchronous communications). The incoming communications
are associated with their receiver tasks, while outgoing communications are associated with
their sender tasks. The reason for the separation is that the incoming and outgoing communica-
tions are scheduled during different phases of the scheduling algorithm. The communications
between tasks running at the same processor are assumed to take negligible time.

Given an allocation of all the task instances, Cheng and Agrawala use heuristics to schedule
communications and task instances. First SLsF is used for assignment of priorities to task in-
stances. The instance with the highest priority is scheduled first. However, before the task in-
stance is scheduled, all its incoming communications are scheduled. If the incoming
communications are more than one, they are scheduled in decreasing latency order. Hence the
communication with the tightest latency constraint is scheduled last. This is because the task’s
effective start time, which is the larger ofest and the completion time of all scheduled incom-
ing communications, is constantly updated as the incoming communications are scheduled. In
this way tight communication latency constraints are less likely to be violated. Theeffective
start time of a task is used for task scheduling in this algorithm like theest is used in SLsF. The
actual scheduling of the incoming communications is done in a similar way to the task sched-
uling in SLsF. One difference is that it is not always obvious which is the sending task in-
stance. Basically the last possible instance of the sending task is assigned the communication.

In the next step the task instance whose incoming communications have just been scheduled is
itself scheduled according to SLsF described above. One minor difference is the exchange of
the use ofest in theadmissible scheduling window, to the use of theeffective start time instead
in this case. When the task instance has been scheduled, the next instance to be scheduled is
derived, its incoming communications are scheduled after which the task instance itself is
scheduled. This loop continues until all task instances with their respective incoming commu-
nications have been scheduled.

In the last step the outgoing communications of all task instances are scheduled. The schedul-
ing order is based on the finishing times of the task instances. The task instance that is finished
first is considered first. If the task instance has more than one outgoing communication the one
with the tightest latency constraint is scheduled first.
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This scheduling algorithm was combined with a search algorithm (simulated annealing) to in-
clude search for a feasible task allocation. This is described later.

4.3 Branch-and-Bound

4.3.1 Introduction
Branch-and-Bound (B&B) is a widely used optimization and search method for solving com-
plex discrete optimization problems6. It belongs to the class ofimplicit enumeration methods,
meaning that it makes a limited enumeration of possible solutions in order to find an optimal or
a sub-optimal one. Branching and bounding is an intelligent structured search of the space of
all feasible solutions to a problem. The search is performed by repeated partitioning of the
original set of all feasible solutions to smaller and smaller subsets (branching). After each par-
titioning, a lower bound of the cost of the solutions within each subset is calculated and those
subsets for which the lower bound exceeds the cost of a known complete solution are eliminat-
ed from further consideration (this is thebounding step, also often calledpruning or fathom-
ing), making the search space smaller. The effectiveness of the B&B algorithm relies heavily
on the ability of its elimination rules to narrow down the search space fast and accurately. Ac-
curately in terms of good estimations of the cost of partial solutions and to choose the next sub-
set to examine. It may be interesting to notice that for a multi processor problem withn tasks
andm processors and no precedence relations or additional constraints, the number of possible
solutions are , when both allocation and scheduling is considered at once (in this case
non-preemptive scheduling is assumed and hence scheduling constitutes an ordering of the
task at each processor). Even though this number is greatly reduced if precedence constraints
are included, it still shows the weakness of enumeration techniques; the often immense search
space. As a consequence of this, an important issue when designing B&B algorithms is the
household of available resources such as memory. Usually the whole search tree is not generat-
ed at once, as could be expected, but rather the parts that are needed at the moment.

The search space can be represented by a search tree in which each vertex (we will here use the
word vertex, instead of the commonly used termnode, to avoid confusion with the nodes in
task graphs) corresponds to a (sub-) set of solutions (Figure 8). The solutions in each subset

6. It is possible to include continuous constraints as well, but in that case B&B is used in combination
with some other optimization technique, e.g. the Simplex method for linear programming (see e.g.
Hillier and Lieberman, 1990, pp 480).

Figure 8. Search tree for allocation of three processes on two processors.
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share a common decision policy for a part of the complete problem. Each arc (or branch) lead-
ing from a vertex represents a decision being made of how to further partition the sub-problem.
We use the following terminology adopted partly from Jonsson (1997) and partly from Kohler
and Steiglitz (1974); aroot vertex, vroot, is the top level vertex of the search tree, animmediate
descendant of a vertex,vb, is a vertex,vid, for which one further decision has been made. Hence
avid describes a subset of the solutions described byvb. In Figure 8, vertices 4 and 5 are imme-
diate descendants of vertex 2. A vertex that has no descendants is agoal vertex and represents
a complete solution (vertices 8-15 inFigure 8). A complete and feasible solution is optimal if
it has a lower cost than all other complete and feasible solutions. One single optimal solution
does not always exist.

The search tree shown inFigure 8 can be interpreted as a search tree for allocation of three in-
dependent tasks,τ1, τ2 andτ3, on two different processors, P1 and P2. In level 1, no process has
been allocated to any processor. The root vertexv1 represents all possible solutions of the
problem. To partition the set of solutions inv1, τ1 is allocated to a processor (in this case we as-
sume allocation ofτ1 is performed on level 1, allocation ofτ2 on level 2, etc.).v2 represents the
subset of solutions in whichτ1 is allocated to P1 while v3 represents the subset of solutions
with τ1 allocated to P2. Hence by taking a downward step in the level hierarchy of the search
tree, a decision is taken on what subset of solutions to further examine. The tag,τi→Pj, of some
of the arcs indicate the decision that is made for that arc; taski is allocated processorj. Not all
arcs are tagged of readability reasons, but the ones lacking tags should not be difficult to un-
derstand anyway.

Note that in this case we only consider the physical placement of the tasks (the allocation) and
not the order in which the tasks are allocated. Hence the number of goal vertices is in this case
limited to , as compared to the number given above for the global scheduling
problem when also the order of the tasks is taken into account.

4.3.2 The branch-and-bound algorithm
In each step of the search, a set of all currently active vertices—the active set, VAS—is updated.
A vertex is said to be currently active if and only if it has been generated but not yet eliminated
or branched from. When a vertex is branched from it is called the branching vertex, vb. vb is de-
leted fromVAS and its immediate descendants are generated, constituting another set,VDB,
called thebranching set.

(i) Initialise the active set:

(ii) Initialise the upper bound cost:
While stopping criterion not met
(iii) Select a branching vertex, vb, from the active set VAS
(iv) Generate the branching set VDB with some branching rules

(v) Compute the lower bound cost for all vertices in VDB
(vi) Eliminate vertices in VAS and VDB according to some elimination rules

(vii) Update the active set:

end while

Figure 9. An example branch-and-bound algorithm.
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An example branch-and-bound algorithm is given inFigure 9. In (i-ii) the algorithm initialisa-
tions are performed. The active set,VAS, is initialised with the root vertex,vroot, and the upper
bound of the optimal solution,U, is given an infinite value. This is a common initialisation of
the upper bound, another possibility however, is to use the cost of an in advance known, com-
plete solution. This, of course, helps reducing the convergence time of the algorithm.

Next the algorithm enters a loop which is repeated until thestopping criterion is met. For ex-
haustive search of the whole search tree, the criterion  is used. Hence the search
continues until there are no more vertices left to examine. Other possible criterions may be
reaching limits given on either the time used or the number of vertices examined. When ap-
proximate solutions are acceptable, the criterion may instead be that the cost of the best com-
plete solution that has been found falls within some neighbourhood of the optimal (see further
the discussion on ‘Acceptable Approximation Error’ below). In (iii ) a new branching vertex,
vb, is selected fromVAS according to thevertex selection rule (S). Next,immediate descendants
of vb are generated according to abranching rule (B) and collected in the branching set,VDB,
(iv). In (v) a lower bound on the cost is computed for each vertexvi in VDB. The lower bound
cost of a vertex,vi, is the lower bound cost of all goal vertices being descendants ofvi. (vi) is
the elimination step and in (vii ) the active set is updated for the next iteration.

4.3.3 Parameterized branch-and-bound
In some classic papers from the early 1970’s Kohler and Steiglitz (1974, 1975) parameterize
the description of B&B problems with six parameters: (B, S, E, D, L, U). In this parameteriza-
tion B is the branching rule,S the next vertex selection rule,E the set of vertex elimination
rules,D is the vertex dominance relation,L the vertex lower bound cost function andU is the
upper bound solution cost. Later, more parameters have been added (Coffman, 1976), namely;
(F, BR, RB) of whichF is the characteristic function, BR an inaccuracy limit for the cost of sub
optimal solutions and finallyRB characterize the upper resource bounds. In the following sec-
tion these parameters will be described in further detail.

Branching Rule (B).The vertex branching rule describes how the search tree is constructed.
Assuming that the algorithm has selected abranching vertex (vb), from which the search is to
be continued, the first thing done is the generation of the immediate descendants ofvb—the
branching setVDB. The branching rule controls how these descendants are generated.

A commonly used approach for scheduling problems is to associate a time to each vertex and
do the scheduling in space and time simultaneously. The rule takes all the unscheduled tasks
that are ready when the next processor becomes available and generates one vertex for the allo-
cation and scheduling of each one of them (see e.g. Ramamritham, 1990; Kasahara and Narita,
1984). In order to allow maximum flexibility and ensure that the optimal schedule can be
found, idle tasks need to be considered. This follows from the fact that for nonpreemptive
scheduling of independent tasks with different execution times it may not always be optimal to
execute ready tasks in order to keep all processors busy at all times, as is the case for preemp-
tive scheduling of independent tasks.

Vertex Selection Rule (S).The vertex selection rule is used to choose the next branching ver-
tex from the set of currently active vertices. Many different selection rules have been proposed
in literature. Among the more common are first-in-first-out (FIFO), last-in-first-out (LIFO)
and least-lower-bound (LLB).

•  Selects the vertex inVAS that was generated first. This leads to a breadth-first
search of the search tree.

V AS ∅=

S FIFO=
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•  Selects the vertex inVAS that was generated last. This leads to a depth-first
search of the search tree.

•  Selects the vertex inVAS that has the least lower bound (seelower bound func-
tion below). In the case of ties either the first or last generated vertex is chosen (LLBFIFO
and LLBLIFO respectively). The LLB selection rule often gives a considerable speed-up of
the B&B search compared to the former two.

Dominance Function (D).A dominance function is a binary relation between partial solutions
of the search problem.D can be used in the elimination phase as discussed by (Kohler and
Steiglitz, 1974). For example, if it can be shown that a partial solution,vi, cannot possibly lead
to as good goal vertices as another,vj, thenvj D vi and vi can be eliminated. An example of suc-
cessful usage of dominance functions in B&B scheduling applications is the one reported by
Peng and Shin (1989). Their scheduling B&B algorithm schedules tasks on processors given a
fixed allocation. An easy to understand dominance function that they use for one of their three
dominance functions is based on the comment on preemptive scheduling made above. The
comment says that for a preemptive scheduler of independent tasks it is always undesirable to
leave a machine idle when there exists schedulable tasks on the machine. Hence having two
vertices corresponding to identical solutions except for a scheduled ready task and a scheduled
idle task at the same time and processor, the vertex which scheduled the idle task can be elimi-
nated.

Lower Bound Function (L).The lower bound function is one of the most important functions
in a B&B algorithm as it is used for the bounding of the search tree and in the LLB case, also
for the vertex selection. For each subset of solutions defined by a vertex,vi, L can be used to
estimate a lower bound,L(vi), on the cost of the best feasible solution that particular subset (vi)
contains. Hence, the lower bound given by theL function is an optimistic estimate of that low-
est cost. It is important that the lower bound can be calculated fast for the efficiency of the al-
gorithm and furthermore it is also desirable that the bound is tight, since the tighter the bound,
the faster branches can be eliminated and the faster the algorithm terminates.L must have the
following properties (Kohler and Steiglitz, 1974):

1. If v2 is a descendant ofv1, then . In other words; the lower bounds must get

better (tighter) with lower levels of the search tree.
2. For each goal vertex,vgoal, the lower bound has to equal the cost of the solution:

.

Kasahara and Narita (1984) who have the objective to minimize the makespan of a task graph
use three different lower-bound functions. This to minimize the overall computing load using
simpler, less computation demanding,L functions when possible, and use a more complexL
only when the simpler ones fail to eliminate a branch. The simplerL functions they use are

(21)

(22)
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whereI(v) is the set of tasks that has not yet been allocated and scheduled when being in vertex
v, t0 is the time atv, m is the number of homogeneous processors,ti is the execution time of
task i and li is the level of taski. The level is in this case defined as the longest path length
(measured in time) from theexit node in the task graph to taski (see section 2.2.2 for a descrip-
tion of exit nodes). The tighter and more computational demanding lower bound used can be
further studied there or in (Kasahara and Narita, 1984).

Upper Bound Cost (U).The upper bound cost,U, is the cost of the best complete solution
found so far (vu). vu is updated every time a goal vertex with a cost lower thanU is generated.
The initial upper bound costU is assumed to have a very large value (typically )
if a feasible solution with a known cost is not at hand.

Characteristic Function (F).To also allow complex constraints in the search (Kohler and
Steiglitz’s original concern was only simple permutation problems) also the characteristic
function (F) can be used.F is used for eliminating partial solutions that will not lead to feasible
complete solutions.

An example of this can be found in (Ramamritham, 1990), who proposed a very much B&B
alike algorithm for scheduling tasks with among others periodicity, resource and fault-toler-
ance constraints. Ramamritham uses a number of tests of each vertex to make sure the con-
straints are satisfied: The availability of needed resources at the allocated CPU is checked and
the mapping (vertex) is eliminated if they aren’t, identical replicas cannot be allocated to the
same CPU for fault-tolerance etc. Furthermore, checks on timing constraints are performed at
each vertex. A vertex is eliminated if; (i) the time at the vertex is larger than the latest start
time of another unscheduled task, (ii) the total time available at a particular resource between
the current time and the absolute end-to-end deadline is less than the time required by the tasks
that need that resource and still need to execute.

Elimination Rules (E).The elimination rules consist of a number of rules for eliminating cur-
rently active vertices using the dominance function (D), the lower bound function (L) and the
upper bound cost (U). Of the traditional rules given by (Kohler and Steiglitz, 1974) U/DBAS is
probably the most used one. U/DBAS is anupper bound test ofdescendants of thebranching
vertex and members of the currentlyactive set. The rule tests if the lower bound cost,L, of a
vertexv is higher than the upper bound cost,U, for the complete problem. If that is the case,
i.e. if , thenv (and all its descendants) is eliminated from the search tree. Other rules
are e.g. AS/DB and DB/AS in which the members of the active set are tested for dominance of
the members of the immediate descendants of the branching vertex and vice versa.

Acceptable Approximation Error (BR).The acceptable approximation error is used as a
bound on how far from optimal a solution may be and still be considered good enough. A non-
zero value of BR (BRacket) relaxes the demands on the solution and makes the B&B algo-
rithm generate approximate solutions. The costs of the optimal solution,Lopt, and a feasible so-
lution Lacc are related as .

Resource Bounds (RB).Describes the bounds on the resources. For example a specification
may be that the algorithm is terminated after a maximum number of vertices have been exam-
ined. Other limits may be put on execution time of the algorithm, or on the number of currently
active vertices (memory bounds).

Uinitial ∞=

L v( ) U>

Lopt Lacc 1 BR+( ) Lopt≤ ≤
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4.3.4 Branch-and-bound for global scheduling
As has come out of the above, B&B is an old well tested method for optimization of complex
discrete problems. The number of example applications in which it has been used for global
scheduling is immense and this study only covers a tiny part of them all. Nevertheless, the ap-
plications we have looked at are interesting and we will continue by further examining one of
them, namely the one described by Kasahara and Narita (1982).

The goal of this algorithm is to minimize the total execution time of tasks described in a task
graph (minimize makespan) when executed on a homogeneous multiprocessor withm identi-
cal processors. Scheduling is nonpreemptive and communications are assumed to take negligi-
ble time.

Kasahara and Narita start their approach by presenting a heuristic list scheduling method; the
critical path/most immediate successors first (CP/MISF). Assuming a task graph with one en-
trance node and one exit node (Figure 10), the critical path list scheduling algorithm assigns to
each node,τi, of the task graph a priority according to the task level,li, which is defined to be
the longest path length from the exit node toτi:

(23)

whereCj is the execution time of taskτj andπk is the kth path from the exit node to taskτi. The
critical path of a task graph is the path from the exit node to the entry node having the longest
path length,tcr. Hencetcr = lentry. In Figure 10 the thick arcs show the critical path when the
execution times of the nodes are specified by the values next to them. It is obvious that no
schedule can render a makespan belowtcr. Priorities are assigned in level order (high level =
high priority) and in cases when two tasks share the same level, the higher priority is assigned
the task with the most immediate successors (MISF). I.e. the task which has the most immedi-
ate successors in the task graph, e.g. task 6 inFigure 10 has 2 immediate successors.

The above described priority assignment could easily be used for a list scheduling algorithm.
Kasahara and Narita however, use the priorities for performing a B&B search. Before the
search starts, pre-processing in two steps is performed: First the level of each task is deter-
mined using (23) above. Second, tasks are renumbered with values 1 ton in descending CP/
MISF priority list order (new task #1 is highest priority task). The reason for this unusual start
of a B&B search is that the search is speeded up by avoiding computation effort in the vertex
selection phase (S) and by finding a good upper bound (U) early.

Figure 10. Task graph with critical path.
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A vertex is associated with a number of tasks allocated to and currently executing on different
processors; a vertex branching time,tvb, which is the instant when one or more of the currently
executing tasks will finish; and finally a list consisting of tasks that will be ready to execute at
the timetvb. The branching rule (B) generatesVDB (the branching set) of the branching vertex
by setting up a ready table (R) of currently allocatable tasks, by adding to the ready-to-execute
tasks a number of idle tasks. The idle tasks are included for the reasons discussed above (See
“Branching Rule (B)” on page 29.). Assuming there aremav available processors, the number
of idle tasks,nidle, added toVDB is mav if mav < m andmav-1 if mav = m. R is sorted in ascend-
ing task number order (highest priority first) and the idle tasks are placed in the end. A vertex
is generated for each possible allocation combination ofmav tasks fromR.

The vertex selection rule (S) used by Kasahara and Narita is calleddepth first/implicit heuristic
search (DF/IHS). While other selection rules calculates lower bounds (LLB) or heuristic meas-
ures to find the next vertex to branch from, DF/IHS uses the order ofR (which embeds the pri-
orities of the tasks) to quickly pick the next branching vertex. SinceR is sorted,S can simply
and effectively choose the next branching vertex in lexicographic order. That is, with anR con-
sisting of the tasks {τ1, τ3, τ4, φ} with indexes corresponding to the task numbers andφ being
an idle task, andmav = 2,S would select the pair [τ1,τ3] in first hand, [τ1,τ4] in second and then
[τ1,φ], [τ3,τ4], [τ3,φ] etc. (Note that this is based on the assumption that it does not matter
which of the two processors a task is allocated to—processors are assumed to be identical—so
[τ1,τ3] is equivalent to [τ3,τ1]). Each vertex is associated with a so called vertex selection
pointer (SP) which holds values that indicate the positions inR of the chosen tasks. For the
above exampleR, theSP series would start with [1,2] corresponding to the [τ1,τ3] choice, then
[1,3] corresponding to [τ1,τ4] and continuing with [1,4], [2,3], [2,4] etc.

The big advantage by using the notation of a selection pointer is the simplicity with which both
theB andS rules can be implemented. During branching the vertices do not really need to be
generated, except for the one selected byS. Furthermore the selection rule is very straightfor-
ward. And even though the simplifications seem to possibly deteriorate the optimization per-
formance, it shows that they do not. The reason is of course the built in heuristics coming from
the preprocessing stage. Another strength is that the algorithm guarantees to find the CP/MISF
list scheduling solution as a first complete solution. This sets the upper bound costU to a rea-
sonably small value in an early stage of the search which is of course good for the perform-
ance.

The lower bound function (L) makes use of a total of three different lower bound functions as
described above (equations 21-22). The elimination rule (E) uses U/DBAS only.

4.4 Simulated Annealing

4.4.1 Algorithm overview
The Simulated Annealing (SA) method for global optimization was developed after observing
how molten metal crystallises when it is cooled slowly. The idea is to use an analogy between
the optimal solution of a problem with many variables and the low energy state of slowly
cooled metal. In that spirit the algorithm is designed to incorporate random jumps to potential
new solutions. The likeliness for such jumps to be taken is controlled and reduced during the
progress of the algorithm.
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Due to the background of the algorithm, thermodynamic terms are used when it is described:
the cost function,E, is referred to as theenergy function and the cost of a point in the problem
space is theenergy of the point. A point in the solution space has neighbouring points which in
some sense lie “close” to the first one. A temperature parameter,T, is used to control the prob-
ability that the algorithm steps to neighbours with higher energy than the current point. The
temperature is decreased during the search and thereby also the probability for positive energy
steps. The search objective is of course to find the point with the lowest energy in the problem
space.

The generic SA algorithm works as follows (Figure 11): first a random starting point,P, is
chosen, and the energy ofP, Ep, is evaluated (i - iii ). The initial temperature in (i) is chosen
such that, at the start, almost all proposed jumps are taken. One way of choosing the initialT is
to gradually increase the temperature until a desired probability of accepting positive energy
jumps is achieved. Other functions for finding a suitable initial temperature have been used as
well (Tindell et al., 1992, describe some of them).

Next a neighbouring point,N, is chosen, (iv), and its energy,En, is evaluated. The neighbour
solution is chosen in random. Due to the discrete characteristics of scheduling problems (and
of all combinatorial problems for that matter), the definition ofneighbour solutionis not
straightforward. For allocation optimization for example, the set of neighbours may be the so-
lutions that can be achieved by changing the allocation of one or two tasks at once. Further-
more, different functions can be utilised during different phases of the search, see e.g. (Cheng
and Agrawala, 1995). In the algorithm, the neighbourN becomes the new starting point ifEn <
Ep, or if , where .random is a uniform random number
generator andT is a temperature factor which is slowly reduced during the annealing process,
making higher energy jumps less likely. This introduces randomness in the algorithm and re-

Figure 11. A generic Simulated Annealing algorithm.

(i)Choose an initial temperature T
(ii)Choose a starting point P
(iii)Ep := Energy of solution P
If Ep = 0, EXIT.
While stopping criterion (Ep = 0) not met

While thermal equilibrium at T not reached
(iv) Choose N, a neighbour of P

En := Energy of solution N
if En = 0, EXIT.
if En < Ep then

P := N; Ep := En
else

x := (Ep-En)/T
if exp(x) > rand(0,1) then

P := N; Ep := En
endif

endif
(v) end while
(vi) T := new lower Temperature f(T)
(vii)end while

e
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duces the probability that it gets stuck at local optima. While keeping the temperature constant,
a number of iterations are performed until some criterion forthermal equilibrium has been
achieved. The criterion used for thermal equilibrium (v) is often that the number of downward
(energy) moves exceeds a threshold or, if the threshold is never reached, that an upper limit of
the number of iterations is reached. When thermal equilibrium has been reached,T is de-
creased with some functionf(T), e.g. ,α<1, and the iterations start again. After a
number of iterations,T approaches zero and the annealing process is discontinued.

4.4.2 Application
Simulated annealing has become one of the most popular techniques to use for optimization of
global scheduling problems. Commonly, simulated annealing is used in combination with
some other algorithm. For example, the SA algorithm may perform allocation while the other
algorithm produces schedules for each of the allocations derived with the SA algorithm. Exam-
ples of applications are (Cheng and Agrawala, 1995; Tindell et al., 1992; Burns et al., 1993).
We will here in some detail study an example due to Cheng and Agrawala (1995) who used an
SA algorithm together with the earlier mentioned smallest latest-start-time-first (SLsF) sched-
uling algorithm. The objective of the algorithm is to find a feasible schedule that satisfies jitter
constraints placed on the tasks and latency constraints placed on the communications.

The problem formulation can be summarized as follows: Given the set of task instances and
their communications, as described in section (4.2.2), the problem is to find an allocation and a
total ordering of all these task instances and a total ordering of all communications to minimize
the value of the energy function,E. Simply put, the energy function is the sum of all missed
timing constraints (This is not the same as the one given in (20)). The sum includes deadlines,
required latencies (maximum delay between sending and receiving task), communication de-
lays (a task should start after all preceding messages have arrived) and finally the period toler-
ances (allowed deviation from the nominal period time between two subsequent instances of
one task). A constraint that is not missed gives a contribution of zero toE while a missed con-
straint contributes with the time difference between the constraint demand and the achieved
value. This means that any feasible solution to the problem will haveE = 0 and any infeasible
E > 0.

Observe that the problem is formulated to find the allocation to processors and the total ordering
of tasks and communications respectively. However, to choose a neighbour in the SA algorithm,
only a new allocation is chosen randomly while the ordering of tasks and communications is
done using the priority based methods described in (4.2.2).

First, all tasks are randomly allocated. This allocation together with the ordering, makes up the
solution pointP, for which we need to evaluate the energy function that is described above. To
compute the energy ofP, a scheduling is performed. The scheduling is heuristic and “com-
pletes” without necessarily generating a feasible schedule. This means that the value of the en-
ergy function will most probably be non-zero and hence the schedule infeasible. At this point,
if the schedule is infeasible, a new task allocation is generated (neighbour generation) and the
scheduling performed again. Cheng and Agrawala use a number of different neighbour finding
strategies for different phases of the algorithm (system states). For example; in the beginning,
after a completely random choice of the first solution point, the system is likely to be very un-
balanced—some processors may have very high load and some very low—and it seems reason-
able to use a load balancing mode. At a later stage however, it is argued that it is better to only

f T( ) α T⋅=
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move tasks that violate their constraints (Direct Mode). Except from these modes there are two
more that are used in intermediate states. The algorithm stops when an assignment is found that
yields task and communication schedules that are all feasible.

4.5 Genetic Algorithms

4.5.1 Introduction
Just like simulated annealing, Genetic Algorithms (GAs) have grown very popular for solving
complex optimization problems in many diverse areas. And just like simulated annealing, ge-
netic algorithms were developed to mimic natural behaviour. But instead of being based on
physics, GAs are based on the mechanisms of evolution, includingcrossover, mutation and
natural selection (survival of the fittest).

A genetic algorithm starts out with a population of points belonging to the set of possible solu-
tions of the problem. Each member of the population is evaluated with a cost function,E, the
lower the cost, the fitter the solution. In the next stage the fittest solutions in the population are
selected to produce an offspring, or alternatively, the fitter solutions are allowed to produce a
larger number of offsprings than the less fit. When the soon-to-be parents have been selected
they are used to produce the next population by combining parts of different parent solutions in
a crossover scheme, and by adding random changes in the offspring through a mutation mech-
anism. Once a new population has been produced, it is evaluated in the same manner as the
first and the algorithm iterates. The iterations terminate when some stopping criterion is met.
In Figure 12 a simple overview of the algorithm is shown.

4.5.2 Algorithm
Originally GAs were designed with an encoding mechanism that encoded each point in the
search space as a sequence of binary numbers. When this form is used, crossover can be ap-
plied directly by selecting pairs of parents in random and letting them switch randomly picked
parts of their bit-strings with each other to produce a new string—the offspring. However,
crossover is not always effectuated: the algorithm should only invoke crossover with a proba-
bility pc, thecrossover rate. If the algorithm chooses not to perform crossover the two parent
strings are left unaltered. After crossover the strings are mutated with a probability,pm, the
mutation rate. The mutation is easily done by flipping one bit in the bit string. In literature this
GA is often called the Simple Genetic Algorithm (SGA), (for a good survey on GAs see Srini-
vas and Patnaik, 1994). In SGA, crossover is the prime search mechanism while mutation is a
secondary operator primarily used to restore lost genetic material. For example, a bit may be 0
in all the individuals in a current population while in the optimal it should be 1. The bit can
never become a 1 only through crossover and hence the optimum can never be found without
mutation.

Figure 12. Simple Genetic Algorithm structure

initialize population
evaluate population
while termination criterion not met

select solutions for next population
perform crossover and mutation
evaluate population

end while
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For scheduling, and other complex problems, it feels safe to say that the SGA becomes rather
inefficient. Most of the generated individuals will most definitely be infeasible and the search
reminds a little of “fumbling in the dark”. Therefore, even though the SGA is with no doubt
useful for finding optimal solutions for many different problems, a variant calledevolutionary
programming has been developed. The main difference is that in an evolutionary program, the
individuals are represented by arbitrary data structures instead of the bit-string used in SGA.
Much is won since the feasibility of the offspring is easier to control when problem specific
genetic operators are defined. However, the use of such operators also has a negative side; they
are not trivial to develop. For example one must be careful not to restrict the search space to be
only a subset of the total space of feasible solutions. If not, an optimal solution may be missed.
As a result of the difficulties to create suited genetic operators, mutation, rather than crossover,
becomes the primary search mechanism (Srinivas and Patnaik, 1994). This, since it is normally
easier to develop operators for mutation than for crossover.

4.5.3 Applications of genetic algorithms
In this section we will study an example of the usage of GAs for scheduling. The example is
taken from (Chung and Dietz, 1995) who schedule instructions of equal execution times on a
multiprocessor. The model used allowsmutual exclusion, concurrency as well as, what is
calledbefore andafter constraints. Mutual exclusion is used to disallow a pair of instructions
to be executed concurrently while the concurrency constraint does the opposite. The before
and after constraints are in principle relative timing constraints of the type  (before)

and  (after) whereik is the start time of the instruction with idk andd is some re-

quired delay. The cost function used for selection is simply the number of missed timing con-
straints. LetU be the set of possible schedules, i.e. schedules with no duplicate instructions and
a full set of instructions.

Crossover.The problem to apply crossover and still stay inU is solved as follows: An instruc-
tion, ip(x), that violates some constraint is selected from a parent schedulesp. Herex is the in-
dex of the instruction start time in schedulesp. The corresponding instructioniq(x) in parent
schedulesq is exchanged withip(x). If the resulting schedule is inU, the crossover is complete.
Otherwise, the instruction iq(x) is located insp and exchanged with its corresponding instruc-
tion in sq. If the resulting schedule is still not inU, the process continues. If it is, crossover is
complete. The crossover technique is visualized inFigure 13. The initial choice is to exchange
ip(2) and the order of exchange isi7, i0, i4, i6, i1.

Figure 13. Crossover operator when applied to a pair of schedules
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Mutation. Mutation is done in two ways. The simplest form is to randomly select two instruc-
tions within a schedule and swap their positions. Just like in crossover, one of the instructions
is always selected among the ones which violate some constraint. Another form of mutation,
called rotation, is also used. Rotation is used to give a means to shift a schedule in some direc-
tion by moving (the starting time of) each instruction in a sub-sequence in one direction. Rota-
tion is useful to provide a means to reach neighbouring schedules that would require a large
number of sequential executions of the simpler form of mutation.Figure 14 shows how up-
ward rotation is done. Downward rotation is analogue.

Except for the regular operations; crossover and mutation, Chung and Dietz use a number of
clever extensions to classic GAs in order to speed up the optimization. One of their extensions
is theperturbation reconcilement technique which is used to avoid regeneration and evaluation
of the same schedules over and over again. An algorithm to identify repeated schedules is de-
rived. The algorithm exploits a hashing technique and prime number multiplication. The hash
index is obtained from the sum of the products of the instruction id’s and their corresponding
prime numbers,Φ(j). The hashing index,H(sk), of a schedulesk is obtained as:

(24)

whereΦ(j) is thejth prime number andik(j) is the identifier of thejth instruction in schedulesk.
The hash index of each schedule to be evaluated is computed and if it shows that a schedule
with the same hash number has already been checked, the new schedule is perturbed. A small
probability exists that two different schedules may give the same hash number but this possi-
bility is neglected as improbable and, of algorithm performance reasons, no measures are taken
to deal with this case.

An outline of a GA for scheduling is given inFigure 15. We note that there are a number of
tunable parameters to be chosen by the algorithm designer, except for the derivation of suitable
genetic operators. First there is the size,a, of the set of new parents,A. The algorithm should
let then best fit schedules in the current generation survive (natural selection, performed in
step iv). Furthermorek children are generated by mating the chosen parents, this is done in
steps (vii -ix) through crossover and mutation. In this particular algorithm, if crossover is not

Figure 14. The upward rotation operator applied to a schedule.
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performed a child is created by copying of one of the parents. The iterations are stopped if ei-
ther a feasible schedule is found, or if the number of tested generations exceeds a maximum
number MAXGEN.

4.6 Tabu Search

4.6.1 Introduction
The third of three quite similar and rather new optimization approaches, including simulated
annealing and genetic algorithms, istabu search (TS). TS has roots back to the late 60’s but
was presented in its current form in 1986 by Glover. The concepts that TS is based on original-
ly come from work in artificial intelligence. The overview of TS presented here is based on
Glover et al. (1993), and a real-time system application is picked from Axelsson (1996). In
Glover et al., the ideas behind TS and different ways to tune TS performance are comprehen-
sively described, while Axelsson implemented a TS algorithm together with SA and GA algo-
rithms to compare their performance when applied to a hardware/software co-design problem
including distributed real-time system synthesis and partitioning. By ‘synthesis’ is meant the
selection and structuring of hardware components.

One of the main differences between TS and SA/GA is the use of memory to remember solu-
tions that have already been tested and sequences within solutions that have shown to be com-
mon for many good solutions. Another important difference is that a TS search is deterministic
as opposed to GA and SA searches that are random.

Figure 15. An example Genetic Algorithm for scheduling problems.

(i) Set the algorithm variables
j = current generation
a = number of fit parents
n = number of children by natural selection
k = number of children by mating
pc = probability for crossover
pm = probability for mutation
MAXGEN = Max. number of generations

Generate an initial population Pj = {sj(1),sj(2),...,sj(p)}
(ii) Compute E(sj) for all sj in Pj

if E(sj) = 0, for any sj, then EXIT.
(iii) Set Pj+1 = ∅
(iv) Collect the n best schedules of Pj into N
(v) Set Pj+1 = Pj+1 ∪ N
(vi) Select a fit parents from Pj and put in A

(vii) repeat k times: (to generate k offsprings)
Randomly select sx and sy in A

(viii) with probability pc, perform snew = cross(sx, sy)
else set snew = sx

(ix) with probability pm, set snew = mutate(snew)
end repeat
if j > MAXGEN then EXIT
set j = j + 1
goto (ii)
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4.6.2 Algorithm overview
Just like simulated annealing, a tabu search is based on a search through a neighbourhoodN of
the current solution. The definition of the neighbourhood is based on the functions that are
used to generate a new solution, given the current. The set of all new solutions that are possible
to generate with one step is the neighbourhood set,N. The algorithm designer decides what
such a step consists of. While in SA only one neighbouring solution is generated at a time, in
TS a set of neighbours,V, which belongs toN is generated. The solutions inV are compared
and the best of them, , satisfying , is chosen for the next iteration. A
problem for all such search methods is to avoid getting trapped in local minima. While in the
simulated annealing algorithm this problem is solved by sometimes (with a random compo-
nent) allowing a step to be taken to a solution which is not better than the current, in TS the
problem is solved by restricting the neighbourhoodN by not allowing some of the neighbours
of s to be part ofV, and hence not to be selected.

Figure 16 shows a generic tabu search algorithm initialized by the selection of an initial solu-
tion from the set of all possible solutionsX, and by setting the initial solution to be the best so-
lution found this far,s* . The stopping condition is commonly chosen to be a logical
combination of the following (Glover et al., 1993):

• An optimal solution is found.

• N (s, k+1) = 0

• k is greater than the maximum number of iterations allowed.

• The number of iterations performed sinces*  last changed is greater than a specified maxi-
mum number.

Furthermore, it is shown inFigure 16 that the formal notation for the neighbourhoodN of the
current solutions is N (s, k). Herek is the iteration number which means that the neighbour-
hood does not only depend on the current solution, but also on the history—the solutions al-
ready visited. N(s, k) is defined to avoid re-examining already visited solutions. A
straightforward, but memory consuming way to do this is to chooseN (s, k) = N (s) - T, where
N (s) is the complete neighbourhood ofs andT is a set of thet last visited solutions.T is called
a tabu set and contains (in this case) descriptions of solutions which are not allowed. By using
this recency based memory approach, it is possible to prevent that the search algorithm gets
stuck in cycles of lengtht or shorter. The large consumption of memory comes from saving all
thet last visited solutions.

Figure 16. A simple tabu search algorithm.

s′ f s′( ) f s( )< s∀ V∈

Choose an initial solution s in X
Set s* := s and k := 1
while stopping condition not met

k := k + 1
Generate V in N (s, k)
Choose the best s’ in V
s := s’
if f(s’) < f(s*), then s* := s’

end while
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WhenN (s, k) has been defined, the setV is generated.V could be picked randomly fromN (s,
k) but is generally chosen strategically to more precisely represent the minimum of  for

all . This general policy makes the tabu search a deterministic search method,
which can be classified asmeta-heuristic due to the heuristics that must be used to generateV.

Representing tabu solutions.Instead of using the definition ofN (s, k) given above relying on
a tabu list with all thet most recently visited solutions, more compressed representations of
tabu solutions are preferable. Glover et al. propose the usage ofmoves. Consider a setM (s) of
legal moves that can be applied tos to reach some neighbour solution , , for

 thenN (s) = {  and }. If these moves are reversible, i.e. if

they satisfy  for all , then the tabu list can consist of the lastt
reverse moves and hence save a lot of memory. However, the selection of tabu conditions nat-
urally depends on the problem to solve and in some cases it may not be possible, or desired, to
define and use reversible moves.

Overriding tabu status.When the “simplified” tabu list is generated it is quite possible that it
in some cases forbids moves leading to solutions that have not been visited and furthermore
are attractive. To avoid missing a possible optimal solution it is sometimes necessary to over-
ride the tabu status of a certain move. This overriding is performed by means ofaspiration lev-
el conditions. An example of an aspiration level condition is that a move,m, should be allowed
even though it is tagged as tabu if the resulting solution  is better than any solution

visited this far, i.e. <f(s*). Other types ofaspiration criteria are also possible.

Adding intelligence with long term memory.This far we have only looked at the possibilities
of using a short term memory that keeps track of the most recent search trajectory. A longer
term memory is also often used in TS. It is used to observe whether good solutions often share
some common properties. If that is the case, anitensification scheme can be generated for the
search. At this point the neighbourhoodN (s, k) is further restricted to intensify the search for
solutions having the observed properties.

A complementary mode of the itensifying scheme should also be included in the TS. To per-
form the most effective search for an optimal solution when using intensification, the use ofdi-
versification is a necessity. When diversification is invoked, the search is widened to include
solutions with more varying characteristics. One way to diversify the search is “by designingN
(s, k) to incorporate solutions that are separated by a specified degree from solutions visited be-
fore”, (Glover et al., 1993). Another possibility is to change the objective function  to pe-
nalize solutions close tos more than those far froms.

4.6.3 Application example
In a report from 1996, Axelsson compares the performance of a tabu search algorithm, a genet-
ic algorithm and simulated annealing algorithm for the optimal selection of a heterogeneous
hardware structure with an associated function partitioning. The goal is to find the cheapest re-
alisation that meets all the real-time requirements (deadlines) of the system specification, giv-
en a priority based scheduling algorithm and static priorities for all tasks. Both the deadline
monotonic priority assignment and an optimal algorithm which will not be described here,
were used.

f s′( )
s′ N s k,( )∈

s′ s′ s m⊕=
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The base of the TS search (as for the other searches), is a library of different hardware units;
processors, ASICs, memories and cache memories, and a behavioural specification defining
the task set with the task deadlines and periods. When a hardware structure is defined in a
search, the tasks are partitioned and the resultingvirtual prototype can be evaluated by the
means of a quality function (reciprocal of cost) penalizing missed deadlines and costly hard-
ware implementations.

In order to perform search, primitive functions are used that allows movement from one solu-
tion to a “neighbour”. The primitive functions are:

• Move task. Moves a task from one processing unit to another.

• Add component. Adds and connects another hardware component to the system.

• Remove component. Removes a component given that it is not used.

• Reconnect component. Reconnects a memory port of one of the components to another
memory or cache.

• Replace component. Exchanges a component for another one.

The neighbourhood function of the TS algorithm can now be defined, based on the above
primitive functions. Axelsson divides the search into two basic phases:

1. First the algorithm concentrates on finding a feasible solution in terms of real-time require-
ments. In this phase hardware changes are performed to remove identified bottlenecks. E.g.
if a processor is overloaded tasks may be moved, the processor may be exchanged to one
with higher capacity or one more processor can simply be added.

2. In the next phase, which starts once the search has found a feasible solution, the aim shifts
to instead try to minimize the cost of the hardware. Typical actions are; moving tasks from
ASICs to processors, removing ASICs and caches.

Even though the two neighbourhood definitions above crudely describe howN (s, k) is chosen,
it is necessary to augment the neighbourhood definitions in some occasions. For example,
when the solution is close to a local maxima (remember we’re maximizing quality here) most
of the prime options for further search may be tabu. In such cases e.g. a hardware expansion
may be required even though a feasible solution is already found.

Axelsson uses a tabu list containing predicates,p(x, y), that indicate whether a move from solu-
tion x to y is tabu. The predicates try to prohibit that formerly tested solutions are visited again.
An example of a tabu used by Axelsson is that a task that has recently been moved is not al-
lowed to move again. This is restrictive, but since the tabu list is of finite length, the task will
be possible to reallocate later.

No intensification or diversification is used in this TS algorithm and the only aspiration criteria
used for overriding tabu moves is that the new solution has a higher quality than the best solu-
tion found so far. Axelsson uses a neighbourhood sizek = 10 and a tabu list lengtht = 10.
These are the two major tuning parameters used in TS. Other important search algorithm de-
signer choices are of course the definition of the solution neighbourhood,N (s, k), the choice of
tabu criteria and finally but not least, the policy in choosing neighbourhood sample,V, from N
(s, k). Finally, we should add that Axelsson found the tabu search algorithm far superior to the
simulated annealing and genetic algorithm approaches. For the problem described in here, that
is.
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4.7 Constraint Programming
Constraint programming (CP) is a methodology for search of feasible solutions of discrete
problems that just recently has been applied to local and global scheduling (Würtz, 1996;
Schild and Würtz, 1997). CP has its origin in two declarative paradigms; constraint solving
and logic programming. The CP methodology will only be briefly described in this report and
then some results from an application to global scheduling obtained by Schild and Wurtz will
be discussed. For a more in-depth description of CP we refer to the comprehensive survey by
Jaffar and Maher (1994). The CP application example that is studied in this section makes use
of the constraint programming languageOz for the implementation, see e.g. (Schulte et al.,
1994). Therefore some of the terms used here may be Oz-specific.

4.7.1 CP methodology
In CP, a problem is formulated with a number of variables that may take values fromfinite do-
mains of non-negative integers. The approach in CP is to reduce the finite domains by use of
the constraints on the variables such that in the end, a feasible solution is found. This is called
constraint propagation. The search is similar to B&B, using a search tree to step through the
space of possible solutions. In each vertex of the search tree, the constraints are applied and a
new set of reduced finite domains for the variables is generated. Since using only the con-
straints in the problem formulation is not enough, additional constraints are added and the
problem is split into complementary sub problems—branching, just like in B&B—and new
vertices are created. In CP this is sometimes also calleddistribution.

A basic constraint is a constraint on the simplest possible form;x = c, wherec is a non-nega-
tive integer, orx = y, where bothx andy are variables, or , whereD is a finite domain
e.g. . These basic constraints are kept in aconstraint store. More expres-
sive constraints, non-basic constraints, such asx + y = z, are used aspropagators. A propagator
is a computational agent which tries to reduce the domains of the variables occurring in the
corresponding constraint.

We describe constraint propagation by means of a short example. Assume a constraint store
with the sets  and a constraint , for

. The propagator for this constraint reduces the domains toX = {1,2}, Y =
{1,2} and Z = {4,5,6}.

When a propagator has succeeded in reducing some variable’s domain, other propagators are
triggered to try to reduce the domains further. Since constraint propagation alone is not enough
to find a feasible solution,constraint branching is used to get further in the search. To perform
branching, another constraint, sayC is chosen (according to a branching strategy) and the
former set of constraints,S, is augmented withC,  and this new problem is solved. If
the new problem leads to an inconsistentconstraint store, i.e. no solution exists that satisfies

, then the complementary problem  is solved instead. It is obvious that the
branching strategy is of major importance for the success of the search. In CP an often used
strategy isfirst fail which chooses the variable with the currently smallest domain, but other
strategies are used as well.

We continue the small example above by applying branching with respect to the variablex and
its new setX = {1,2}. By selecting a new constraintx = 2 and thereafter perform constraint
propagation with respect to the original constraint, we find a feasible solution to bey = 1 andz
= 6. In this case the branching was successful. However, if the resulting domains would have
been inconsistent with some other constraint and the branching would have failed, backtrack-

x D∈
D 1 2 3 4 5, , , ,{ }=

X Y Z 1 2 3 4 5 6, , , , ,{ }= = = 2x y+ z<
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ing would be necessary and the complementary problem based onx = 1 would have had to be
solved for. Furthermore, if no solution would have been found immediately, branching would
have had to be performed again. Hence CP involves a number of sequential constraint propa-
gation and branching steps.

4.7.2 Applying constraint programming to global scheduling
In a report by Schild and Würtz (1997), a global scheduling problem, which in most parts is
adopted from the problem described by Cheng and Agrawala (1995), is defined and solved by
the use of CP and the constraint programming languageOz. The difference in the problem for-
mulations is that the former does not take the jitter constraints defined in equations (16) and
(17) into account. Instead a single constraint is used for the time between two succeeding invo-
cations of a task:

(25)

This constraint is a stronger requirement than the original two, so if (25) is satisfied, so will
(16) and (17). Cheng and Agrawala’s problem definition has already been described in section
4.2.2, and from that definition additional scheduling constraints were derived and used by
Schild and Würtz:

First we use the fact that the completion time of a task is uniquely defined by the start time and
the tasks execution time to note that it is not necessary to use task completion times as separate
variables in the constraint store. This saves some memory and minimizes the number of varia-
bles used. The relationship is naturally

(26)

Furthermore, it is required that all tasks are scheduled within the scheduling window defined
by theLCM of the tasks.

(27)

If two tasksτi andτk are allocated to the same processor, their scheduled executions may not
overlap in time:

or (28)

This constraint is, as we will see, difficult to account for since it is disjunctive in the sense that
exactly one of the two relations must be satisfied. For the interprocessor communications fur-
ther care must be taken. We denote an interprocessor communication from  with . The
transfer time of a communication, , is known,Mi. We get

(29)
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For synchronous communications (as defined in 4.2.2) we have the following constraint

(30)

The following constraints are put on the completion time of the inter processor messages:

(31)

(32)

The constraint in (31) is not necessary in the general scheduling case. Communications could
be allowed to cross the LCM limit, but this would make things a bit more difficult.

Since the communication link is assumed to be a bus, all messages share a common resource
which they cannot use simultaneously. Therefore a constraint, similar to (28), has to be used
for the communications

or (33)

andmi andmk are interprocessor messages

A message is not associated with a receiver until the scheduling is performed. When a receiver
has been chosen, the timing of the sender ( ) vs. the receiver ( ) has to be checked for satis-
faction of the required maximum latency of the message. This requirement imposes the follow-
ing complex constraint which takes into account the special case of a message being sent from
a task in the end of the scheduling window (LCM) to a task in the beginning

If

then (34)

else

The constraints (28) and (33) are as noted above disjunctive. This kind of constraints can be
handled in Oz by adding atruth variable to each of the relationships. A truth variable is al-
lowed to take the values 0/1, reflecting whether a relationship is valid or not. An additional
constraint is added saying that the sum of the truth variables must be 1. This construct is called
a reification constraint in Oz. For large scale problems these constraints become a problem
since the number of needed reification constraints reflecting e.g. (28) for a system with a total
of n task invocations to be scheduled isn(n-1)/2. To handle this problem usage of so called
global constraints is proposed. A global propagator acts on a large set of variables simultane-
ously. It successively considers each pair of relationships and checks whether some relation-
ship is not satisfied. If this is the case, it imposes the correct basic constraints corresponding to
the remaining relationship. In this way only one propagator is used instead of theO(n2) that
originally was expected and the computational burden is lowered.
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In order to handle the latency constraint, (34), a similar approach is possible. But as described
by Schild and Würtz, this leads to weak constraint propagation, and the time for the algorithm
to complete would be longer than acceptable (>1 day). Therefore a preprocessing phase is
used. For each message that is not being part of a communication cycle (e.g.  sends to
which sends to  which sends to  etc.) it is assumed that the receiver task is not post-
poned to the next scheduling cycle. This gives the constraint  and the
following latency condition for the communication is sufficient:

(35)

If however the communication is part of a cycle, then the start order of the sending and receiv-
ing task can be chosen arbitrarily. If  is chosen then (35) is again suffi-
cient. If not, the following condition must be met

(36)

This simplification of constraint (34) can lead to that a single feasible solution to the problem
is not found, but as argued by Schild and Würtz, this seems highly unlikely.

Different branching strategies were used for the scheduling. The earlier mentionedfirst fail
strategy turned out to be too simple, so other more problem specific strategies were evaluated.
One particularly interesting is a strategy based on the latest possible completion times (lct) of

the tasks and their corresponding communications.  is defined to be the maximum val-

ue of  with respect to the current admissible domain for . The pair

 that is minimal with respect to lexicographical order is chosen for branch-

ing. Furthermore, pairs with either one of the two start times  unfixed

may be selected. Branching is performed by generating a new basic constraint

(if  was unfixed), wherec is the . The other branch corresponds to all other

cases. As soon as a consistent value for  is found, the starting time of  is fixed in

the same way. Another branching strategy that was tested separated the ordering of tasks and
messages and the selection of starting times into two phases. This strategy actually gave the
best results when evaluated.

Schild and Würtz were successful in solving complex scheduling problems. The problem they
solved involved 2,000 tasks and communications and the original finite domains for the start-
ing times included 6 million different values. The starting times were selected according to the
LCM and the length of the global clock tick, hence all possible starting times were considered.

4.8 Other Methods
In this section we mention some methods that we have not and will not discuss in any detail
since their applicability for the problem at hand is limited.
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4.8.1 Graph theory
Graph theory algorithms work with graphs of nodes that are interconnected by edges into net-
works. The edges are associated with some cost (e.g. communication) and the nodes may cor-
respond to e.g. tasks. Hence the network in this case corresponds to a definition of all inter task
communications and their costs. A min-cut algorithm can now be invoked to find the cuts that
with a minimum total communication cost separates the tasks intom sets corresponding tom
different processors.

Algorithms based on graph theory have been used for numerous applications in computer sci-
ence. Especially allocation problems in distributed systems have been solved with objectives
to, except from minimizing inter process communications, e.g. balance the load of the proces-
sors or minimize the total execution time of all the tasks. Other objectives and combinations
have been used as well. However, using graph theory for scheduling of real-time systems does
not seem to work well since no (or at least very few) results in this area exist. Still, graph theo-
ry may be of interest if it is used together with some additional algorithm. For more details on
graph theory see e.g. Shatz (1993).

4.8.2 Dynamic programming
Dynamic programming (DP) is a technique which has been used for many classic discrete op-
timization problems including the knapsack and travelling salesman problems. Just like B&B
it performs implicit enumeration meaning that it enumerates some of the solutions and evalu-
ates them, while some are evaluated implicitly (in branch-and-bound this is done through the
bounds on the goodness of all solutions belonging to common branches). In DP the enumera-
tion is performed by dividing the problem into stages and at each stage some decision is taken
that affects the (sub) optimal decisions that will be taken in later stages. Any optimization
problem that shall be formulated as a DP problem needs to satisfy theprinciple of optimality
for dynamic programming (see any basic book in Operations Research, e.g. Hillier and Lieber-
man, 1990). The principle states that in each stage, the optimal decisions for the sub-problem
that remains to be solved is independent of decisions that are taken in earlier stages. In simpli-
fied branch-and-bound terms this means that given a vertex, an optimal policy for the remain-
ing levels is independent of the policy adopted in the previous levels. It is the same principle
that says that, when one is moving from point A to point B and currently stands in a point C in
between A and B, the closest way to point B is always independent of how one came from A to
C. If a problem lacks this property it cannot be formulated as a dynamic programming prob-
lem.

Unfortunately, even if the problem satisfies the above given principle, DP algorithms are often
slow and impractical for large problems—the solution time grows exponentially with the prob-
lem size. However, according to (Ecker, 1992), for some problems (NP-hard, but not in the
strong sense) it is sometimes possible to find DP algorithms that are so calledpseudo polyno-
mial.
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5 Conclusions

5.1 General Problems in Scheduling
The fact that scheduling of real-time systems in general is a very difficult problem should by
now be obvious. There are a number of properties that make solving scheduling problems dif-
ficult:

The space of possible solutions is discrete and the quality (i.e. cost) of neighbouring solutions
may vary discontinuously. Therefore, simple search methods inspired by the theory on optimi-
zation of continuous systems, such as e.g. discrete variants of the steepest descent method, are
not necessarily effective.

Furthermore, some of the scheduling problems may only have a few feasible solutions (if any
at all), due to tight constraints. If the number of feasible solutions is small, they are naturally
more difficult to find. On the other hand, if the tight constraints are relaxed, the space of possi-
ble solutions may expand by many orders of magnitudes. This may lead to another problem:
That a feasible solution is difficult to find because the search space has grown so large that no
algorithm can handle it. The design choice of allowing preemption or not is a very good exam-
ple of this. When preemption is not allowed, the probability of existence for a feasible solution
is much lower than in the case when preemption is allowed. However, with preemption, the
search space often gets too large for the scheduling algorithms to handle. That is one of the rea-
sons why so few of the algorithms that have been described here allow preemption.

A problem that is connected to the general difficulty of finding a feasible schedule in accepta-
ble time is the feedback of information to the system designer. The only information that is
given when a scheduling algorithm fails to find a feasible schedule is that either no schedule
exists, or that the algorithm passed some maximum time limit for the search. No information is
given about what system design changes that should be made to increase the probability for the
existence of a feasible schedule. This problem is pointed out by Sandström et al. (1997).

5.2 Scheduling of Control Applications
The scheduling of control applications with the special timing requirements they pose was dis-
cussed briefly for the single processor case in section 3.3. In the chapter about global schedul-
ing (chapter 4), other methods were described that are easier to adapt to various requirements.
Those methods are useful for scheduling of distributed real-time systems but are certainly ap-
plicable for single processor scheduling as well.

Since the methods in chapter 4 are so adaptable to different kinds of problem formulations, it is
impossible to neglect any of them as useless for scheduling of control applications, since all, in
theory at least, can handle all types of timing requirements. The mean to compare them must
be by assessing how simple they are to use and by their effectiveness in finding feasible/opti-
mal schedules. No implementation of any algorithm has been made in this work and hence a
comparison must be based on theoretical arguments.

Not only adaptability and efficiency is important for a scheduling method. In order for it to be
useful, adaptation to new problem formulations should be simple, not only possible. Hence, it
should be possible to use the method for implementation of a general scheduling tool that can
handle many different types of task sets, scheduling constraints and cost functions. Ultimately,
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the method should also be efficient for all the cases. The wish is of course a contradiction—a
general tool cannot be made as efficient as a tailored one. Some balancing must be made be-
tween the two requests.

With the request for simple adaptation in mind, it is the author’s belief thatgenetic algorithms
and most heuristicmethods are too difficult to use in a general scheduling tool and would re-
quire too much effort from a system designer. Furthermore, the heuristiclist scheduling algo-
rithm would be very difficult to adapt to handle the relative timing constraints posed by a
control implementation. Thesimulated annealing andtabu search strategies are also a bit dif-
ficult to adapt, even though probably easier than genetic algorithms. The two methods can
probably be useful for a framework algorithm that performs allocation while some other algo-
rithm is used for the local scheduling of the processors. Especially tabu search can be designed
to incorporate a number of heuristics based on the designers knowledge about the problem.
Such heuristics may increase the algorithm’s efficiency for a specific problem a lot.Branch-
and-bound andconstraint programming are the methods that seem most suitable for a general
scheduling tool. They are quite simple to adapt to new problem formulations, they have been
shown to be reasonably efficient and the search is in both cases limited to a finite number of
possible solutions. Even though that finite number may be very large,branch-and-bound and
constraint programming seem to be as good as any other method can get.

One important issue that a system designer has to face when adapting any of the methods dis-
cussed above, is the design of the cost function. Traditional cost functions or “optimization cri-
teria” are discussed in section 2.4. From a strict control theoretic point of view there are a
number of objectives that are interesting in order to realise a good controller. In control sys-
tems, predictabledelays are of utmost importance and hence variations in delays between sam-
pling and control should be punished by the cost function. Furthermore, for multi-input-multi-
output (MIMO) systems, the requirements onsynchronisation between tasks performing con-
current sampling or actuation are high and lack of synchronisation should show as an additive
cost in the cost function. Another important issue isjitter—the deviation from a periodic proc-
ess’ nominal start time—which should also be minimized by the scheduling algorithm.
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Abstract. This report describes a modelling framework that is to be used in the
AIDA decentralisation tool-set for design and early analysis of control system im-
plementations in distributed computer architectures.

The modelling framework includes three basic groups of models:application,
computer system andmechanics. Each model group is divided into three modelling
levels: the structural, the behavioural and the functional. Furthermore, the model-
ling framework makes it possible to describe systems in different levels of abstrac-
tion—either detailed models are defined, or simpler model versions can be used.

The application models describe the control system and are designed to be a
complement to the control design in CACE tools like e.g. Matlab/Simulink. The
models given here are more focused on implementation requirements. At the struc-
tural level, the modes of the control system are defined. Each mode is associated
with a data-flow diagram and a number of timing and triggering diagrams. The
timing and triggering diagram specifies the control design’s timing requirements
including period times, tolerances to jitter, admissible control delays and prece-
dence relations. A variant of the timing and triggering diagram is used to feed back
results regarding achieved timing from an implementation analysis to the control
designer. Also, event triggered activities are, to a limited extent, supported by the
application models.

Thecomputer system models describe the computer hardware structure with its
processing elements and communication links. The software parts of the system
such as the implemented processes, their allocations, their timing and precedence
relations and their communications are described. Also the operating system’s
scheduling and synchronisation policies for the processors and communication
links are defined. Themechanical models describe the physical placement of the
processor nodes in the mechanical system.

It is concluded in a discussion that the models will need some more extensions
to support e.g. synchronous communication, specification of event triggered sys-
tems and error handling characteristics. However, the modelling framework should
provide a good base for multi disciplinary development and thereby give possibili-
ties to develop high performance systems at a minimum cost.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Background and motivation
The AIDA decentralization tool-set is a planned support tool for design and implementation
analysis of control systems to be realised in distributed computer architectures. This document
is a first version of the design of the models that will form the foundation of the tool-set.

In the specification (Redell and Törngren, 1996), an overall requirement of the tool-set is for-
mulated:The tool-set shall support automatic decentralization of the control algorithms as
well as dimensioning and structuring of the hardware resource structure. The tool-set is pri-
marily meant to include functions supporting analysis of real-time behaviour and dimension-
ing of communication and execution resources. The functions are meant to be used in an early
conceptual design phase as well as in detailed design. By tool-set, a prototype tool is meant
that shows the possibilities of including the intended functionality.

The main motivation for the tool-set is the lack of support by today’s tools to implement a de-
signed and analysed control system on a distributed hardware. The CACE tools (Computer
Aided Control Engineering such as e.g. Matlab/Simulink/dSPACE and MatrixX) available to-
day support design and analysis of control systems that include both time and event triggered
parts. Code generation and rapid prototyping is also supported. The CASE tools (Computer
Aided Software Engineering such as e.g. Statemate and SDT) on the other hand support behav-
ioural design and analysis with a focus on event triggered systems and overall system model-
ling. The CASE tools also often include a possibility to generate code.

As a further incentive for the development and use of the tool-set, today’s state-of-practice in
industry involves a lot of effort on time- and cost-inefficient system testing and integration.
The use of a tool-set as the one proposed here, would change the emphasis towards modelling,
pre-implementation analysis and “systems engineering”, decreasing the need for post-imple-
mentation testing and “make it work” design. The potential of using formal and structured
methods in an early design phase is described by e.g. Cooling (1991).

1.2 Intended use of the tool-set
The tool-set described here is planned to be a complement to CAE-tools. Current CACE tools
give support for the basic control modelling and analysis, while the tool-set that is planned will
support e.g. modelling of timing and triggering and computer hardware architectures.

The intention for the tool-set to support modelling, design and implementation analysis in-
volves a number of design steps and design cases. One assumption that is made about the tar-
get systems at this point, is that the mechanical system is fixed, i.e. has a fixed structure of
mechanical parts including the actuators and sensors that are to be interfaced by the application
functions. Another assumption is that the application, as being a controller architecture, is as-
sumed to be fixed in the sense that the functionality is given, while the structure of the included
operations is not. For example, some control operations may be executed in various orders still
providing the same functionality and the controller can hence be structured in a number of
ways. This means that the tool-set will not directly support control and mechanical design and
analysis.
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In the task of performing an implementation of a control system on a potentially unspecified
distributed computer hardware architecture lies a number of design choices. The interactions
between the different choices made are considerable, having a great impact on the final system
performance. It is difficult (if not impossible) to follow a purely sequential design methodolo-
gy and still achieve high performance and good utilisation of the system resources. That is, one
cannot for example, first make a computer hardware design and then, with that design fixed,
continue with allocation and scheduling and expect the overall system performance to be
close-to-optimal. The reason is that there are strong dependencies in both directions between
these two designs. On the other hand, to make all the design choices concurrently is virtually
impossible due to the complexity of the overall design problem. Therefore the AIDA tool-set is
intended to support iterative engineering, answering a number of “what if” questions put by the
designer.Figure 1 shows a number of design choices that have to be taken and that the AIDA
tool-set should be designed to support.

Typical analysis results that the AIDA tool-set is being designed to give are: estimates of con-
trol delays, delay variations, jitter in sampling periods, processor and communication link uti-
lisations, qualitative comparison between different application hardware structures, bottleneck
identification, etc. These results can be used to help answering a number of different design
questions. An example is, “With fixed hardware and application structures, what performance
can be achieved by (i) changing the hardware components, (ii) changing policies for schedul-
ing, clock synchronisation etc., (iii) relaxing some application requirements such as jitter and
delay tolerances?”. Another potential design question could be, “Given partly open hardware
and application structures, what performance can be achieved by, (i) changing the application
allocation, (ii) changing the application and computer structures?”

❶ Processor placing is the physical
placing of processors within the
mechanical system.

❷ Partitioning involves the separation of
the application software into schedulable
units, e.g. processes or tasks.

❸ Allocation is the mapping of
schedulable units to processors.

❹ Structuring of computer hardware deals
with questions like: How should the
processors be connected?

❺ Selection of hardware components.

❻ Application structuring. An application
can be structured in different ways in
order to better fit the hardware, e.g. to
make better use of parallelism.

❼ Execution and communication policies.
Scheduling and clock synchronisation
policies for both processors and
communication links need to be chosen.

❽ Application requirements. Tuning of
application requirements such as jitter
tolerances for e.g. cheaper
implementation is a design choice.

Figure 1. Design issues in real-time implementation of distributed control systems. Note that this list of
issues does not represent a temporal ordering during design.
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1.3 Document overview
In order to build a computer aided control design tool for distributed systems, the systems in
question have to be modelled properly. The diversity of the systems that the tool-set is made to
design strongly influences the choice of models to be used. The more diverse systems to be al-
lowed, the more advanced or different types of models have to be used. Another important is-
sue is the selection of model abstraction. This is related to where in the development phase the
tool-set is to be used and the detail in prediction and analysis results that is required. For exam-
ple, the smaller tolerances we allow for the analysis to be correct, the more precise our models
have to be. Modelling of computer software and hardware for real-time analysis is a key issue
for success.

In the following chapters (3-5) a modelling framework that will be used in the AIDA tool-set is
described in some detail. Chapter 3 describes the application models that deal with the control
design, its requirements on the implementation and a model describing the resulting behaviour
of the implemented control system. Chapter 4 handles the computer system models that in-
clude hardware characteristics, operating system and the implemented processes and their inter
process communications. In chapter 5 the mechanical models are described. These include the
mechanical interfaces such as sensors and actuators, their connections and placement.

In chapter 6 the models are discussed regarding weaknesses, future extensions and some fea-
tures that are believed to be especially important.

1.4 Terminology
In order for the following reasoning to be clear, we here define a number of terms.

A function accomplishes some specified functionality (e.g. computational operations on input
data) and is built by some indivisible blocks calledElementary Functions (EFs). An elementa-
ry function has zero or more inputs and produces one or more outputs. Furthermore an elemen-
tary function is allowed to havestate variables in order to keep the state of the function to
subsequent invocations.

State. We adopt the following definition of a state by Paynter (1996): “The state of the system
summarises the information concerning the system’s past inputs and behaviour that is needed
to determine the system’s subsequent behaviour in the presence or absence of particular in-
puts”.

Mode. We will use an informal and rather general definition of modes. Modes that are part of
the requirements in a control design are placed in the highest level of modelling and are called
macro modes.An example is the start, take-off, cruising and landing of an aeroplane. Opposed
to this, a controller can use differentmicro modes to attend the goal specified through the mac-
ro mode. A micro mode could for instance be the use of approximate linear control instead of
more exact nonlinear control, or to observe instead of measure one of the physical system out-
puts.

Mode transition.A mode transition is the switching from one mode to another. A mode transi-
tion is triggered by some event occurring in the lower level models.

Behaviour. By behaviour is meant non-functional characteristics such as timing, triggering,
precedence.
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Asynchronous communication. An asynchronous communication is a communication between
two model entities in which the sender does not have to synchronize with the receiver to send a
message. In asynchronous communication it is assumed that the communication media can
store information.

Synchronous communication. A synchronous communication is a communication in which
both the sender blocks and waits for the receiver to be ready to receive, or if the receiver is
ready first, it blocks and waits for the sender. Synchronous communication can be used to syn-
chronise e.g. processes. The communication media cannot, in this case, store information.

Processing element (PE). A processing element is a hardware component that processes input
data and/or produces output data, e.g. a processor, ASIC or FPGA.

Heterogeneous system. A heterogeneous system is a target hardware system with a combina-
tion of various types of processing elements and/or communication links.

Activity. An activity is a collection of elementary functions that, when triggered by explicit
triggers and precedence relations, performs a number of operations on the (possible) input(s)
of the elementary functions. Common for all the elementary functions in an activity is the fre-
quency with which they are invoked, or if the activity is event-triggered, that they are trig-
gered—explicitly or implicitly1—by the same trigger. Periodic activities may include more
than one time-trigger under the condition that they run at the same frequency.

Implemented process. At the highest level of abstraction we do not make any distinction be-
tween what are often called either processes, threads or tasks when discussing entities that are
schedulable by the operating system. Instead we use the nameimplemented process as an ex-
pression for either of these. It is noticeable for a possible future extension of the tool-set, that
context switches between threads within the same process normally take considerably less
time than do complete context switches.

2 Model Overview

2.1 Requirements
The tool-set is intended to be used for modelling, design and analysis of both new and already
existing systems. In the latter case the design often only includes minor increments in the sys-
tem functionality. It is therefore of importance that the chosen models allow description of ear-
lier implementations with many already taken and hence fixed design decisions. To make
modelling and analysis for such different design cases possible, it is essential that different lev-
els of abstraction are supported.

Another argument for different abstraction levels is the multi disciplinary characteristics of the
design problems that the tool-set is meant to handle. Both computer and control engineering is
involved. It is not likely that a control engineer will be eager to specify the computer system

1. By implicit triggering we mean triggering by precedence as opposed to explicit trig-
gering which is done by a triggering signal (event). For further explanation see the
section on timing and triggering diagrams, 3.2
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down to the lowest message passing level. He/she probably rather wants to view the whole
computer system as simply imposing varying time delays and hence the tool-set should allow
that model abstraction too.

The aim is to give support for the description of a wide range of control systems and computer
hardware. The systems to analysed are event- and time-triggered, multirate, control systems
with different modes of execution. These control systems are to be implemented on distributed
heterogeneous hardware with both serial and parallel communication links interconnecting the
processing elements. Furthermore the processing elements can be placed on different locations
in the mechanical structure, hence the sites of sensors and actuators should be modelled as well
as the assignment of processing elements to such sites. There is also a need for modelling the
various system specific overheads, scheduling policies, error handling etc.

2.2 Outline and Structure of Models
System modelling is structured into three different groups of models; theApplication, the
Computer system and theMechanical groups, and each group is divided into three different
levels; theStructural, theBehavioural and theFunctional levels (Table 1). The latter model
partitioning is used in a number of different design methods (see e.g. Cooling, 1991, for an
overview) but the meaning here is in some ways different. One reason is the joint focus on
computer hardware, control applications and mechanics. In addition to this, the models can be
described on different levels of abstraction, describing the modelled system with a different
granularity of details.

An important limitation with the models described herein is that they are often described with
the properties they should possess. However it is not always described exactly how the proper-
ties are described.

2.2.1 Implementation dependencies
Since the intention is to allow a number of different design cases such as augmenting an al-
ready existing system with new functionality or designing a new system from scratch, models
that allow this flexibility have to be used. Therefore, common for all the implementation de-
pendent attributes of the different models is the required possibility to specify each one of
them a priori, before any functionality is used to derive them automatically. If this possibility
is used, the concerned attributes function as implementation independent ones, i.e. as specifi-
cations of the implemented system, and they are not allowed to be altered. For example, an el-
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ementary function may have to interface a specific physical component such as a sensor or
drive unit, or an execution time may be known in advance making estimation unnecessary and
unwanted.

2.2.2 Separation into levels for model structure
The Structure level includes diagrams describing the required macro modes (including transi-
tions) of an application, as well as the data flow in each of these (Macro mode transition dia-
gram, MMTD, andData-flow diagram, DFD). The structure of the computer system, which is
connections between processing elements, communication links, sensors etc. (hardware struc-
ture) and communication between processes (software structure), are described in theCompu-
ter hardware structure model and theProcess structure diagrams, while spatial placing of
sensors, actuators and interface components (e.g. drive units) constitute the structure of the
mechanics in theLocation andInterface components placement models.

At the Behavioural level, the timing, triggering and precedence interdependencies/require-
ments between the elementary functions in the application are modelled with theTiming and
Triggering Diagram (TTD). The actual timing of the implemented system is shown in theIm-
plementation TTD (I-TTD). The behaviour of the computer system is divided into three sepa-
rate parts: TheInter Process Communications models, which specifies the communications
and the scheduling of communication links. TheImplemented process models that describe the
external and internal timing of implemented processes with the diagramsProcess TTD
(P-TTD) and theProcess internal TTD (Pi-TTD). TheComputer systemmodels, that describes
scheduling and synchronisation policies of the processors and operating system overhead. No
behaviour is described for the mechanical system since this would include modelling of me-
chanical dynamics. Instead, we assume that the different feedback controller specifications are

Table 1: Model structure overview

Real-time system models

Level Application models Computer system models Mechanical models

Structural Macro Mode
Transition
Diagram

Data Flow
Diagram

Computer hardware structure

Process structure diagram

Location model

Interface components place-
ment

Behavioural Timing and Triggering Diagram
(TTD)

Implementation TTD

Inter Process Communications
IPC model
Communication resources
Com. resource chains

Processes
Process TTD
Process internal TTD

Computer system
Operating system
Scheduling policy
Synchronisation

See comment in “Mechanical
model” below

Functional Detailed function description

Detailed data flow description

HW characteristics:
Processing elements
Communication links
Clocks

SW characteristics:
Implemented Processes

Interface component model

Environment interfaces model
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available to a level of detail appropriate for the particular development stage. In this way the
dynamics of the mechanical system affects the real-time system analysis through separately
derived control specifications.

The Functional level contains detailed information of the elementary functions and the data
flows within the application models, as well as characteristics of the processing elements,
communication buses and implemented processes within the computer system models. The
functional level of the mechanical model describes the interfaces to the mechanical environ-
ment (Environment interfacesmodel, including e.g. actuators, sensors, drive units and operator
interfaces) and the components used for interfacing the environment interfaces (Interfacing
components model).

2.2.3 Different model abstractions
Apart from separating the models into structural, behavioural and functional levels and further-
more into different groups; application, computer system and mechanical, a third model di-
mension is needed and to some extent supported—modelling in different levels of abstraction.
The reason is that different abstractions can be useful for designers of different parts and in dif-
ferent development phases of the system.

A good example of model abstractions is the modelling of an inter process communication
(IPC) scheduled to be transmitted over a communication network. At the lowest abstraction
level, the communication network is modelled with a speed of e.g. bits/sec and the IPC mod-
elled with message size and all the buffers and message queues and operating system supplied
functionality that has to be passed before the message reaches the receiver. For instance, each
resource needed, including the communication link and the message queues etc., might have
an individual policy for scheduling, and hence the timing of the IPC would depend strongly on
the work load of the needed resources. On another level of abstraction the IPC might simply be
modelled as a time delay with a probability distribution to define the uncertainty of the esti-
mated value. On an even higher level, the time delay could be considered constant or varying
in between a minimum and maximum value.

It should be noted that the different abstractions of the models are not often explicitly defined
in the following model descriptions. Usually, the selection of model abstraction is done by se-
lecting which sub set of attributes of the model that are used to describe a system component.
Specific identification of possible (feasible) sub sets of attributes of the models have not yet
been done.

3 Application model

3.1 Structural level

3.1.1 Macro mode transition diagram
The top level model of the application is a state transition graph, theMacro Mode Transition
Diagram (MMTD), which allows modelling of systems with different modes of execution, e.g.
take off, cruising and landing of an aircraft. Associated with each mode are data flow and tim-
ing and triggering descriptions in other diagrams (DFD andTTD). These underlying diagrams
contain variables used for triggering conditions for the mode transitions. A macro mode transi-
tion diagram may be hierarchical in several levels.
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Figure 2 shows an example of aMMTD. A way to represent this in text is with a mode transi-
tion matrix in which each entry (i,j) in the matrix is a condition for a transition to occur from
modei to statej.

3.1.2 Data-flow diagram
A Data-Flow Diagram (DFD) describes the data-flow between separate control functions
within one macro mode (Figure 3). The control functions are described with blocks in a hierar-
chical fashion such that any block can be either composed by a collection of other blocks (on a
lower hierarchy level) or by anelementary function (EF), which is the smallest possible build-
ing block. Data flow between the blocks is described by arrows and external communication,
such as to sensors and actuators, is described with attributes in the interfacing elementary func-
tions.Figure 3 shows a data-flow diagram for a simple MIMO (Multiple Input Multiple Out-
put) controller.

Figure 2. A macro mode transition diagram for an aircraft controller

Figure 3. A controller data-flow diagram. “Alarm” is an event-triggered activity.
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3.2 Behavioural level

3.2.1 Timing and triggering diagram
In a Timing and Triggering Diagram (TTD), the activities of the system are described by the
use of precedence graphs extended with event- and time-triggers. This modelling method is
based on the methods described by Törngren (1997) but generation of event triggers and the
notation of micro modes have been added.

The triggers in the model are characterized by the following attributes:{Type: Source, [<]Pe-
riod:[[<]Tau], [Tol]}  where []  denotes an optional attribute and<  is an optimization direc-
tive. There are three different types (Type) of triggers; event triggers (ET), time triggers (TT)
and loop triggers (LOOP). The trigger source is either the name of a clock or an event. For
time triggers, a period (Period) is specified. The period can be given with a specific phase
(Tau) and with a tolerance (Tol). Periods can also be associated with event and loop triggers. In
the event trigger case it is a specification of the minimum period with which the event trig-
gered activity can be executed and in the loop trigger case it is a delay from the end of the last
activity to the start of the next. In the latter case a tolerance (Tol) can also be specified on the
variations in the delay. A loop trigger specifies that the activity should continue in an endless
loop and hence the completion of the last elementary function of the loop activity implicitly
triggers the start of the first. A loop trigger could basically be specified with the notation of
event triggers but is given its own notation for the cause of simplified diagram interpretation.
For a more detailed description of the time-triggered timing and triggering diagrams see Törn-
gren (1998). The event and loop triggers are extensions to the timing and triggering diagrams
described therein.

Events are generated and signalled by elementary functions that base the event signalling on
conditions on internal variables. For communication (of data) between an event-triggered and
a time-triggered activity or between two time-triggered activities with different periods,Rate
Interfacing Functions (RIF) are used. Rate interfacing functions represent asynchronous com-
munication between activities with different periods. Overwriting writing and nondestructive
reading is assumed at this point but other semantics for rate interfacing functions may be added
later. A rate interfacing function can be triggered explicitly (by any type of trigger) or implicit-
ly by precedence. InFigure 4, the time-triggered activities

Figure 4. Timing and Triggering diagram. Activity modelling.
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Reference Input➔Feedfrw2➔Sum2 (Referenceactivity) and

Sample2➔Feedback2➔Sum2➔Actuate2 (Control activity)

are modelled together with the event-triggered activityAlarm. TheReferenceandControl ac-
tivities run with periodsT1 andT2 respectively, with ,k integer, and communi-
cates via a RIF placed at the end of theReferenceactivity.

The elementary functionSample 2 in theControl activity may signal an ALARM event which
triggers theAlarm activity. Outgoing event triggers are characterized by an event name.

Incoming triggers are symbolized by vertical arrows pointing into a block while outgoing
event triggers are vertical arrows pointing out from the signalling block. Double rectangles
symbolise rate interfacing functions while elementary functions are symbolised by circles. The
non-vertical arrows show the precedence relations. When an elementary function (or rate inter-
facing function) has both an incoming precedence and an incoming trigger, the trigger gives
the start-time and the precedence is interpreted as a requirement on earlier elementary func-
tions’ deadlines.

Törngren gives three different ways to specify multirate systems using this notation. Except for
the activity based method described above, the most straightforward way of doing this is to ex-
tend the modelling time window to the LCM (Least Common Multiple) of the activity periods
and model the system as a precedence graph including triggers. In that way it is possible to ex-
plicitly give the precedences between different invocations of elementary functions in activity
sequences. This requires that activity periods (T) are chosen such that the ratiosTi/Tj, are ra-
tional numbers, for all activitiesi, j. Another way is to useFeedback loop modelling, in which
all the control loops are considered individually and elementary functions appear in more than
one diagram if they take part in more than one loop. In this modelling technique the frequency
of the slowest elementary function in the loop determines the frequency of the triggers of each
diagram. A requirement for straightforward timing analysis is in this case that the ratios be-
tween activity periods as described above are integers, i.e. the activity periods are so called
harmonic.

Change of micro mode To allow specification of micro modes, a construct that allows dynamic
changes of the control flows within an activity is needed. An example is a controller that either
uses an advanced nonlinear control function or a simpler linear based one. The semantics of
the precedences in timing and triggering diagrams is the following: When an elementary func-
tion has executed, it outputs a precedence signal onone of its outputs. If more than one outputs
exist, the elementary function selects one of them for the precedence signal. Before an elemen-
tary function is triggered, each of its incoming precedence arcs must “receive” (at least) one
precedence signal.

In Figure 5, two different timing and triggering diagrams are shown. The first one, (a), speci-
fies an activity with two parallel threads of execution (no micro mode dynamics). EF1 triggers
both EF2 and EF3 simultaneously by precedence (it outputs a precedence signal on its output
which triggers both successors). Both EF2 and EF3 must be executed before EF4 is started,
since EF4 has two incoming precedence relations. The second TTD, (b), shows a controller
with an elementary function (EF1) that switches the control flow between two possible routes;
either through EF2 or EF3. The existence of a switch is indicated by the two outputs of EF1.
Only one of EF2 and EF3 can get the precedence signal. EF4 is triggered as soon as either EF2
or EF3 have completed, since the outputs of EF2 and EF3 share the same precedence channel.

T1 k T2⋅=
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3.2.2 Implementation timing and triggering diagram
An Implementation Timing and Triggering Diagram (I-TTD) describes an originalTTD aug-
mented with the effects that the implementation has on the timing. While theTTD specifies the
timing requirements of a system, theI-TTD shows what timing is achieved by the implementa-
tion in question. The timing information of the time triggers is changed to the achieved values
of phase, mean period time and tolerances. To also describe the time delays imposed by e.g.
accesses to shared resources, new time delay elementary functions are introduced in theI-TTD.
The time delay elementary functions correspond to either constant, stochastically varying or
cyclically recurring delays. Associated with each time delay elementary function are minimum
and maximum values of the introduced time-delay. Furthermore, associated to the stochastic
and cyclically recurring delays are probability distributions and the delay cycle, respectively.
The introduced time delay elementary functions have no functionality except delaying the con-
trol flow in theI-TTD.

In Figure 6 an implementation timing and triggering diagram for the control activity in
Figure 4 is shown. The sampling and actuation elementary functions are assumed to be placed
on other processing nodes than is the control algorithm. In order to describe the delays im-
posed on the activity by the communication network, two time delay elementary functions
have been added—D1 and D2. Furthermore the time triggers of the sampling and actuation ele-

Figure 5. Timing and triggering diagrams with parallel execution paths (a) and micro modes (b).

Figure 6. An I-TTD for the control activity example in Figure 4. Two extra elementary functions have
been added—D1 and D2—and the trigger specifications have changed to values achieved
from implementation.
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mentary functions have been changed to the achieved values of periods, phase and jitter. The
latter corresponds to the tolerance specifications in the originalTTD. Also, if the sampling and
actuation elementary functions are implemented on different computer nodes they cannot be
triggered by the same clocks (however with the same frequency if the different clocks are syn-
chronised) requiring the different source specifications inFigure 6.

The I-TTD opens for analysis by control engineers in order to successfully cope for the delays
and jitter introduced in the implementation phase. TheI-TTD could either be generated by
some tool in the AIDA tool-set, or be specified manually.

3.3 Functional level

3.3.1 Detailed function description
At the lowest application modelling level a detailed textual function description is given for
each elementary function. The attributes in the description are divided into two parts; imple-
mentation dependent and independent. The implementation independent part includes the fol-
lowing attributes:

A1. Identifier.
A2. Largest interval for any data operated on by the elementary function.
A3. The required computational resolution.
A4. The maximum and minimum number of additions and multiplications.
A5. Execution time on a “nominal” processing element.

Attributes A2-A3 are needed to derive the number of bits used in computations and whether to
use fixed or floating point functions. Together with A4 this makes a coarse execution time as-
sessment possible. Furthermore A5 can be used for an even simpler execution time analysis to-
gether with the processing element attribute giving the speed factor relative a nominal
processor, in the processing element model at page 23.

The implementation dependent attributes are:

A6. The implementation process to which the function is mapped.
A7. A vector containing (estimates of) worst case execution times when the function is exe-

cuted on different processing elements. Another alternative is to instead use a matrix of
execution times containing e.g. worst and best case assessments, time budgets and
measured times for each processing element.

A8. Memory needs.
A9. The (possibly required) allocation to a particular processor.
A10. The (possibly required) location of the elementary function.
A11. Environment interfaces and interfacing components to which the elementary function

connects. For interfacing components also the specific input/output is specified.

A6 points at the problem of partitioning. Elementary functions are clustered to distribution
units which are allocated to processors. The partitioning problem is closely related to the allo-
cation problem. Execution time analysis cannot be done before a target system has been mod-
elled (A7). A8 is needed to make memory constraint considerations possible and A9 is needed
for scheduling and feasibility analysis while A10 is used to lock an elementary function to a
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specified mechanical device. A9 and A10 may seem to be redundant which they indeed are
once the location of each processing element is specified. However, they can both be needed in
the specification of a system that has not yet got a fixed computer hardware structure.

3.3.2 Detailed data flow description
Each of the data flows represented by arcs in the data-flow diagram are specified in a detailed
description. Also in this case there are implementation independent and dependent attributes.
The implementation independent ones are:

A1. Identifier.
A2. Size of data.

Implementation dependent attributes:

A3. The communication link to which the communication is mapped. If it is memory
mapped this is indicated. Furthermore, if the communication is between two processors
with no direct connection a routing list over all the involved communication links
describes the route the communicated message should take.

A4. Number of data frames needed.
A5. A vector (or matrix as described inDetailed function description, A7, above in this sec-

tion) containing worst case communication times when transmitted over different com-
munication links. Here concern is only taken of the physical communication time (e.g.
no. of bits times the bit rate). No queuing time is included.

4 Computer system model

The computer system model includes both the hardware of the computer system, the applica-
tion software, the operating system, which may be implemented in software and/or hardware,
and policies such as bus scheduling, synchronisation etc. The software of the system (applica-
tion and operating system) is described with the properties of implementation processes that
either include one or more elementary function(s) (application) or parts of the operating sys-
tem. The design of a general modelling concept for computer systems is complex and more de-
tails may be added to the models in a later stage.

4.1 Structural level

4.1.1 The computer hardware structure
The structure model of the computer system hardware describes how the processing elements
are connected by communication links and to which sensors and/or actuators a processing ele-
ment is assigned (if applicable). Attributes are a number of lists containing the following com-
ponents to which the processing element is connected:

A1. Communication links
A2. Sensors
A3. Actuators
A4. Drive units
A5. Operator interfaces
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4.1.2 Process structure diagram
In theProcess Structure Diagram (PSD), the structure of the processes and the inter process
communications (IPCs) is defined. In the diagram each node represents one process and the
IPCs are characterized by directed arcs connecting the nodes. Associated with each IPC is a
detailed data flow description from the functional level of the application model as well as a
communication resource chain (CR-chains, see 4.2 for details).

In Figure 7 an example process structure diagram is outlined for the hypothetical control sys-
tem specified inFigure 4. Five different processes are used for the three activities. The control
activity is separated into three processes;Sample, Compute and Actuate. TheReference proc-
ess pre-filters reference signals while theAlarm process handles hazardous events discovered
by theSample process. Notice that the event that is signalled from the Sample process to the
Alarm process also is using an inter process communication. If the event would be implement-
ed as e.g. a hardware interrupt, this would not be necessary.

4.2 Behavioural level - Communications
Since describing the behaviour of the inter process communications is not only very important
for the overall understanding and analysis of the real-time control system, but also quite diffi-
cult to do in a general and practical way, we will devote this whole section for this. Thereafter,
in the next section, we will continue with the behaviour of the other parts of the computer sys-
tem; operating system, processes and synchronisation of resources.

The inter process communication model describes the implementation of the data flows speci-
fied in the application model and in the process structure diagram. It describes the behaviour of
the IPC in the sense of timing properties and scheduling policies for critical region handling.
Different levels of abstraction are of utmost importance to allow both detailed and correct
modelling on a low level as well as facilitating coarse grained high level views.

4.2.1 Inter Process Communications model
At the highest abstraction level, an IPC is simply modelled as a time delay with minimum and
maximum values. The delays can further be described as cyclically recurring, random with
some probability distribution, or constant.

The abstraction that this model provides is expected to be particularly useful for control engi-
neers wanting to assimilate the results from a passed performance analysis.

Attributes of an IPC model are:

A1. Identifier
A2. Type of communication. Internal or external.
A3. If external: The physical communication link used.

Figure 7. Process structure diagram for the control system specified in Figure 4.
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A4. Priority tag. A predefined priority for potential scheduling of communication resources.
A5. Time delay. Maximum and minimum times. If applicable, also cyclic scheme or proba-

bility distribution.
A6. Communication resource chains identifiers. One IPC may utilize more than one CR-

chain.
A7. Data flow in the data-flow diagram associated with the IPC (already specified in the

PSD).

4.2.2 Communication Resource model
In order to successfully describe the behaviour of inter process communications, the AIDA
models usecommunication resources (CRs) and chains of such, calledcommunication re-
source chains(CR-chains). The CR-chains are described in the next section which also in-
cludes examples of the use of CR-chains and the associated communication resources.

A communication resource is an entity that the implemented processes use for communication.
It is a resource because many different processes may want to use it simultaneously and the
concurrent use of it may need to be restricted and hence the resource must be protected and/or
scheduled. A communication resource handles the blockings and priority arbitration between
objects that are requesting its use. Especially, the resource keeps a queue of processes or other
communication resources that have requested service. The resource uses some priority assign-
ment rule to sort the queue.

There are (currently) two different types of communication resources;message queues and
transmitters. The message queues are used to store and protect data while the transmitter re-
sources are used to transfer it. The communication resources have quite differing attributes and
will therefore be described separately. Not all attributes are always needed.

Message Queue
Message queues are used as intermediate data buffers to which the sender of a message writes
and from which the receiver may read. Typically a message queue is used for asynchronous
communication. A message queue is either used directly by the processes communicating via
it, or it is connected to some other communication resource. The outport of the message queue
is said to be active if the queue contains unread data. The following attributes are used to spec-
ify a message queue:

A1. Identifier
A2. Implemented process taking care of this message queue.
A3. Protected read/write or not.
A4. Minimum and maximum read time.
A5. Minimum and maximum write time.
A6. Queue length.
A7. Overwriting or non overwriting semantics for a full queue.
A8. Consuming read or not.
A9. Active write to the next resource or not.
A10. Active read from the previous resource or not.
A11. Priority assignment policy for processes and resources trying to access the queue

simultaneously. SJF/EDF/RM/FIFO etc. Or, if applicable a static schedule.
A12. Rules for priority inheritance protocol (if any). E.g. priority ceiling.
A13. Identifier of event signalled on successful read/write.
A14. Set of communication resources and processes writing to this message queue.
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A15. Set of communication resources and processes reading from this message queue.
A16. Set of CR-chains using this message queue.

Transmitter
The transmitter resource performs arbitration of messages that arrive through a number of in-
ports. It activates one of the incoming messages and activates the outport that corresponds to
the inport. The chosen message is said to be activated by the transmitter. Many inports can be
connected to one outport through the transmitter resource. Or each inport may have its own
outport. If a message is activated in all transmitters that together form a link between two mes-
sage queue resources, it is transmitted and placed in the message queue connected to the last
transmitter’s outport. A transmitter resource is described with the following attributes:

A1. Identifier
A2. Number of inports.
A3. Number of outports.
A4. Associated outport for each inport.
A5. Priority assignment policy for active messages on the transmitter’s inports. SJF/EDF/

RM/FIFO etc. Or, if applicable, time division or static schedule.
A6. Update timing. Describes when the transmitter updates its selection of active message.

Periodically with a period time, continuously (event-triggered), stochastically, or by the
use of a process that handles the transmitter.

A7. Implemented process taking care of the transmitter. Only used if the transmitter is
implemented in software.

A8. Preemption policy for message currently being transmitted. If a message that is cur-
rently being transmitted can be preempted by this transmitter, this is where it is defined.

A9. Preemption policy for message currently being active. If a message that is currently
being active in this transmitter can be deactivated before it is transmitted, this is where
it is defined.

A10. Maximum and minimum transmission time through this transmitter. Regularly
described as functions of data size.

A11. Set of communication resources and processes writing to this transmitter and the
inport that each of them use.

A12. Set of communication resources and processes receiving data from this transmitter,
and the outport to which each of them is connected.

A13. Set of CR-chains using this transmitter.

The use of the communication resources and the meaning of the different attributes is most ef-
ficiently described with a number of examples. The examples will be given together with the
description of the communication resource chains in the next section.

4.2.3 Communication Resource Chains
A communication resource chain (CR-chain) is a chain of communication resources used by
an inter process communication. A communication resource chain can be used by more than
one IPC, and an IPC may use more than one communication resource chains. The latter solu-
tion may be needed if the amount of data to be sent is too large for one of the resources in the
chain. For example, a CAN message is limited to 8 bytes. If more than one IPC uses a CR-
chain, it is assumed that the IPCs have the same priorities. The communication resources in an
inter process communication’s CR-chains, together form a detailed description of the IPC. The
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concatenation of several communication resources in arbitrarily long chains is useful for the
description of communication between e.g. the application layers in the OSI stack, including
all the intermediate layer communications.

The attributes describing a communication resource chain are the following:

A1. Identifier
A2. A sorted list of communication resources.
A3. Priority of the CR-chain. This is usually inherited from the priority of the IPC. How-

ever, if more than one CR-chains are defined for one IPC, they may need to be assigned
different priorities.

A4. Set of IPCs using this CR-Chain.

Notice that CR-chains are defined by the attributes given above. The diagrams that are shown
in Figure 8 andFigure 9 are only used here to describe the use of communication resources
and their CR-chains. InFigure 8, a communication resource chain for an IPC utilising a CAN

communication network is visualised. The first communication resource in the CR-Chain,
“CAN Controller 1, Register 1” is interfaced by the sender process when it wants to send some
data via the corresponding IPC. The CAN message is thereby ready for transmission and the
outport of the “CAN Controller 1, Register 1” resource is activated. The “CAN Controller 1”
resource uses some priority arbitration to decide which of the currently active inports to select.
It selects one of its active inports and activates the corresponding outport. At that point, the se-
lected message is said to be active in the “CAN Controller 1” resource. I.e. it selects from the
transmission messages that have not yet been sent and chooses the one with highest priority
(according to its priority assignment rule) to try to send first. Hence the “CAN Controller 1”
resource may have more inports than the one from register 1. The existence of such inports is
indicated inFigure 8 by arrows pointing in to the “CAN Controller 1” block.

When the “CAN controller 1” resource has activated the message in register 1, it is up to the
next resource, the “CAN Bus” to decide if it also chooses to activate that particular message. If
the message is activated also by the “CAN Bus” resource, it is transmitted to the receiving

Figure 8. Visual description of a communication resource chain for an inter process communication
using a CAN network.
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message queue resource, “CAN Controller 2, Resource 1”. The “CAN Bus” uses the priorities
of the respective IPCs to schedule the communications. If needed, the “CAN Controller 2, reg-
ister 1” resource can generate an event when a message has arrived. The event can be used to
trigger the start of the receiving process, which can read the data from the “CAN Controller 2,
register 1” resource. Another possibility is to not use event triggered reception and let the re-
ceiving process poll the register repeatedly.

Both the “CAN Controller 1 Register 1” and the “CAN Controller 2 Register 1” resources in
the above example are modelled as message queues. We will describe their behaviour in short
and refer to the associated attributes in the message queue model above. The message queues
are given the identifiers as above, but from now on the acronyms “CC1R1” and “CC2R1” will
be used (A1 of the message queue attributes). The resources are implemented in hardware and
hence (A2) does not apply (no process is defined). Writing and reading to/from the register is
protected (A3) but the times associated with reading and writing cannot be given without some
hardware information (A4,A5). This is otherwise a point at which the definition of the two
message queues would probably differ. This is due to the fact that e.g. reading is performed by
a process in one case and by the hardware in the other. The queue length is 1, (A6), and since
this is in principle a protected shared variable, overwriting writing and non-consuming reading
is used (A7, A8). The message queues do not actively write or read anything (A9, A10). First-
in-first-out priority (FIFO) assignment without priority inheritance is assumed (A11, A12). No
event is signalled neither on reception nor on sending (A13). The remaining attributes should
be given byFigure 8, (A14-A16).

The “CAN Controller 1” resource is modelled as a transmitter. It is from now on identified
CC1, (A1 of the transmitter resource attributes). It has some fix number of inports, one for
each register used for transmission, and equally many outports (A2, A3). The existence of
more than one inport and one outport is indicated inFigure 8. It is assumed that each inport is
associated with an outport with the same number (counted from left to right in the figures
showing CR-chains), (A4). The CAN controller assigns the incoming messages priorities by
the number of the message’s register. Hence a fix priority assignment is used which can be
handled by associating the registers with inports to CC1 in register order, (A5). The active
message is updated continuously and can be de-activated if a higher priority (lower number)
inport is activated when the message is not being transmitted (A6, A9). Hence preemption is
not allowed of a message being transmitted (A8). Since the CC1 is a resource implemented in
hardware, no process is associated with it (A7). Transmission through the CC1 resource will
not take any time, (A10). The remaining attributes should be given byFigure 8, (A11-A13).

The resource identified “CAN Bus” is also modelled as a transmitter (A1 of the transmitter re-
source attributes). It is modelled in the same way as the CC1 resource with some exceptions:
Its number of inports is the same as the sum of all outports from all CAN controllers attached
to it. At this point it is assumed that there is one outport for each inport, (A2, A3). The priori-
ties are assigned according to the corresponding IPC’s priority given in section 4.2.1. Any
message that is active in the CAN Bus resource is currently being transmitted and preemption
of active messages is therefore not allowed, (A9). The minimum transmission time is calculat-
ed as 44+8*nBytesµs, and a worst case estimation of the maximum transmission time is
1.2*(44+8*nBytes)µs. nBytes is the number of bytes being transmitted (A10). The transmis-
sion times are calculated based on CAN messages with 16 bit identifiers and a bus speed of 1
Mbits/sec. The latter transmission time function includes stuff bits and is a worst case time
since stuff bits are included depending on the data being transmitted. A stuff bit is inserted af-
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ter 5 consecutive equal bits have been transmitted. Since not all fields in the message are
stuffed, the 20% added to the minimum execution time will always be higher than the actual
value (Intel, 1995).

In Figure 9 more examples of communication resource chains are given.Figure 9a shows five
CR-chains for communication between two processors via a CAN bus. The identifiers are cho-
sen as the ones given in the previous example. The figure shows how two CR-chains are used
for communication from processor 1 (attached to CAN controller 1, CC1) to processor 2. An-
other three CR-chains are defined for communication from processor 2 (attached to CAN con-
troller 2, CC2) to processor 1. The thick arrows indicate which messages that have not yet been
transmitted and the ports that currently are active. The active messages are CC1R2, CC2R1
and CC2R2, i.e. the message in register number 2 of CAN controller 1 and the messages in
registers 1 and 2 in CAN controller 2. Since only one inport is active at CC1, the correspond-
ing message and outport of CC1 is active. Two inports of CC2 are active and the inport (regis-
ter) with the lowest number is selected and the corresponding outport made active. The CAN
Bus resource chooses the active inport that corresponds to the highest priority. In this case it is
assumed that the IPC corresponding to the CR-chain starting with the CC1R2 register is given
the highest priority. Therefore, that message is being transmitted to the receiving register
CC2R5.

Figure 9b shows three CR-chains that include communication via two different CAN buses.
The CR-chains are started with message queues that are controlled by the operating system. A
sender process is used to repeatedly check the message queues and transmit them via the CAN
network. The CAN bus is modelled as before. No extra in- and outports of the communication
resources are shown even though there may be more CR-chains utilizing the same network.

Figure 9. Communication resource chains. The activation of different in- and outports (a), and a
routed communication described with a CR-chain.
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The router process is a process that routes the message and transmits it via the CAN bus 2 to
the receiver process, which is not a part of the CR-chain. The three message queues, Msg Q1-
3, are modelled as message queue resources that are handled by an operating system process,
(A2 of the message queue resource attributes). The sender and router processes are modelled
as transmitter resources that are handled by their respective processes (A7 of the transmitter re-
source attributes).

4.3 Behavioural Level - Processes

4.3.1 Process Timing and Triggering Diagram
The process timing and triggering diagram (P-TTD) shows the triggers of the implemented
processes in the same way as the triggers of elementary functions are shown in the original
timing and triggering diagram. A process timing and triggering diagram can be used either as a
requirement specification or as a result of an implementation. The processes are assigned time
or event triggers and/or precedence relations. In the case when theP-TTD is used to show the
implementation results, the triggers are assigned the achieved mean values of triggering peri-
ods, variances and phase.

Inter process communications are not shown explicitly due to the difficulty to specify their
timing correctly. For example a process may have an outgoing IPC that is triggered early in the
process execution. If this IPC would be shown as a rate interfacing function as could be ex-
pected, there would be no way to tell when it should be triggered, unless of course it was given
an explicit trigger. But then again the precedence relations used in the regular TTDs would not
be satisfied since the RIF might have to be triggered before the sending process finished. This
would clearly violate the precedence requirements posed by the sending process.

Figure 10 shows a specificationP-TTD for the system inFigure 4 andFigure 7. The corre-
spondence to the originalTTD is strict. While theP-TTD gives information about the timing of
the processes, the details of the system behaviour are not shown. To cope with this, the process
internal timing and triggering diagram is introduced next.

4.3.2 Process internal timing and triggering diagram
TheProcess internal Timing and Triggering Diagram (Pi-TTD) is added as an extension to the
P-TTD and can be used to both give a further specification on the implementation of a process,
and to describe a process’ implemented behaviour. It is based on the original timing and trig-
gering diagram, but there are some major differences:

Figure 10. Process timing and triggering diagram for processes in the process structure diagram in
Figure 7.
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• Rate interfacing functions are not used. Instead sender and receiver IPC blocks are used to
describe communications with other processes. Each IPC is represented by at least one
sender block in the sending process’Pi-TTD, and by equally many receiver IPC blocks in
thePi-TTD for the receiving process. The number of IPC blocks is the same as the number
of communication resource chains that are used by the IPC. A sender IPC block corre-
sponds to writing to the first communication resource in one CR-chain and a receiver IPC
block corresponds to reading from the last communication resource in a CR-chain.

• The time triggers are given specified values taken from the original TTDs or their actual
values as in the implementation timing and triggering diagrams (I-TTDs) described in 3.2,
page 11.

In Figure 11, examples of two process internal timing and triggering diagrams are given. The
examples are based on the control activity inFigure 4 which has emerged into three different
implementation processes as shown inFigure 7 andFigure 10. ThePi-TTDs that are shown,
are the ones for theSample andCompute processes. TheCompute process is event-triggered
by an event MSG1_ARRIVED that is signalled by the last communication resource of IPC1’s
communication resource chain. The signalling of the event is not shown in the diagram but
should be specified in the description of the message queue communication resource that re-
ceives the message. This is the same communication resource that the receiver IPC block reads
from. The sender IPC blocks are denoted S_IPC and the receiver blocks are denoted R_IPC.

4.4 Behavioural level - Computer System

4.4.1 Operating system
The operating system is modelled both as an implemented process within the framework of
process modelling and here, at the behavioural level of the computer system models. Both
parts are equally important for a good description of the system’s characteristics. This part in-
cludes attributes describing the following characteristics:

A1. Minimum and maximum time for context switch
A2. Dispatcher scheduling policy: A list of scheduling policies as described below.

Figure 11. Process internal timing and triggering diagram for processes Sample (a) and Compute (b)
as derived from figures 4 and 7.
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A3. Preemption policy: Full/None/Some.

The modelling of the dispatcher scheduling policy (A2) is very similar to the modelling of in-
ter process communication in the communication resource chains. A dispatcher scheduling
policy can involve scheduling in many stages. However, a difference is that the dispatcher
scheduling policy is not described as multiple nested chains, but rather as a tree structure in-
cluding all the chains at once. For instance, the base scheduling algorithm may be time divi-
sion, dividing the processor time in time-slots and assigning a group of processes to each slot.
Within each slot, some other scheduling technique could be used, e.g. some fixed priority
scheduling algorithm for one group and a static table for the other. Hence this model makes it
possible to model an arbitrary number of scheduling levels. Each scheduling policy is mod-
elled separately as described below.

A3 indicates if processes are allowed to be preempted and if they can be preempted by some
processes only. Such processes would also be recognisable by their attribute A5 in theImple-
mented Processmodel at page 24.

Figure 12 shows an example of the tree structure of schedulers that is described with the dis-
patcher scheduling policy. The example shows the scheduling of four different types of proc-
esses: Blue and Red processes, the Kernel and Event handlers. The Blue and Red processes are
application processes. The Red ones are periodic hard real-time processes that always have
higher priority than the Blue which are scheduled internally according to their priorities by the
Fixed Prio 1scheduler. The Kernel and the Red processes are scheduled offline and theStatic
scheduler schedules them at their respective times. The Kernel process preempts all the other
processes and cannot be preempted itself. A Red process,ri, is allowed to preempt all the Blue
processes and any Red process,rj, that is executing whenri is scheduled to start. This arbitra-
tion between the Kernel process and the Red and Blue processes is performed by theFixed
Prio 2 scheduler. At the highest level theFixed Prio 3 scheduler schedules the processes
scheduled by theFixed Prio 2 scheduler and the event handler processes, basically with two
priorities—one high for the event handlers and a lower for the others.

4.4.2 Scheduling policy
A scheduling policy is similar to a transmitter communication resource. It utilises a priority as-
signment algorithm or a static schedule for scheduling.

Figure 12. Graphical visualisation of an operating system’s dispatcher scheduling policy.
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A1. Identifier
A2. Sets of processes to be scheduled or a set of schedulers supplying at the most one

schedulable process each at each time instant.
A3. Scheduling algorithm: fixed priorities/dynamic priorities/static schedule/time division.
A4. If applicable: Priority assignment algorithm.
A5. If applicable: A static schedule.
A6. Preemption matrix (boolean). A  matrix if the number of process or scheduler

inputs to the scheduler isn. Element  istrue if processi is allowed to preempt proc-
essj, false otherwise.

4.4.3 Synchronisation
If the processing elements in the system are synchronised, that is described in this model. Dif-
ferent subsystems within the system are allowed to have different “global” clocks.

A1. A list of lists contains the processing elements with synchronised clocks.

4.5 Functional level

4.5.1 Processing elements
As a first approximation the processing elements are characterized by the following attributes:

A1. Speed. Measured in e.g. MIPS
A2. Size of RAM and ROM
A3. Input/Output connectors such as PWM, DACs, ADCs
A4. Communication link connectors
A5. Speed factor relative to nominal processing element. Used for simple execution time

analysis.
A6. The (required) location.
A7. Clock. The clock with which the processing element is synchronised.
A8. Clock factor,β. A factor giving the processing element frequency as a multiple of the

clock frequency: .

This approximation could then be extended to a second level model including some of the fol-
lowing attributes:

A9. Size of cache memory
A10. Time usage for floating point and fixed point operations as a function of size.

Attributes A1 and A2 constitute the basic, simple model used for coarse execution time analy-
sis and task allocation feasibility analysis. A3 limits possibilities of various physical connec-
tions. A6 can be used in specification to fix the processing element to some mechanical
interface(s), and if no specification is given, it is used for documentation of the chosen
processing element locality. A9 and A10 both provide enhanced possibilities for the execution
time analysis.

4.5.2 Communication links
Communication links are given the following “physical” attributes:

A1. Identifier
A2. Serial, parallel or internal

n n×
i j( , )

freq PE( ) β freq CLK( )×=
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A3. Speed in bits/sec
A4. Bus control delay. The overhead imposed by the bus controller when interfaced.
A5. Word length (parallel buses only)
A6. Frame size (typically for serial buses)
A7. Min. and max. data length
A8. Additional communication delay.

The communication links described with this model are assumed to be physical communica-
tion links connecting two (or more)different processing elements.

4.5.3 Implemented process
The implemented processes can be implemented in both hardware and software and includes
both the kernel and application processes. They are described by (a subset) of the following at-
tributes:

A1. Identifier
A2. If applicable: Priority.
A3. Memory requirements (stack size).
A4. If the process is reentrant or not.
A5. If the process is preemptive or not.
A6. Vectors containing estimations, budgets etc. of the min. and max. execution times.
A7. Allocation. defines the processing element to which the process has been allocated.
A8. Min. and maximum triggering periods.
A9. Nominal triggering period (if periodic process).
A10. Deadline.
A11. Release time.
A12. Minimum and maximum blocking time.
A13. A list of the elementary functions that belong to the process.

4.5.4 Clocks
Clocks are used for describing synchronisation and frequencies of processing elements.

A1. Identifier
A2. Accuracy
A3. Frequency

5 Mechanical model

5.1 Structural level

5.1.1 Location model
The mechanics of the system is modelled with the use oflocations. A location consists of a
number ofenvironment interfaces such as sensors, actuators or operator terminals. A location
is, by system designer definition, a place where it is reasonable to place a processing element
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and/or an interfacing component (e.g. a drive unit). The spatial placing of environment inter-
faces is assumed to be a part of the mechanical system to be controlled and hence fixed prior to
the design of the control system. The attributes of a location are:

A1. Identifier (name)
A2. The coordinates of the location.
A3. Lists of environment interfaces that belong to the location.

A2 assigns coordinates to a location measured incable distances to each of the other locations.
A cable distance is simply and heuristically defined as the minimum length of a cable connect-
ing the two locations. Hence the coordinates of a location within a system withn locations
would be a set ofn-1 cable distances. The possibility to model the mechanical system in this
way opens for an optimization of the placing of the processing elements and drive units subject
to e.g. cabling costs.

5.1.2 Interface components placement
Interface components (typically drive units) are modelled on the structural level simply by as-
signing them the devices that they are connected to and the location that they are placed at:

A1. Identifier (name)
A2. Assigned location (possible requirement).
A3. List of connected environment interfaces and number of cables to each.
A4. (List of) connected processing elements and other interface components and the

number of cables to each.

5.2 Behavioural level
Since the modelling of the behaviour of the mechanical system would require description of
the mechanical dynamics which is not of major interest for real-time implementation but rather
for control system design, and since there are a number of tools already supporting that kind of
modelling, it is considered out of scope of and left out from the AIDA tool-set. However, since
the idea is that the tool-set shall be integrated with a number of other CAE tools, an integration
with some CAD software, which supports modelling of mechanical dynamics, is quite possi-
ble.

5.3 Functional level: Interface models

5.3.1 Interface component model
Each interfacing component connects a processing element with an environment interface. An
example is a drive unit taking a current reference as input from a processing element, outputs a
current to an actuator (environment interface) and possibly outputs a measure of the output
current to the processing element.

In the model of interfacing components the number of inputs and outputs must be specified, as
well as the delay introduced from each input to each output. The attributes are:

A1. Identifier
A2. Number of inputs.
A3. Number of outputs.
A4. For each input and output: Number of bits (if digital) and minimum and maximum volt-

age (if analog).
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A5. Maximum frequency for each input/output.
A6. Delays introduced between all relevant pairs of inputs and outputs.

5.3.2 Environment interfaces model
Each environment interface is specified by the following attributes:

A1. Identifier
A2. Digital or analog.
A3. Number of bits (if digital).
A4. Minimum and maximum voltage (if analog).
A5. Maximum frequency.
A6. Introduced delay.

6 Discussion

As the reader should be well aware of by now, the models described in this document try to
cover a wide range of different types of systems and provide means to model them in many ab-
stractions and furthermore from different points of view such as control, software and also to
some extent, electrical engineering. Much is left to proven and further specified before a com-
plete modelling framework exists. Next, some specific weaknesses are listed and discussed to-
gether with ideas for future model extensions.Then some strong points of the models are given.

6.1 Identified Model Weaknesses and Future Extensions

6.1.1 Synchronous communication
The specification of the communication models as they look today only allows asynchronous
communication between processes. A way to describe synchronous communication could be
to use the event that can be signalled by the message queue communication resources. Howev-
er, to make the control flow through a timing and triggering diagram stop and wait for such an
event, the definition of an activity must be altered. The definition must be changed such that
the use of event triggers are allowed in e.g. time triggered activities. This is a probable exten-
sion of the activity definition that will make it possible to model synchronisation of activities
and processes.

6.1.2 Down sampling of communications
The modelling of inter process communications lack another important degree of freedom. The
sending of an IPC cannot be triggered with a lower frequency than the sender process. If for in-
stance the sending process executes with a periodTs, and the receiving process executes with a
period 10*Ts, then for e.g. bandwidth saving purposes it would be nice to send the message
only at every 10th execution of the sender. This is not possible in any simple way with today’s
models. A possibility would be to define a “down sampling” block that could be used in aTTD
or Pi-TTD for actions that should be triggered with a lower period than the activity/process it-
self.
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6.1.3 General blocking of processes
Except for the blocking that may occur when synchronous communication is used, which was
discussed in section 6.1.1, and the blocking of processes done by communication resources,
which is included in the models, other means of blocking may be needed. For example, a proc-
ess may block other processes via a semaphore. This could potentially be described in the
process internal timing and triggering diagrams, where additional functions could be intro-
duced to describe a semaphore lock and unlock. The semaphore would in that case be specified
in a separate model in which its semantics is defined together with a list of processes that use
it.

6.1.4 Event triggered systems
Since the emphasis in the design of the modelling framework has been the modelling of sam-
pled control systems, modelling of event triggered systems has not received that much atten-
tion. This has led to quite limited support for event triggered systems. To fully support
modelling of such systems, the models would have to be extended to handle variables and the
elementary functions would have to be associated with some computational functionality.

6.1.5 Details on the functional level
The elementary functions are at this point only defined with their execution times, their memo-
ry requirements and other rather high level attributes. The models do not support modelling at
a lower level where the functions would be fully specified, e.g. by Jackson diagrams. This
makes it difficult, not only to model events fully, but also to describe computational needs. If,
for example, a function performs an unspecified number of iterations, the difference between
the maximum and minimum execution times can be very large.

6.1.6 Error handling
Another thing that is not mentioned in the model description is error handling. In future ver-
sions of the modelling framework, error handling functionality needs to be described. One
thought has been to associate an error handler with each elementary function. The error han-
dler should be triggered by an event when an error occurs in the function. Hierarchies of error
handlers could be defined such that if no error handler is defined for an elementary function, an
error handler that is defined for the whole macro mode is triggered instead. Furthermore, pos-
sible error handling characteristics of the operating system should be described.

6.2 Strengths
It is difficult to at this time, point out how well the models work for the modelling of real sys-
tems. Some expected good sides of the modelling framework can however be identified: Most
importantly, the models provide many potential points of view of the modelled system. Views
that can be regarded as discipline oriented, meaning that they are particularly useful for one
type of engineering, e.g. control or software engineering. Examples of possible system views
are:

The control engineering view.For control engineering, the application models are the most
important, as well as the models that are used to describe the control design from start. Among
the application models is the data flow diagram which is very similar to a regular control de-
sign as described in any CACE tool. The timing and triggering diagram is used for specifica-
tion of the timing and precedence flow of the control system. The implementation timing and
triggering diagram gives feedback from the implementation and the achieved jitter and control
delays can be used for control system evaluations.
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Software engineering view.For software engineering, the application models are primarily
used as requirements for the implementation. The computer system models are used to design
the system implementation and to describe already implemented systems. The models can fur-
ther be used for implementation analysis. After analysis, the implementation timing and trig-
gering diagram can be derived and used as feedback to the control system designers.

Computer hardware engineering.The design and description of different distributed compu-
ter hardware architectures is supported by the computer hardware structure model and by the
models at the functional level describing the system’s different components.

The modelling framework provides a bridge between these disciplines and supports therefore
multi disciplinary development. For designing high performance systems with minimum cost,
which is a typical aim for any industry concerned with advanced embedded control systems,
this should be very interesting.

An obvious example of the bridging between the multiple disciplines is the way results from
real-time implementation can be described with the implementation timing and triggering dia-
gram which is relevant for the control designer. If the implementation does not meet the con-
trol requirements, the control system may be redesigned to be more robust or another real-time
implementation be evaluated.
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Abstract. The report describes the modelling of two possible implementations of a
control system for one of the legs of a four legged vehicle. The two studied imple-
mentations are based on different hardware architectures, one including five and
the other including two micro controllers. In both architectures a CAN network is
used to connect the processors. The hardware, the operating system and the imple-
mented processes are modelled together with the control design and parts of the
mechanical system. The model framework that is used is taken from the develop-
ment of the AIDA tool-set which is a tool-set being developed for control system
design and early analysis of real-time implementations.

A coarse implementation analysis is performed for the two proposed solutions.
The analysis includes utilisation tests of the processors and communication links,
as well as communication time estimations for communications using the link. In
the analysis, the control system is shown to be much too computation demanding
to be implemented on the proposed hardware architectures.

A further and more important conclusion for this study is that the AIDA models
seem to be able to describe the types of systems they were designed to model. The
computer system’s behaviour is however a difficult part and further tests are need-
ed to show the models to be unambiguous. Also, general analysis functions need to
be developed.
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Notation

A Actuate function

AIDA Automatic Control in Distributed
Applications

Ax Actuate function for joint x

BCCT Best Case Communication Time

body-CAN CAN bus at body level

BSN Body Sensor Node

CACE Computer Aided Control Engineering

CAN Controller Area Network

CCF CAN Controller of the foot sensor node

CCJ_A CAN Controller of the abduction joint
servo node

CCJ_H CAN Controller of the hip joint sevro
node

CCJ_K CAN Controller of the knee joint servo
node

CCL_B CAN Controller of the body-CAN bus
at the leg node

CCL_L CAN Controller of the leg-CAN bus at
the leg node

CR Communication Resource

CR-chain Communication Resource chain

CTRLX IPC with control values to joint x

DCMA DC-motor of abduction joint

DCMH DC-motor of hip joint

DCMK DC-motor of knee joint

DFD Data-flow diagram

DU Drive unit

Dx,1 Delay function no.1 for controller x

EF Elementary function

ENCA,x Encoder x at abduction joint

ENCH,x Encoder x at hip joint

ENCK,x Encoder x at knee joint

Fd Desired force

FoG Foot-on-Ground function

FoG-HFT Data-flow betweenFoG andHFT

FoG-OSel Data-flow betweenFoG andOSel

FOOT The foot location

Freq Required force

FS Foot sensing function

FS-FoG Data-flow betweenFS andFoG

FS-PSel Data-flow betweenFS andPSel

GRND1 IPC forFoG-OSel

GRND2,1 First IPC forFoG-HFT

GRND2,2 Second IPC forFoG-HFT

H(j) Set of IPC with higher priority thanj.

HFT Hip force and torque function

HFT-P Data-flow betweenFS andFoG

HFT-PSel Data-flow betweenHFT andPSel

HIP Hip location

IC Impedance controller function

IC-J Data-flow betweenIC andJ

IPC Inter process Communication

ITT(i) IPC i’s transmission time

J Jacobian function

JSNx Joint servo node at jointx

J-TCx Data-flow betweenJ andTCx

KNEE Knee location

LC Leg control block

LCN Leg control node

leg-CAN CAN bus at leg level

LO Leg observer block

MCD Minimum achievable control delay

MMTD Macro Mode Transition Diagram

MN Mother node

O-HFT Data-flow betweenO andHFT

O-IC Data-flow betweenO andIC

O-P Data-flow betweenO andP



P-IC Data-flow betweenP andIC

PSel Planner select function

PSel-IC Data-flow betweenPSel andIC

PSx Position sensing function

PSx-O Data-flow betweenPSx andO

PSx-TCx Data-flow betweenPSx andTCx

PWM Pulse width modulation

R_IPC Receiver communication resource

rd Desired foot position

REQ IPC with required force and torque

rfoot Observed foot position

RIF Rate interfacing function

RMB7_LL Receiver mailbox 7 of leg-CAN
controller in the leg control node

RMBx_F Receiver mailbox x of foot node’s
CAN controller

RMBx_JY Receiver mailbox x of joint y’s CAN
controller

RN Radio node

S_CTRL1 Sender CR-chain for theCTRL1 IPC

S_IPC_1 Sender CR-chain no. 1 ofIPC

SENS1 IPC with sensor values from joint 1

SENS2 IPC with sensor values from joint 2

SENS3 IPC with sensor values from joint 3

SMBx_F Sender mailboxx of foot sensor node’s
CAN controller

SMBx_JA Sender mailboxx of abduction joint
servo node’s CAN controller

SMBx_JH Sender mailboxx of hip joint servo
node’s CAN controller

SMBx_JK Sender mailboxx of knee joint servo
node’s CAN controller

SMBx_LB Sender mailboxx of leg control node’s
body-CAN controller

SMBx_LL Sender mailboxx of leg control node’s
leg-CAN controller

STATE IPC with observed states

TCx Torque control function for jointx

TCx-Ax Data-flow betweenTCx andAx

Td Desired torque

Ti Period time of functioni

TORQ1 IPC with required torque on joint 1

TT Time Trigger

TTD Timing and Triggering Diagram

TTL(j) Transmission time of lower priority
IPC with largest transmission time

U Utilisation

vd Desired foot velocity

vfoot Observed foot velocity

WARN IPC early warning signal

WCCT Worst case communication time

WCET Worst case execution time

Greek

α Period reduction factor

φA,1 Angle of abduction joint encoder 1

φA,2 Angle of abduction joint encoder 2

φx,1 Angle of encoder 1 at jointx

φx,2 Angle of encoder 2 at jointx

τxreq Required torque on jointx

τx,1 Actual phasing for position sample
functionx.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Background
A four-legged autonomous vehicle is currently being developed at the Mechatronics lab in co-
operation with the Centre for Autonomous Systems (CAS), both at the Royal Institute of Tech-
nology (KTH). The vehicle will be controlled by a hierarchy of control systems executing on a
distributed computer network embedded in the vehicle. In another project at the Mechatronics
lab, AIDA (Automatic control In Distributed Applications), a tool-set for design and early
analysis of control systems implemented on distributed computer architectures is being de-
signed. To test and demonstrate the use of the modelling framework which will be the base of
the AIDA tool-set, a case study has been performed. In the case study, the AIDA models are
used to describe the implementation of a proposed control design for one of the vehicle’s legs.

1.2 The Aida Tool-Set and Model Framework
The need of a tool-set for design and analysis of control applications that are implemented on
distributed architectures is large. Today, the design of such systems is difficult since there ex-
ists no tool supported bridge between the control design phase, which itself is supported by a
number of well functioning tools, and the real-time system implementation phase.

The aim and requirements of the AIDA tool-set can be summarised as follows: The tool-set
targets machine embedded control systems and in particular multi rate sampled data systems.
Given a mechanical structure with sensors and actuators, the tool-set should support dimen-
sioning and structuring of the computer hardware as well as decentralization of the control al-
gorithms. Furthermore, functions supporting synthesis (e.g. automatic allocation and
scheduling) and functions supporting analysis of real-time behaviour of implemented systems
should be included. The functions are meant to be used in an early conceptual design phase as
well as in detailed design.

The basis of such a tool-set is the modelling framework that is used to describe the different
parts of the system. The models must not only define the control design—such models already
exist—but also the control application’s real-time requirements in terms of jitter and accepta-
ble delays. The computer system, including both hardware, operating system with scheduling
policies etc. need also be defined. As a first step in the development of the AIDA tool-set, such
a modelling framework has been designed. It is divided into three model groups: theapplica-
tion models, thecomputer system models and themechanical models. Each group is divided
into three levels: the structural, the behavioural and the functional.

The control design, its requirements on timing and its included functions are described by the
application models. This is an almost completely implementation independent model, even
though some attributes that depend on the implementation are included as well. In the compu-
ter system models, the hardware architecture is described together with the operating system,
the processes, their communications etc. In the mechanical models the environment interfaces,
such as sensors and actuators, are described together with their locations and interface require-
ments.

Table 1 shows an overview of the parts of the AIDA models.
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1.3 Aim of the Report and Limitations
The primary aim of this report is to demonstrate how the AIDA models are used to describe a
system design and how they support description and initial analysis of the implemented sys-
tem. A further aim, however of lower priority, is to perform coarse feasibility analysis of the
control system implementation on two different hardware architectures.

Some limitations are needed. The complete control system of the four legged vehicle will not
be described in its full version. The reasons for this are many: First it does not exist yet. The
development of the control system is an active area of research and only parts of the design
have been (close to) fixed. Further, for brevity and readability of this report, it is only of inter-
est to study some parts of the control application. By doing that, the goal of showing the appli-
cability of the AIDA models will hopefully still be met. The focus will be on the modelling and
analysis of the local controllers for one of the vehicle’s legs even though the other parts of the
system will be outlined to some extent.

Another limitation is that not all the models that are listed inTable 1 will be used in the study,
and for some of the models only parts will be evaluated. An example of a model that will not
be used is the macro mode transition diagram (MMTD) at the structural level of the control ap-
plication. The MMTD is used to describe different modes of a control system. The parts that
are probable to need macro modes of the control application described here, have not yet been
designed. Therefore macro modes will not be considered. Another part of the models that is
never used in this report is the use of events and event triggers. Only time triggered functions
are described. This relates specifically to the different timing and triggering diagrams (TTDs).

Table 1. Model structure overview

Real-time system models

Level Application models Computer system models Mechanical models

Structural Macro Mode
Transition
Diagram

Data Flow
Diagram

Computer hardware structure

Process structure diagram

Location model

Interface components place-
ment

Behavioural Timing and Triggering Dia-
gram (TTD)

Implementation TTD

Inter Process Communica-
tions

IPC model
Communication resources
Com. resource chains

Processes
Process TTD
Process internal TTD

Computer system
Operating system
Scheduling policy
Synchronisation

See comment in “Mechanical
model” below

Functional Detailed function description

Detailed data flow description

HW characteristics:
Processing elements
Communication links
Clocks

SW characteristics:
Implemented Processes

Interface component model

Environment interfaces model
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2 Problem Formulation

The problem that is to be studied corresponds to a real design case in which the planned AIDA
tool-set would be very useful. It is a comparison of the suitability of two different hardware
structures that can be made before any hardware has been built, hence supporting the designer
to choose a system architecture.

In this chapter we first give a short overview of the mechanical system. Then an overall de-
scription of the preliminary control design for the whole four legged vehicle is given. Last, two
different proposed hardware architectures are described in short.

2.1 Vehicle Description
The vehicle that is being built has four legs with three degrees of freedom each. It is designed
to move in difficult terrain autonomously and is therefore required to carry its own power and
control system. A gyro in the body will help the control system to keep the vehicle’s balance. It
is possible that it will be equipped with a radar, sonar and/or a camera in the future. Each foot
carries one force sensor giving the contact force between the foot and ground in the direction
of the shank. The foot is also equipped with an early warning sensor that will warn the control
system before the foot hits the ground.

Each leg has three joints, one for each degree of freedom. The joints are designed to mimic the
joints in a mammal’s leg. At what corresponds to the hip of a mammal, two joints are situated:
One for rotation of the thigh in the front-back direction and one for rotation of the thigh side-
ways. The joint for front-back rotations will henceforth be called thehip joint, while the one
for sideway rotation will be calledabduction joint. The latter name is chosen since the hip per-
forms what in biological terms is called abduction and adduction. The third joint is theknee
joint and it rotates the shank around the end point of the thigh. Each joint is driven by a DC-
motor with position encoders giving the angular positions of both the joint and the DC-motor’s
rotor. InFigure 1, the vehicle is shown from two views.Figure 1a shows how the abduction
joint acts whileFigure 1b defines the thigh and shank and shows the location of the hip and
knee joints. The vehicle’s body will be 800x400x174 mm and the total weight will be less than
70 kg. For a more detailed description than the one given in this report, refer to the system
specification (MDA/HK98, 1998).

Figure 1. The four legged vehicle from the front, (a), and from the side, (b).

Abduction
joint

Thigh

Shank

Knee joint

Hip joint

(a) (b)
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2.2 Control System Overview
Even though no control of the vehicle has yet been implemented, ideas of how the structure of
the hierarchical control system should be designed exist to some extent. Lower level control
loops are well defined. The control hierarchies have to handle objectives such as reaching
some goal in the terrain while following a selected trajectory for the body. While performing
this task it is necessary for the vehicle to keep balance and react when it is losing it. These two
goals of course may be contradictive and arbitration between them has to be done. Further, to
move the body, the body reference trajectory has to be transformed to reference trajectories for
the twelve different joints. The proposed control hierarchy is shown inFigure 2.

At thebody level, which is the top hierarchical level of the control system, adesired robot path
is generated based on high level control references such as signals from a camera, laser, radar
or an operator. The robot path will consist of body translational and rotational speed referenc-
es. Given this desired path, abody trajectory will be calculated to adjust the references to the
natural dynamics of the robot. Next, at what is called thebalance level, the body reference tra-
jectory will be transformed to body force and torque references that are desired to be applied to
the body. This level handles uneven terrain and makes sure the vehicle keeps its balance even
though external disturbance forces are applied. At the same level, the body force is mapped to
equivalent desiredhip forces and torques, which together form requirements on the forces and
torques that each leg should apply to its the corresponding hip. The control loops of the leg lev-
el in Figure 2 is the concern of the analysis herein. Local controllers for each leg exist and can
be analysed, while the upper level controllers have not yet been designed and can hence not be
modelled and analysed.

It is not difficult to think of many different modes of the control system that may be interesting
to implement: e.g. stand-still, static walking, dynamic walking, dynamic running. However no
real plans in this direction have been fixed yet and modes (macro modes) will not be dealt with
in the modelling described here.

Figure 2. The proposed control system for the 4 legged vehicle
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2.3 Considered Hardware Structures
During the development of the four legged vehicle, different hardware structures have been
suggested. Here we will describe the two architectures that are analysed in this report and dis-
cuss some of their obvious merits and drawbacks. There are however several other properties
of the hardware architectures that are important and should be taken into account in an initial
evaluation. Some properties that affect the suitability of the computer architecture are e.g. the
physical distribution of the hardware elements, length of cables, mechanical integration, ex-
pandability etc.

2.3.1 Semi-distributed architecture
This is the architecture that has been chosen for the four legged vehicle. At the body it carries
three processors connected by a CAN bus—the body-CAN. The three processors are: themoth-
er node (MN) which is a high performance DSP to be used for e.g. high level control. The
mother node is connected to an additional communication link, an ethernet, to be used for fu-
ture expansion of the body with e.g. cameras or radars. The second processor at the body is the
body sensor node (BSN), meant to interface the balancing sensors (gyros) and make sensor in-
formation available for the rest of the system. To make communication with an operator PC
possible, the third processor connected to the body-CAN, theradio node (RN), is dedicated to
radio communication.

Each leg is equipped with aleg control node (LCN) which interfaces both the body-CAN and
the leg internalleg-CAN. The leg control node is meant to be used for local control of the leg.
To the leg-CAN is also connected a force sensor node which is physically placed at the foot
and is used to communicate data from the foot force sensor to the LCN and the rest of the sys-
tem.

This is a rather simple system structure in which most of the leg control will be performed in
the LCNs, and it can be expected that not many leg control loops will have to be closed over a
communication network. On the other hand, the leg control processes may be difficult to
schedule due to high utilisation of the LCNs.

2.3.2 Fully distributed architecture
A possible choice of a fully distributed architecture is to extend the semi-distributed one with
some extra processors. These processors are placed at each joint and could hence be used for
the execution of the lowest level control loop(s), such as torque servo loops. Each of thesejoint

Figure 3. The computer network of the semi-distributed architecture
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servo nodes (JSNX) interfaces its associated joint’s drive unit and position encoders. The ‘X’
in JSNX stands for A, as in abduction joint, H, as in hip joint and K, as in knee joint, depending
on which of the joints the joint servo node interfaces. The fully distributed architecture is
shown inFigure 4.

This system structure allows for a higher degree of distribution of local controllers and the
work load of the LCNs should therefore be reduced. On the other hand, this solution is more
expensive and more control loops have to be closed over the communication network. This
means that the communication buses need to be carefully scheduled in order for the satisfac-
tion of hard real-time requirements of the control loops to be guaranteed.

2.4 System Modelling vs. System Design
The leg control design and hardware structures that are given in the specification at hand are
not sufficient for a complete modelling and analysis. A number of implementation related de-
sign decisions have to be taken for the AIDA models to be fully utilised. These decisions in-
clude how the functions should be separated into processes, how the processes should be
allocated and scheduled, how communications should be implemented, what operating system
to use etc. Continuously in this report, such decisions are taken in order to mirror a reasonable
implementation. In most cases, the decisions are based on the knowledge of the system now
being built. But in some cases such information does not exists and some implementation is as-
sumed.

Some of the design decisions that are taken are:

• Each node micro controller will use the Rubus real-time operating system from Arcticus
systems. Only the off-line scheduled part for periodic processes will be used. This has led to
that all processes that are discussed are periodic and hence events will not be utilized. This
is of course a very important limitation for the analysis of the models.

• Furthermore, no clock synchronisation will be used in the system. Hence all processors
will run asynchronously. Clock synchronisation will be needed in future implementations.

Other design decisions that are taken will be reported continuously within the report.

Figure 4. The computer network of the fully distributed architecture
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3 Real-Time System Modelling

In this section the AIDA models will be used to describe the vehicle control system and its im-
plementation on the different architectures. Since no real control system exists yet, some as-
sumptions have to be made. This specifically affects the estimations of execution times which
are roughly estimated. Many of the AIDA models have attributes that are not always needed
and used. Hence, the models described here do not always cover all of the attributes that can be
given in the AIDA models. Most of the times this is commented in the text. Sometimes it is
not.

3.1 Application Model—Control Design
The control system outlined in section2.2 will, as noted, not be described in its full version.
Rather, the local control system of each leg will be modelled and studied in detail. The applica-
tion models are derived from a standard control design as it is described in e.g. Simulink.

3.1.1 Data-flow diagrams
Data flow diagrams (DFDs) are used to describe inter function relationships in terms of data
flows and they give a good overview of the system structure. Furthermore, data flow diagrams
constitute a link to computer aided control engineering (CACE) tools, such as Matlab/
Simulink, and are therefore natural to use in the specification of the control application.

Figure 5 shows a data-flow diagram for the leg control system. The data flow for parts of the
higher level control of the body and for one of the legs are shown. Identical parts of the control
that are associated to other legs are indicated by dashed boxes in the background. Hence each
part that is drawn in this way is one of four copies. The blocks constitute functions that handle
input data and produce output data. Different functions can have different periods of execu-
tion. Blocks can in general contain sub-systems of blocks that describe the functionality of the
super-system on a finer level of granularity. Theelementary functions (EFs) constitute the
lowest level functional description. Super-blocks are drawn with thicker lines. Example ofEFs
in Figure 5 are the torque controls (TCx), actuation (Ax) and the position sensing (PSx) blocks.
Super-blocks need to be described at a lower level in order to show all the details of the data-
flows (seeFigure 6 andFigure 7 for detailed descriptions of theleg control (LC) andleg ob-
server (LO) blocks).

Characteristics of each data-flow are specified in a detailed model later. In this report the data-
flows will be named (identified) as follows; the name of a data-flow between two elementary
functionsEFsend andEFreceive is selected asEFsend-EFreceive, whereEFsend andEFreceive are
replaced by the acronyms of the sender and receiverEF respectively. E.g. the data-flow from
torque control 1 to actuation 1 is TC1-A1. An exception is made for data flows to and from
functions that are taking part in different micro modes. This will be explained later.

The data-flow tags that are given in the figures 5-7 represent the variables that are communi-
cated and are only included to increase the understandability. The tags are described in short in
Figure 5. Vectors of data are denoted with bold characters in the figures.

The control system is designed to function as follows: Thehip force and torque (HFT) function
makes use of fed back data from the leg observers and foot sensors and generates a desired
force and torque for theleg control function (LC). HFT’s function block and the data flows con-
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necting it with the other functions are drawn with dashed lines to indicate that this functionali-
ty is not yet specified and will therefore not be part of any detailed description and analysis in
this report.

The leg control function also receives foot position data from the leg observer (LO) and forces
acting on the foot and an early warning signal from thefoot sensing function (FS). The early
warning signal is sent when the foot is close to hitting ground. Based on these data, the leg
control function,LC, chooses a path planner and controller parameters suitable for the current
needs and generates a required force for the foot in relation to the ground. This force is fed into
the jacobian function (J) that transforms the force to torque references for each of the joint
torque controllers (TCx).

The torque controllers receive angular positions from the joints through theposition sensing
functions (PSx) and sends actuation commands to theactuationfunctions (Ax). The position
sensing and actuation functions interface the environment via sensors and drive-units. Note
that one position sensing function samples both the encoders of one joint. Hence, the data flow
from each position sensing function contains two angles. Theleg observer (LO) receives data
from thefoot on ground function (FoG), which signals if the foot is currently in contact with
the ground, and also from theposition sensing functions (PSx).

In Figure 6, a finer granularity description of the leg control function is shown. The different
path planners are used for different phases (micro modes) of the task of taking a step. A step is
separated into a swing, an impact and a stance phase. In the swing phase the objective is to
move the foot to a required point on the ground, while in the stance phase the leg should apply
a required force and torque on the hip of the body. The impact phase is the phase when the foot
is about to reach ground. Then the foot velocity should be adjusted to match the speed of the
ground relative to the body. Each of the phases requires a different path-planner. The planner
selection is performed by theplanner select function (PSel) and is based on the desired forces

Figure 5. High level data-flow diagram for the control system
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and torques received from thehip force and torque function (HFT) and on the early warning
signal from the foot sensor (FS). Furthermore, the selection of the path planner affects the pa-
rameters of theimpedance controller (IC). The impedance controller is basically a PD-control-
ler acting on the error of the foot placement in cartesian coordinates relative to the hip. A
change between planner modes is signalled by thePSel function to theIC through a message.

The switching between micro modes is a part of the behaviour of the system and is described at
the behavioural level of the application models. See further section 3.1.2 and especially
Figure 8 which defines a timing and triggering diagram including the mentioned micro modes.

Similar to the different modes of the leg controller, the leg observer can be described in more
detail with different observers for different phases of the step. The mode switching in the ob-
server is based on whether the foot has ground contact or not. This is signalled to the observer
select function (OSel) from the foot on ground function (FoG). Each observer (stance and
swing) takes input from theposition sensing functions (PSx). Each of the position messages
comes in a separate data-flow. For notational convenience these data-flows are bundled into
one thicker line inFigure 7.

Figure 6. Low level data-flow diagram for the leg control block, (LC), in Figure 5.

Figure 7. Low level data-flow diagram for the leg observer block, (LO), in Figure 5.
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3.1.2 Timing and triggering diagrams (TTDs)
From the structural description of the application given in data flow diagrams, the next step is
to describe the behavioural requirements of the control system. In AIDA, the behaviour of an
application is described by the use oftiming and triggering diagrams, TTDs. A timing and
triggering diagram specifies the timing and triggering of the functions in the control applica-
tion. The diagram is based on the elementary functions shown in the data-flow diagrams and
the control system requirements on sampling periods, control delays etc. A timing and trigger-
ing diagram consists of elementary functions (EFs) (circles),rate interfacing functions (RIFs)
(double rectangles), triggers (vertical arrows) and precedence relations (non-vertical arrows).

Each timing and triggering diagram defines one activity. An activity is a collection of elemen-
tary functions that, when triggered by explicit triggers and precedence relations, performs a
number of operations on the (possible) input(s) of the elementary functions. Common for all
the elementary functions in an activity is the frequency with which they are invoked, or if the
activity is event-triggered, that they are triggered—explicitly or implicitly—by the same trig-
ger. Periodic activities may include more than one time-trigger under the condition that they
run at the same frequency and are triggered by the same source (clock).

The rate interfacing functions are used to describe asynchronous communication between
functions belonging to different activities. The triggering of a rate interfacing function (e.g.
through precedence) in an activity means that data is written to the receiving elementary func-
tion. The receiver elementary function is identified by the name tag on the rate interfacing
function block.

For a more detailed description of activities and timing and triggering diagrams, refer to (Re-
dell and Törngren, 1998).

Figure 8 shows a timing and triggering diagram describing the sequence of the leg observer
(LO) and leg control (LC) functions as described inFigures 5-7. The diagram specifies that the
observer select function (OSel) should be time-triggered (started) with a period of 3 ms con-
trolled by clock C1, and that the maximum acceptable variation in starting periods (jitter) is
500 µs. The observer select function selects which of the observers that should be used, the
stance observer,StO, or the swing observer,SwO. It is important to notice the control flow se-
mantics of the timing and triggering diagrams. A function likeOSel, with multiple exiting
paths, performs a selection of which path to be followed next. I.e. ifStO or SwO should be exe-
cuted. This is a so called micro-mode selection, whereStO and SwO constitute the micro

Figure 8. Timing and triggering diagram for the outer loop of the leg controller.
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modes. The case is the same forPSel and its succeeding functions—only one of the paths from
PSel is followed at each execution. On the other hand, the functionJ has only one exiting path
which later divides into three parallel paths. The RIFsTC1, TC2 andTC3 that succeedPSel are
all specified to be triggered simultaneously. This is the way to specify parallel execution in
TTDs.

When the selected observer inFigure 8 has finished, it triggers a rate interfacing function
which sends data to the hip force and torque (HFT) function.HFT is not further described in the
timing and triggering diagrams since it belongs to the parts of the control system that is not
modelled. The selected observer also triggers the planner select function (PSel) which selects
the path-planner to be invoked and the parameter settings that the impedance control function
(IC) will use (see data-flow inFigure 6). Next the impedance controller,IC, generates a foot
force requirement which is transformed by the jacobian function,J, to torque references for
each torque controller. The torque references are sent to the torque controllers through the
RIFs tagged with the receiver names:TC1, TC2 andTC3.

In Figure 9 the timing and triggering diagrams of the other activities are shown. First the sam-
ple-control-actuate sequence with the three torque controllers is specified. The timing and trig-
gering diagram shows that the sampling periods are 1 ms with a maximum jitter of 50µs. The
actuation is specified to be performed with the same period and jitter requirement but with a
constant delay of 0.5 ms (500µs).

In the second activity shown inFigure 9, the foot sensing function (FS) samples the foot sen-
sors. It is specified to be executed with a period of 1 ms. Next the foot on ground function is
triggered and sends a message telling whether the foot touches ground or not to theobserver
select andhip force and torque functions.

3.1.3 Detailed functional description
In the detailed functional description each elementary function is described in terms of its (ex-
pected) computational requirements, required allocation, memory needs etc. The detailed func-
tional description consists of two parts: Theimplementation independent part covers attributes
like required computational resolution and execution time on a nominal processor etc. Theim-
plementation dependent part includes attributes like allocation, memory requirements and
worst case execution time etc.

Figure 9. Timing and triggering diagram for torque control loops and foot force sensor activity.
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At this point, when the system is not yet implemented, the detailed functional description in-
cludes solely the implementation independent attributes and some possible requirements on
the implementation. In this modelling however, most of the implementation independent at-
tributes (all aimed at a simple execution time estimation), will be skipped. Execution times
will be estimated on the basis of execution times on a nominal processor.

A general assumption that is made is that all functions can be, and are written to perform their
computations with fixed point arithmetic. Hence, all computations (except for counters and
similar) use 32-bits integer arithmetic. This assumption was deemed necessary in order to have
a chance to find a feasible implementation since the microprocessors used do not have any
floating point unit (see the detailed hardware description in3.3.1).

A crucial point for the making of some kind of implementation analysis, is the execution time
assessment. In this case, most of the functions have been implemented on another microproc-
essor, the Motorola 68340, and the measured execution times scaled by a factor, 0.8, which
was derived from the clock frequencies of the two processors (16 MHz for the Motorola and
20 MHz for the Siemens). This is a coarse way of estimating execution times that should lead
to reasonable estimates, sufficient for this model evaluation. However, for a real analysis, bet-
ter execution time estimations would be necessary.

Some of the functions were not implemented in their actual form, but rather the number of
multiplications, additions and variable assignments were counted and dummy functions with
the same numbers of operations were written and their execution times measured. This ap-
proach was used for the jacobian function which was shown to involve 44 additions, 55 multi-
plications and 30 assignments. Other functions for which this approach was used are the
observer functions. They were shown to involve 72 multiplications, 24 additions and 3 assign-
ments. Trigonometric functions such as sine and cosine were supposed to be implemented as
look-up tables rather than executable functions.

The functionality of the different planner functions is so unclear that no real estimate has been
possible to derive. However, as a start they are assumed to use relatively simple rules for gen-
erating paths for the foot to follow and are given 500µs each as a budget for the implementa-
tion. In Table 2 the estimated worst case execution times (WCET) of all elementary functions
are listed.

An elementary function can possibly have arequired allocation. This is usually the case if it
needs to interface some hardware a processor is connected to. The processors in this system are
defined in the computer system model in section3.3.1. The only elementary functions that
have allocation requirements in this application are theactuation, position sensing and foot
sensing functions. In the semi distributed implementation, the actuation and position sensing
functions should be allocated to the leg control node (LCN). In the fully distributed implemen-
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tation they should be allocated to the joint servo nodes as follows:A1 andPS1 should be placed
in JSNA, A2 andPS2 should be placed in JSNH andA3 andPS3 should be placed in JSNK. The
foot sensing function (FS) should always be allocated to the foot sensor node (FSN).

3.1.4 Detailed data-flow descriptions
In the detailed data-flow description, all the data-flows shown in the data-flow diagrams are
specified. Again both implementation independent and dependent attributes are used to fully
describe a data-flow. And again the concentration in this case lies on the independent attributes
and the dependent ones will be added later. The data-flows are described with the following at-
tributes:

• The communication principle, which specifies if the communication is blocking or non-
blocking. In this application all data-flows are specified to be non-blocking, i.e. no sender
has to wait for a receiver to be ready and no receiver has to block and wait for a sender to
transmit. The only case of blocking that is possible is if the communication resource(s) is
blocking. However, this is an implementation characteristic associated to the used commu-
nication media and is not described here.

• The size of the data that is sent. The number of bytes that need to be communicated in
every data-flow is given inTable 3.

The data flows inTable 3 are identified according to the convention given in section 3.1.1,
where the data-flow diagrams are specified. There is one exception from the convention that
deals with data flows to and from functions that constitute micro modes. For these functions
there exist many data flows that are identical for each micro-mode and since these data-flows
are complementary—they are identical and never used at the same time—they can be de-
scribed as one single data-flow. As an example, look at the data-flow tagged “rd, vd” in
Figure 6. The “rd, vd” message is sent from the selected planner to the impedance controller.
At any time only one of the planners is chosen to execute and since the planners send the same
type of message to the impedance controller, their output data flows can be described by one:

Table 2. Estimated worst case execution times of elementary functions.

ID Name
WCET

[µs]

StP Stance Planner 500

SwP Swing Planner 500

IP Impact Planner 500

PSel Planner select 13

IC Impedance Control 536

J Jacobian 2336

StO Stance Observer 2744

SwO Swing Observer 2744

OSel Observer Select 13

TCx Torque Control 1-3 138

Ax Actuation 1-3 9

PSx Position Sensing 1-3 37

FS Foot Sensing 18

FoG Foot on Ground 18
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P-IC. Communication with the planner micro modes is identified with a singleP in the data
flow identifier, while communication with the observer micro modes is identified with anO.
When using this simplification, all functions of complementary micro modes must be allocated
to the same processor. This is a result of the inter process communication models, which use
the data-flows as basis for the IPC models. In the example above this means that the three plan-
ners must be allocated together. This is a simplification made in this case study and is not a
“regular part” of the AIDA models, even though it should be useful in more cases than this. It
is however a convention affecting the implementation and can as such be seen as an implemen-
tation dependent part of the data-flow models.

3.2 Mechanical Model
The mechanical model describes the details and the structure of the system components that in-
terface the mechanics. This includes drive units, actuators (such as DC-motors) and sensors
(e.g. encoders and force sensors). Of readability purposes, the mechanical models are given in
“reversed order”. I.e. the functional level models are given first and then comes the structural
level models. This makes the description of the structure models more straightforward.

3.2.1 Interface component model
The interface component model describes the interface components that connects anenviron-
ment interface to aprocessing element. That is, an interface component connects e.g. a proces-
sor with a sensor or actuator. In this application, the only interface components are the drive
units used to drive the three DC-motors of the leg. The three drive units are all identical and are
given the identifiers DU1, DU2 and DU3. Each drive unit has one input for the PWM signal.

3.2.2 Environment interface model
An environment interface is a sensor, actuator or operator terminal. No operator terminal is
modelled for this application. Common for the sensors and actuators that are described below
is that none is expected to introduce any delay.

Actuators.As earlier mentioned, there are three actuators in this application, the DC-motors at
the joints. They are identical and identified DCMA, DCMH and DCMK. The subscripts indi-
cate where they are used; theabduction,hip andknee joints respectively. A motor has one an-
alog input—the power input which can take -24 to 24 A (start) and -30 to 30 V.

Table 3. Communication requirements of data-flows.

ID nBytes ID nBytes

FoG-OSel 1 O-HFT 24

FoG-HFT 1 O-P 24

FS-FoG 8 O-IC 24

FS-PSel 2 P-IC 24

HFT-PSel 24 PSel-IC 1

HFT-P 24 PSx-O 3

IC-J 12 PSx-TCx 3

J-TCx 4 TCx-Ax 2
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Sensors.Each joint has two encoders identified ENCA,1, ENCA,2, ENCH,1, ENCH,2, ENCK,1
and ENCK,2. Where the ‘A’s, ‘H’s and ‘K’s stand for abduction, hip and knee joint respective-
ly. Their outputs are analog pulse trains.

Furthermore, the foot has two sensors. One measures the force applied to the foot in the direc-
tion of the shank. This sensor is identified FORCE SENSOR and gives an analog signal be-
tween 0 and 5 volts. The second sensor at the foot is an “early warning” sensor used to sense
when the foot is about to hit the ground. This sensor is identified WARNING SENSOR and it
also outputs an analog signal of 0 to 5 volts.

3.2.3 Location model
At the structural level,locations are described. A location is a place where it, by designer defi-
nition, is reasonable to place a processing element (micro processor, ASIC, or other). Usually,
a location is associated with a number of environment interfaces. The coordinate of a location
is given as the cable distance to all the other locations. For the semi-distributed system, the fol-
lowing locations are defined:

HIP. At the HIP location, actuators and sensors for the hip and abduction joints are located. I.e.
the actuators DCMA and DCMH, and the sensors ENCA,1, ENCA,2, ENCH,1 and ENCH,2. The
distances to the other locations are 40 cm (KNEE) and 70 cm (FOOT).

KNEE. At the KNEE location the last actuator, DCMK, and the sensors connected to the knee
joint, ENCK,1 and ENCK,2, are located. The distances to the other locations are 40 cm (HIP)
and 30 cm (FOOT).

FOOT. At the FOOT location the two sensors FORCE SENSOR and WARNING SENSOR
are situated. The distances to the other locations are 70 cm (HIP) and 30 cm (KNEE).

3.2.4 Interface components placement
The last model used to describe the mechanical interface of the system gives the placement of
each interface component and the number of cables between the interfacing component and its
connected processing element and environment interface. The three drive units in this applica-
tion are all placed at the same location as the processing element they are connected to. No ca-
bles are needed between the processing element and its connected drive units since they reside
on the same card. From each drive unit, there are two cables to the connected DC-motor.
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3.3 Computer System Model
In this section different possible implementations of the control application described above
will be modelled. First the different hardware structures are described in more detail than be-
fore. Then, for comparison of the possible implementations, the implemented processes, com-
munications etc. are described for each hardware structure. Again, the focus will be on the
parts of the system that are associated to each leg. This means that we will only look at the leg
control node, the foot sensor node and, when applicable, the joint servo nodes and their respec-
tive processes and communications.

3.3.1 Computer hardware models
This section includes parts from both the structural and the functional level of the AIDA mod-
els. This “joint modelling” is done for readability purposes only. In the functional part, the
processing elements and the communication links are described in some detail:

Leg control node (LCN).The leg control node with the identifier LCN is a Siemens C167CS
micro controller with the following characteristics

• 1 MByte flash memory

• 1 MByte RAM.

• The speed is 10 MIPS at 20 MHz clock frequency

• 4 PWM signals with frequencies from 4.8 Hz to 10 MHz

• 16 channel A/D converter with 10 bit resolution

• 2 individual CAN controllers capable of connecting to one CAN-bus each

Further important characteristics of the LCN, that are not given by the processor explicitly are

• The speed factor relative to a nominal processor, which in this case is the Motorola 68340,
running at 16 MHz, is expected to be approximately 1.25. This means that the C167CS is
approximately 1.25 times faster than the Motorola 68340 in average and that execution
times measured on the Motorola processor can be scaled by 1/1.25 = 0.8 when used with the
Siemens processor.

• The LCN will be located at the HIP location in both hardware architectures. In the semi-
distributed architecture it will be connected to all the joint drive units and sensors while in
the fully distributed architecture it will not be connected to any environmental interfaces at
all.

• At this point, the clock of the LCN node is not expected to be synchronised with any of
the other processors’ clocks.

Foot sensor node (FSN) and joint servo node (JSN).The foot sensor node and the joint servo
nodes are in most parts identical to the leg control node as far as the characteristics of the mi-
croprocessor are concerned. The only difference of the microprocessors, is that the C167CR
which the FSN and JSN are based on, only has one CAN controller. The microprocessors are
also identical in AIDA specific characteristics, such as clock synchronisation and relative
speed. The location however, is different for the foot sensor and joint servo nodes. Naturally,
the foot sensor node should be placed at the FOOT location. The three joint servo nodes, which
are only used in the fully distributed architecture, are to be placed at the HIP and KNEE loca-
tions. Two at the HIP and one at the KNEE location.
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Communication links.The communication links that are modelled here are thebody-CAN and
the leg-CAN. Their functional characteristics, which are identical, are listed below. The at-
tributes are given according to the ones specified for the AIDA models.

• CAN communication is serial.

• Communication speed is 1 Mbit/sec.

• No bus controller delay is expected. Interfacing the controllers simply means reading or
writing to memory mapped registers.

• When the 11 bit identifiers are used, the frame size is 44-108 bits, depending on the
number of data bytes that are sent. “Stuff” bits are not included.

• Minimum and maximum data lengths are 0 and 8 bytes respectively.

• No additional communication delay is expected. This is an attribute included in the AIDA
model of a communication link to handle delays that are not given by the other attributes.

Computer hardware structure.The different computer hardware structures are sketched in
Figure 3 andFigure 4. Except from the communication link connections shown in the figures,
further information given in the computer hardware structure is the connections of processing
elements to various environment interfaces such as drive units and sensors. The following is a
list of the processing elements and their environment connections:

• In the semi-distributed architecture, the leg control node (LCN) interfaces the drive units
and the position sensors of all three leg joints (see the mechanical model). Each of the drive
units needs a PWM-signal while the position encoders can be read from 24 bit counters. In
the fully distributed architecture, the leg control node does not interface any drive unit or
sensor at all.

• In the fully distributed architecture, the leg control node does not interface any drive unit
or sensor. In this case the joint servo nodes interface one drive unit each and the two corre-
sponding position encoders. Hence, JSNA is connected to DUA and the position sensors
ENCA,1 and ENCA,2, where A is for abduction joint. JSNH and JSNK are connected simi-
larly.

• The foot sensor node has the same connections for both architectures: It takes analog data
from the FORCE SENSOR and from the WARNING SENSOR.

3.3.2 Implemented processes
When the computer hardware and the control application have been designed, the next step in
the implementation is to perform partitioning of the application into processes that will be allo-
cated and scheduled on the processing elements. For the semi-distributed architecture, all func-
tions but the foot sensing functions, are allocated to the leg controller node. The selected
partitioning is shown visually inFigure 10, where the functions from the data-flow diagram in
Figure 5 are encircled and tagged with their associated process names (identifiers).

For the fully distributed architecture, almost the same partitioning is used, however this time
the Inner loop andActuate processes of the partitioning inFigure 10 are further partitioned
into three different processes each:Inner loopx andActuatex, where the indexx is replaced by
A, H andK. Inner loopA contains thePS1 andTC1 functions and theActuateA process contains
only theA1 function. Both theInner loopA and theActuateA process are allocated to theJSNA
joint servo node. The other new processes are designed and allocated correspondingly.
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Detailed descriptions of the implemented processes are given inTable 4. Of the attributes that
are to be given according to the AIDA models only some appear in the table. For example, data
on memory requirements are difficult to derive before the actual functions have been imple-
mented and furthermore, the memory size of the nodes can be expected to be sufficient for this
application. Priorities are only assigned the processes when priority based scheduling is used.
In this application, an operating system is used that uses a static schedule for dispatching.
Therefore priorities are not included in the table. Furthermore, worst and best case blocking
times can be given after analysis. That analysis however, will not be carried out in this study.

In the table, the allocations in the semi-distributed architecture are given in column “Alloc.
Semi” while the allocations for the fully distributed are given in the “Alloc. Full” column.

The worst case execution time (WCET) of each process is calculated as the sum of the worst
case execution times of each elementary function in the longest sequence of elementary func-
tions in the process. The longest sequence can be found by studying the timing and triggering
diagrams that correspond to the process. In this application, all sequences have the same
length. These worst case execution times do not include additional delays due to communica-
tion, interference of higher priority processes or blocking over resources. No deadlines or re-
lease times are associated with the processes since the implementation is scheduled off-line.

It is obvious fromTable 4 that the implementation as sketched here is not feasible. The WCET
of theOuter loop process for instance, is much larger than the period of execution and there-
fore the required utilisation of LCN will be much higher than 1. This will be discussed in more
detail in the analysis section.

Figure 10. Visualization of the partitioning into processes for the semi-distributed architecture.
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In Table 4 an additional process is also introduced. It is a routing process,Router, used in the
leg control node to forward the message from the foot on ground function, (FoG), in the foot
sensor node to the hip force and torque function, (HFT). TheRouter process will only be mod-
elled at a high level, i.e. no functions will be defined for it. It is given a period time of 1 ms and
an estimated execution time of 20µs.

3.3.3 Process structure
The relationships between the processes in the semi-distributed architecture are shown in a
process structure diagram (PSD) inFigure 11. The PSD shows the processes and their inter
process communications (IPCs). The inter process communications are the data flows that
“cross process borders” inFigure 10. The IPCs are all given individual name tags that are used
for their identification in the following. The three IPCsREQ, GRND2,2 andSTATE are communi-
cations with processes belonging to the higher control levels that are not modelled here.

Table 4. Detailed description of the implemented processes.

ID
Preempti

ve

WCE
T

[µs]

Alloc.
Semi

Alloc.
Full

Outer loop Yes 6142 LCN LCN

Inner loop Yes 525 LCN -

Foot process Yes 36 FSN FSN

Actuate Yes 27 LCN -

Inner loopx Yes 175 - JSNx

Actuatex Yes 9 - JSNx

Router Yes 20 LCN LCN

JSNx Kernel No 20 - JSNx

LCN Kernel No 20 LCN LCN

FSN Kernel No 20 FSN FSN
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In Figure 12, another process structure diagram is shown. This PSD shows the processes in the
fully distributed architecture and their communications (IPCs). The same IPC names as in
Figure 11 have been used in this diagram. The threeJSNx kernel processes are shown as only
one for notational convenience, but three instances should be defined in a real case.

3.3.4 Modelling of inter process communications

Inter process communications—high level modelling.The inter process communications
(IPCs) shown inFigure 11 andFigure 12 are here further specified in a detailed inter process
communication model. Attributes in this model are listed inTable 5 andTable 6 for the IPCs
of the two different implementations. The first attribute (Internal/External) indicates whether
the communication is done via some external communication link(s) or if it is internal within

Figure 11. Process structure diagram with implemented processes for the semi-distributed architec-
ture. Inter process communications are tagged with their identifiers.

Figure 12. Process structure diagram with implemented processes for the fully distributed architecture.
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the processor. If the IPC is external, the communication link that it uses is given in the follow-
ing column (Link). For each IPC, reference is made to the sender and receiver communication
resources (Sender resource andReceiver resource) of the communication resource chains. The
sender resource is the first resource in the CR-chain and the receiver resource is the last. The
use of communication resources and chains of such is further described in the following sec-
tion.

The data-flows that are associated to the IPC are listed in the next column. It is important to
note that one IPC can be used to handle more than one data-flow. This is the case for theREQ
IPC for instance, which handles both theHFT-P and theHFT-PSel. Furthermore, one data flow
can be associated to more than one IPC if e.g. routing is needed. To each IPC it is also possible
to associate a priority (Priority) which can be used for transmission time analysis together with
the communication resource chains to get estimates of worst and best case communication
times (WCCT, BCCT). A communication time is here defined to be the time between the trig-
gering of the transmission of a message to the time when the receiving process has read it. The
worst and best case communication times are computed in the analysis that is described in sec-
tion 4.1.3. The columnTT gives the transmission times of the IPCs. The transmission time is
the time it takes to transmit the message over the CAN bus. It is calculated as number of bits in
message over the CAN bus frequency and the computations are carried out in section 4.1.3.
The transmission times belong the implementation dependent part of the detailed data-flow
model in the AIDA modelling framework but are given here for clarity. The priorities given in
the tables were assigned the IPCs following a rate-monotonic priority assignment.

Communication resources and communication resource chains.The inter process commu-
nications are modelled by defining the resources they use—thecommunication resources. By
ordering the communication resources used by an IPC in something calledcommunication re-
source chains (CR-chains) it is possible to describe priority arbitration, blocking and data stor-
age capacities of different kinds of communications.

Each IPC is associated to one or more CR-chains. The CR-chains describe the hierarchy of re-
sources that are used by the sender and receiver processes. A CR-chain’s sender communica-
tion resource is the one that the process interfaces when it wants to send a message while a
process that wants to receive a message interfaces the receiver communication recourse. Either
the sender and receiver resources are the same, as in the case of communication via a shared
variable, or they are connected through chains of additional resources, e.g. describing a com-
munication link.

There are two basic types of communication resources in AIDA:message queues andtrans-
mitters. The message queues are used to describe data stores while the transmitters describe
scheduling policies for message flows. The simplest form of communication—communication
via an unprotected shared variable—can be modelled with a message queue with length 1 and
no protection. Also more complex communication resources with embedded scheduling of
user processes and/or other communication resources can be modelled. A relevant example for
the system described here is modelling of CAN-communication. In this example it is assumed
that the sending process writes the message directly to the appropriate registers in the CAN
controller. It is also assumed that the receiving process regularly polls its CAN controller for
new messages. The registers associated to a CAN message will be called ‘mailbox’ in the com-
ing discussion. This example also describes how the CAN communications are assumed to be
implemented in this system.
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For a CAN message to arrive at the receiver process, the following actions have to be initial-
ized and performed: (1) A message should be written to a sender mailbox at the sending CAN-
controller. (2) The CAN-controller should, out of a potentially large set of ready messages
waiting to be transmitted, choose the message and try to transmit it via the CAN broadcast bus.
(3) The message should be accepted as the highest priority message now being activated by
any controller on the bus and hence be transmitted and also received by a receiver CAN mail-
box. (4) The receiver process should poll the corresponding receiver CAN mailbox and read
the new message.

These stages of the communication can be modelled as communication resources as defined in
the AIDA models and the hierarchy of these stages can be visualised as communication re-
source chains (CR-chains).

In Figure 13 the CR-chains forGRND1 and TORQ1 of the semi-distributed architecture are
shown visually. TheGRND1 IPC makes use of the leg’s CAN bus (leg-CAN) to send the mes-
sage from theFoot process in the foot sensor node to theOuter loop process in the leg control-
ler node. The CR-chain is drawn as a number of blocks connected by arrows. Each block
corresponds to a communication resource. In this case, the sender and receiver communication
resources in the CR-chain are the CAN mailboxes used by the two processors. Note that in this
case only one CR-chain was needed. If however, the amount of data communicated via the IPC
would have been more than the 8 bytes, then additional CR-chains would have had to be de-

Table 5. Detailed description of inter process communications in the semi-distributed architecture.

ID
Internal/
External

Link
Sender

resource
Receiver
resource

Associated
 data-flows

Priority
TT
[µs]

WCCT
[µs]

BCCT
[µs]

GRND1 Ext leg-CAN SMB1_F RMB7_LL FoG-OSel 10 52 1128 68

GRND2,1 Ext leg-CAN SMB2_F RMB8_LL FoG-HFT 11 52 - -

GRND2,2 Ext body-CAN SMB1_LB - FoG-HFT 11 52 - -

WARN Ext leg-CAN SMB3_F RMB1_F FS-PSel 12 60 1180 76

STATE Ext body-CAN SMB2_LB

SMB3_LB

SMB4_LB

- O-HFT 14 108

108

108

- -

TORQ1 Int - TORQ1 TORQ1
J-TC1 4 76 - -

TORQ2 Int - TORQ2 TORQ2
J-TC2 5 76 - -

TORQ3 Int - TORQ3 TORQ3
J-TC3 6 76 - -

SENS1 Int - SENS1 SENS1
PS1-O 7 68 - -

SENS2 Int - SENS2 SENS2
PS2-O 8 68 - -

SENS3 Int - SENS3 SENS3
PS3-O 9 68 - -

CTRL1 Int - CTRL1 CTRL1
TC1-A1 1 - - -

CTRL2 Int - CTRL2 CTRL2
TC2-A2 2 - - -

CTRL3 Int - CTRL3 CTRL3
TC3-A3 3 - - -

REQ Ext body-CAN - RMB4_LB

RMB5_LB

RMB6_LB

HFT-P

HFT-PSel

13 108

108

108

- -
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fined. This is a result of the 8 bytes storage limit of the CAN mailboxes. Some of the IPCs in
the fully distributed implementation need more than one CR-chain since the data that is trans-
mitted is 24 bytes long.

TheTORQ1 inter process communication is an example of a the simpler form of communica-
tion via a shared variable. This form of communication is naturally found between processes
that are allocated to the same processor. InFigure 13 it is described as one single communica-
tion resource. The, in some cases cryptic, names given in each resource block are the identifi-
ers of the specific resource as given in the communication resource models that are described
next.

For the system modelled here it is sufficient to describe a number of “communication resource
templates” that can be used to describe all the inter process communications for the two archi-
tectures. These basic communication resources are characterised by attributes as in the follow-
ing:

A sender mailbox communication resource belonging to either of the processors is modelled
as a message queue resource that is characterized by the following attributes:

• The identifier is set to SMBx_F for mailbox no. x of the foot sensor node and SMBx_LL/
SMBx_LB for mailbox no. x of the leg/body (L/B) CAN controller of the leg controller
node. The sender mailboxes of the joint servo nodes are identified SMBx_JA, SMBx_JH,
SMBx_JK, where the A, H and K mean abduction, hip and knee as usual.

Table 6. Detailed description of inter process communications in the fully distributed architecture.

ID
Internal/
External

Link
Sender

resource
Receiver
resource

Ass. data-
flows

Priority
TT
[µs]

WCCT
[µs]

BCCT
[µs]

GRND1 Ext leg-CAN SMB1_F RMB7_LL FoG-OSel 10 52 1560 68

GRND2,1 Ext leg-CAN SMB2_F RMB8_LL FoG-HFT 11 52 - -

GRND2,2 Ext body-CAN SMB1_LB - FoG-HFT 11 52 - -

WARN Ext leg-CAN SMB3_F RMB1_F FS-PSel 12 60 1612 76

STATE Ext body-CAN SMB2_LB

SMB3_LB

SMB4_LB

- O-HFT 14 108

108

108

- -

TORQ1 Ext leg-CAN SMB4_LL RMB1_JA J-TC1 4 76 1168 92

TORQ2 Ext leg-CAN SMB5_LL RMB1_JH J-TC2 5 76 1244 92

TORQ3 Ext leg-CAN SMB6_LL RMB1_JK J-TC3 6 76 1312 92

SENS1 Ext leg-CAN SMB2_JA RMB1_LL PS1-O 7 68 1380 84

SENS2 Ext leg-CAN SMB2_JH RMB2_LL PS2-O 8 68 1448 84

SENS3 Ext leg-CAN SMB2_JK RMB3_LL PS3-O 9 68 1508 84

CTRL1 Int - CTRL1 CTRL1
TC1-A1 1 - - -

CTRL2 Int - CTRL2 CTRL2
TC2-A2 2 - - -

CTRL3 Int - CTRL3 CTRL3
TC3-A3 3 - - -

REQ Ext body-CAN - RMB4_LB

RMB5_LB

RMB6_LB

HFT-P

HFT-PSel

13 108

108

108

- -
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• The mailbox is a protected resource.

• Reading is performed by hardware and the modelled maximum and minimum reading
times are set to 0.

• Minimum and maximum write times are dependent on the data size and is modelled to
vary between 0µs for a 0 byte message and 16µs for a 8 byte message with an extra 4µs
for each written word (2 bytes). Note that this is only a coarse estimation of actual times.

• The queue length is 1.

• Overwriting write and non consuming read is assumed.

• No priority arbitration is used by this resource.

A receiver mailbox communication resourcebelonging to either of the processors is modelled
as a message queue resource that is characterized by the following attributes:

• The identifier is set to RMBx_F for mailbox no. x of the foot sensor node and RMBx_Ly
for mailbox no.x of theyth CAN controller of the leg controller node. The receiver mail-
boxes of the joint servo nodes are identified RMBx_JY, where the Y is either an A, H or K.

• The mailbox is a protected resource.

• Minimum and maximum read times are dependent on the data size and is modelled to vary
between 0µs for a 0 byte message and 16µs for a 8 byte message with an extra 4µs for
each written word (2 bytes). Note that this is only a coarse estimation of actual times.

• Writing is performed by hardware and the modelled maximum and minimum writing
times are set to 0.

• The queue length is 1.

• Overwriting write and non consuming read is assumed.

• No priority arbitration is used by this resource.

Figure 13. Visualisation of communication resource chains for the inter process communications
GRND1 and TORQ1.
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CCF

Mailbox 1
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Neither of the sender and the receiver mailbox communication resources are handled by any
implemented process and hence they do not actively read or write anything. Neither do they
signal any events on successful reading or writing which could have been the case. Which CR-
chains they belong to should be understood from their identifiers and the entries inTable 5 and
Table 6.

A CAN controller communication resource does not store data but performs arbitration on its
associated sender mailboxes that contain messages that have not yet been sent. It forwards the
chosen message to the CAN bus communication resource. It is therefore modelled as a trans-
mitter resource and is described by the following attributes.

• The identifier is CCF for the foot sensor node CAN controller and CCL_L and CCL_B for
the CAN controllers of the leg controller node connected to the leg and body CAN buses
respectively. The joint sensor nodes’ CAN controllers are identified CCJ_A, CCJ_H and
CCJ_K respectively.

• The number of sender and receiver mailbox resources that are connected to the resource
can be extracted from the information inTable 5 andTable 6 via the IDs of the mailbox
resources. This is not an important attribute for this modelling and it is not necessary to
understand it. It relates to the inports and outports in the AIDA models.

• Priority assignment is by number of inport, i.e. mailbox. The mailbox with the lowest
number that contains a message that has not been sent is chosen for transmission. In this
modelling it is assumed that the sender mailboxes are assigned the IPCs such that this prior-
ity assignment complies with the priorities given each IPC (or CR-chain for the case more
than one CR-chain is used by one IPC).

• The transmissions are non preemptable but a message that has been selected for future
transmission can be replaced by another with higher priority.

• The transmission time is assumed to be negligible. (The CAN controllers do not add any
transmission time but the CAN links do.)

• Arbitration of ready messages is performed continuously.

• The communication resources that this resource reads from are all the transmission mail-
box communication resources associated to the controller.

• TheCAN controller communication resource forwards data to the CAN bus communica-
tion resource that it is connected to.

The CAN bus communication resource is just like the CAN controller resource, not a data
storage resource, but it performs arbitration on the messages supplied by the connected CAN
controllers. It writes data to the receiving CAN mailbox(es). It is modelled as a transmitter re-
source and is described by the following attributes:

• The twoCAN bus communication resources in this application are identified as leg-CAN
and body-CAN respectively.

• The number of sender and receiver mailboxes (inports and outports) can be extracted from
Table 5 andTable 6. See comment on the CAN controller communication resource above.

• The number of outports are equal to the number of inports. This is not necessary for CAN
communication since many sender mailboxes can send to the same receiver mailbox. It
holds in these models however.
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• The transmission time is dependent on the size of the data that is transmitted and varies
from 44µs for a 0 byte message to 108µs for a 8 byte message. Each extra byte takes an
extra 8µs to transmit. In this modelling the “stuff” bits used in CAN communication are
neglected. Stuff bits are used to help synchronisation on the bus when many (five or more)
consecutive equal bits are transmitted. When that happens, the CAN controller automati-
cally includes a “stuff” bit of opposite value to get a transition on the bus.

• In CAN communication arbitration is done according to the identifier of the message. The
message with the lowest identifier is given highest priority. It is assumed that the CAN iden-
tifiers are assigned to comply to the priorities assigned the IPC as shown inTable 5 and
Table 6.

• Arbitration is done continuously and no preemption is allowed.

• TheCAN bus communication resource receives data from it’s connected CAN controller
resources.

• The data is written to the appropriatereceiver mailbox communication resources.

All internal IPCs are assumed to be performed byprotected shared variable communication
resources that are described by message queues. The following attributes are used:

• The identifier is simply chosen to be the name of the IPC.

• The reading and writing to a protected shared variable is protected by a semaphore.

• The read and write times are assumed to depend linearly with the number of words (16
bits) to read or write and with an additional overhead of 5µs for semaphore handling. The
reading/writing of a word is estimated to take 4µs.

• For eachprotected shared variable communication resource, the process writing to it is
given by the process structure diagrams inFigure 11 andFigure 12.

The sender and receiver communication resources in the CR-chains in this application are
from now on given identifiers from their associated IPCs. This will hopefully make the under-
standing of the coming diagrams a bit easier. The sender communication resource in a CR-
chain is named S_IPC and the receiver is named R_IPC. If more than one CR-chain is defined
for an IPC, an extra number is added in the end of the name, e.g. S_IPC_1. For example, the
sender resource in the of theCTRL1 inter process communication is named S_CTRL1. If refer-
ence is needed to the CAN mailbox that is used, the IDs as given in the communicating re-
source models are given inTable 5 andTable 6.

3.3.5 Process timing and triggering diagram
Theprocess timing and triggering diagram (P-TTD) describes the timing and triggering of the
implemented processes. The P-TTD can be used both to show the requirements on the imple-
mentation, as stated by the original timing and triggering diagrams, and to show results of an
implementation.

Figure 14 shows the specification P-TTD for the implementation on the semi-distributed ar-
chitectures. The corresponding diagram for the fully distributed system is very similar. The
difference is that three identical instances of theInner loop andActuate processes for the ab-
duction, hip and knee control replace the single inner loop - actuate instances inFigure 14.
Furthermore, three extra kernel processes are added for the joint servo node kernels and the
trigger period of theLCN kernel for the fully distributed system is set to 3 ms instead of the
original 500µs. The reason that theFSN kernels and theLCN kernel for the semi distributed
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system have to run with a period of 500µs is the phasing specification on the Actuate process.
Event though the lowest period of any application process is 1 ms, the dispatcher needs to have
a granularity of 500µs.

3.3.6 Process internal timing and triggering diagrams
Theprocess internal timing and triggering diagram (Pi-TTD) shows the timing and triggering
that is internal to a process. The major difference between these diagrams and the original tim-
ing and triggering diagrams is that in the process internal timing and triggering diagram all the
parallel paths have been placed in sequence and only the micro modes, where a run-time selec-
tion of the path is taken, are shown as “parallel”.

In a process internal timing and triggering diagram, the elementary functions from the original
timing and triggering diagrams are shown. To describe the implementation of the rate interfac-
ing functions from the original timing and triggering diagrams, sender and receiver communi-
cation resource blocks are used. These new blocks are identified by the “new” IDs of their
respective sender/receiver communication resources, as stated in the end of section 3.3.4.
Hence, what used to be a block identifying a rate interfacing function connected to the sender
elementary function in the original TTD, has been transformed into two blocks, one placed in
the sender process and one in the receiver. The sender and receiver blocks, which are called
CR-blocks, are shown as rectangles in the diagrams.

In Figure 15, the process internal timing and triggering diagram for theOuter loop process is
shown. The diagram is the same for both implementation architectures. Just like the process
timing and triggering diagram shown inFigure 14, thePi-TTD is used to show the result of a
number of design choices. E.g. how the activities that were specified in parallel are put into se-
quences, that is, in what order they are to be executed. The time-triggers in the diagram show
the original requirements but another version of the Pi-TTD diagram can be used to show the
result of the implementation. Furthermore, for the sake of simplifying the diagrams, the IPCs
that include multiple CR-chains are described by only one sender and one receiver communi-
cation resource block. These CR-blocks may be seen as super blocks as defined inFigure 16.

Figure 14. Specification process timing and triggering diagram for the semi-distributed architecture.

Outer loop

TT: C1, 3 ms, 500 µs

FSN kernel

TT: C2, 500 µs, 0 µs

Actuate
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Foot process
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LCN kernel

TT: C1, 500 µs, 0 µs

Router

TT: C2, 1 ms, 500 µs
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Of the CR-blocks inFigure 15, R_REQ and R_WARN are super blocks describing multiple
CR-blocks since the data that is sent is 24 bytes in both cases. This can be seen by tracing the
IPCs back to their corresponding data-flows and check the data-flow requirements inTable 3.

In the next diagram, inFigure 17, theInner loop process is shown for the semi-distributed ar-
chitecture. All sampling and computation has to be done in sequence. This may lead to that
timing requirements on the elementary functions are not met.

In Figure 18, the process internal diagram for one of theInner loopx processes is shown. It is
obvious that the timing of the sampling (position sensing function) can be made much more
exact in this way—if the processors are synchronised (which they are not in this case study).

Figure 15. Process internal timing and triggering diagram for the Outer loop process. The diagram is
the same for the fully- and semi-distributed implementations.

Figure 16. Definition of the super block CR-chain R_REQ in Figure 15.

Figure 17. Process internal timing and triggering diagram for the Inner loop process of the semi-distrib-
uted implementation.
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The remaining process internal timing and triggering diagrams will due to space considera-
tions not be examined in any detail. The development of them is the same as the one we have
seen above. These diagrams will next be the base for a coarse implementation analysis.

3.3.7 Operating system
The operating system of the processors is modelled not only as an implemented process at the
functional and structural levels but also at the behavioural level where the scheduling policy
etc. is described.

The operating system that will be used in the project described here is Rubus from Arcticus
systems. Rubus is an operating system designed for safety critical systems. To increase make
the implemented system behaviour easier to predict and hence increase testability and in that
way also the reliability, Rubus is equipped with two separate kernels. The Blue kernel handles
event triggered processes and is compliant with the POSIX standard. The Red kernel is made
for strictly time-triggered processes who are scheduled statically at design time. The Red ker-
nel uses a list of start times and dispatches the time triggered processes as their start times have
been reached. In this project only the Red part of the Rubus operating system will be used.

In AIDA, attributes of operating systems’ minimum and maximum times for context switches
are given. The Rubus operating system is expected to have a maximum context switch time of
20 µs at the Siemens micro controllers used here. A dispatcher scheduling policy is given in
the next section and the preemption policy of Rubus’ Red kernel is that all processes are
preemptable except the kernel itself. Hence every process is started by the dispatcher (kernel)
at the time given in the start-time list, no matter if the previously executing process is finished.

Dispatcher scheduling policy.The dispatcher scheduling policy used in the Rubus operating
system for a single processor is static. In other systems, hierarchies of different scheduling pol-
icies may be needed to fully describe the dispatching policy of the operating system, but here
one is enough. The static scheduling policy in Rubus has the following properties: It arbitrates
between all the processes on the processor. It uses a static schedule, which means that it keeps
a list of processes starting times. The start-time lists associated to each processor’s scheduler
will not be given here since no such design has been done yet. However, it is known that the
kernel process is executed with a fix period which is equal to the processors clock tick period.
It is also known about the scheduling policy that the kernel process is not preemptable, while
all the other processes are.

Figure 18. Process internal timing and triggering diagram for the Inner loopA process of the fully dis-
tributed implementation.

PS1 S_SENS1 R_TORQ1 S_CTRL1TC1
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4 Implementation Analysis

In this chapter, the models given above will be used for some initial analysis of the different
real-time implementations. No full analysis will be performed but the needs for analysis will
be discussed and hopefully the models will be shown to be useful. In section 4.2 an additional
model will be given. That model is used for displaying results of the analysis and eventually
give feed back to the control system designers so that the actual real-time behaviour of the sys-
tem can be accounted for at an early stage.

4.1 Coarse Analysis

4.1.1 Processor utilisation
The first and most straightforward analysis to perform is to check to see whether the system as
it has been designed is possible to implement at all. At this point, the requirements on jitter and
control delays are not discussed. The analysis shows whether the processes are schedulable on
their allocated processors. To start out the utilisation,U, of a processor is defined as,

(1)

where the sum is taken over all processes allocated to the processor.WCETi is the worst case
execution time of processi, andTi is its period. A processor with utilisation larger than 1 is not
schedulable. According to Liu and Layland’s schedulability test from 1973 (Liu and Layland,
1973), a set ofn strictly periodic and preemptable processes with deadlines equal to the periods
have to satisfy the following criteria in order to be schedulable with the rate monotonic priority
assignment

(2)

This sufficiency test for schedulability has since then been further developed, see e.g. (Redell,
1998) for an overview.

As noted earlier, the utilisation is a major problem for the current system. The reason is that the
Outer loop process has an estimated worst case execution time of 6.1 ms while it is expected to
execute with a period of 3 ms. This is of course impossible and either the hardware or more
likely, the control system has to be re-designed. It is however still interesting to look at the
processor utilisations in the proposed system implementations:

(3)

(4)
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These are the utilisations of the processors in the semi-distributed architecture. It is obvious
that the utilisation of the leg controller node (LCNsemi) is much too high. If (2) is used to calcu-
late an upper bound on the utilisation for four processes one gets . A possible
way to handle the problem is to increase the periods of all processes allocated to the leg con-
troller node. This is a feasible action if the control design can meet its requirements with lower
sampling and actuation periods. Another way to help the situation a bit is to skip the observer
function and use a simple numerical differential to calculate the velocities. Another allocation
of the leg observer functions is of course a third alternative that could be evaluated. Either the
functions can be allocated to the foot sensor node, or the functions be broken up into joint ob-
servers that are placed at the corresponding joint servo nodes.

To make the set of processes rate monotonic schedulable, all process periods can be length-
ened by a factorα. An  gives  and process periods 3.6 ms and 10.7
ms. If the observer’s computational requirements are minimized and the observer functions
given a budget of 500µs, then  is enough and the corresponding periods become 2.6
ms and 7.7 ms respectively.

For the fully distributed architecture, the case is a little bit better. The utilisations are:
,  and . Also here, theOuter loop process is the

problem for the leg controller node.

4.1.2 CAN-bus utilisations
An analysis similar to the one for the processors is performed for the CAN buses. Only utilisa-
tions are analysed and feasibility of the proposed system design is hence checked. This analy-
sis will concentrate on the fully distributed system since the inter process communications
using the CAN buses in the semi-distributed system is a sub-set of those in the fully distribut-
ed.

To analyse the usage of the CAN buses, all the IPCs making use of each bus have to be traced
from the IPC models. According toTable 5 andTable 6, which give an overview of all IPCs in
the system,GRND1, GRND2,1, TORQx, SENSx andWARN are the ones making use of the leg-
CAN bus. Againx stands for the abduction (A), hip (H) and knee (K) joints respectively. The
body-CAN bus is used by theGRND2,2, STATE andREQ inter process communications. The
data-flows associated with the IPCs are listed inTable 3 which gives the communication re-
quirement of each data-flow in number of bytes. Together with the models of the CAN com-
munication links in section 3.3.1 and the associated communication resource chains in section
3.3.4, the transmission times of each communication resource chain of each IPC can be calcu-
lated as

(5)

The transmission times of each IPC are listed inTable 5 andTable 6. With the transmission
times at hand the total utilisation of the CAN buses can be computed as

(6)
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The sum is taken over all sender CR-chains of all inter process communications. TheTprocess
in the denominator is the period of the sender process. The utilisations are

(7)

(8)

In the utilisation of the body-CAN bus, the loads from all the four legs of the vehicle have been
included. However, since nothing is known about the periods of the processes allocated to oth-
er parts of the system than the legs, the messages coming to the leg controller node via the
body-CAN bus are not included in the utilisation computation. That explains the question mark
in (8). Hence, the computed utilisation is just a lower bound and gives an idea of what periods
of the other IPCs allocated to the body-CAN bus that can be accepted.

4.1.3 Communication times
More detailed analysis can be performed to, for instance, get estimates on communication
times.Communication time is defined to be the time from the triggering of the message trans-
mission in the sender process to the actual reception by the receiving process. Next, worst and
best case communication times are computed for the IPCs that use the leg-CAN bus. In this ap-
plication, the communication times are used to track how old the data is when it reaches the re-
ceiver. This measure is tightly connected to e.g. the estimation of achievable control delays.
The result of this analysis will be the worst and best case communication times (WCCT, BC-
CT) given inTable 5 andTable 6.

The analysis will be described with an example. The worst and best case communication times
of the IPCTORQ3 in the fully distributed architecture will be computed. InTable 6, the sender
communication resource in the communication resource chain of the IPCTORQ3 is given. The
top level communication resource is SMB6_LL and it implicitly defines the whole CR-chain
by referring to the next resource in the chain which in its turn refers to the next, and so on.
SMB6_LL is (sender) mailbox number 6 in the leg controller node’s leg-CAN controller. The
CAN controller, denoted CCL_L (CAN controller of theleg controller node, controlling the
leg-CAN interface), is the next resource in the CR-chain. CCL_L refers to the leg-CAN re-
source which in its turn refers to the receiver mailbox in the knee joint servo node,JSNK,
which is the last link in the CR-chain. The receiver mailbox is denoted RMB1_JK (receiver
mailbox no. 1 of the knee joint servo node).

The smallest communication time (i.e. the best case communication time) is achieved when no
other communications interfere with the transmission ofTORQ3. In this case the sending proc-
ess,Outer loop, triggers the transmission of the message by writing the data to the sender mail-
box. This takes about 8µs since it is a 4 byte message and the access time of the mailbox is 4
µs per written word according to the SMB6_LL model. Blocking could potentially occur when
the CAN controller uses a mailbox that the CPU wants to write or read to/from. The maximum
blocking time is here modelled to be 0 which is equal to the modelled read time of a sender
mailbox communication resource. Next, the message is handled by the CAN controller re-
source, CCL_L, which together with the leg-CAN resource, define a hierarchy of transmitter
resources that perform arbitration on the messages to be transmitted via the CAN-bus. In the
best case no other message needs the CAN-bus and theTORQ3 message can be scheduled right

Uleg-CAN 0.444=

Ubody-CAN 0.640 ?+=
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away. Since the transmission time through the CAN-controller is 0, the IPC transmission time
through the CCL_L and leg-CAN resources is 76µs as given inTable 6. The IPC transmission
time is the sum of the transmission times of all CR-chains associated with the IPC. At this
point, the message has reached the receiver mailbox and the end of the sender CR-chain.

The next step in the communication is taken by the receiving process,Inner loopK. The mes-
sage is received when the receiving process has read it from the receiver communication re-
source—the receiver mailbox. In the best case communication the process reads the message at
the same instant as the sender side has finished sending it. Hence, the additional delay is limit-
ed to the access time of the receiver mailbox. According to the model of RMB1_JK, this takes
8 µs. The best case communication time can now be computed to

µs, i.e. the sum of the access times of the two message
queue resources and the transmission times of the transmitter resources.

When the worst case communication time is calculated, the assumption is that all higher prior-
ity IPCs are triggered at the same time asTORQ3. Another assumption is that a lower priority
IPC was triggered the instant before the high priority IPCs. Since the transmission via the leg-
CAN resource is non-preemptable, the higher priority IPCs will have to wait. The lower prior-
ity IPC is assumed to be the IPC with the longest transmission time. Once theTORQ3 message
has been transmitted it should be read by the receiver process to complete the communication.
For worst case computation though, the receiver process is assumed to be completely out of
phase with the sender process and a whole period of the receiving process passes before the
data in the receiver mailbox is read. In the case when the receiver runs with a longer period
than the sender, more messages are transmitted before the receiver reads the data. Since the re-
ceiver communication resource is a message queue of length 1 with overwriting semantics, the
worst case is a delay equal to the period of the sender.

For theTORQ3 transmission case, there are two IPCs with higher priority that use the leg-CAN
bus,TORQ1 andTORQ2. Both these IPCs have the transmission time 76µs. The IPC with the
longest transmission time of the lower priority IPCs isSENS1. Its transmission time is 68µs.
The sending (and receiving) process ofTORQ3 runs with a period of 1 ms according to the
specification. This gives the following worst case communication time

µs. (9)

It should be noted that if the sum of the transmission times of the higher priority IPCs and the
starting lower priority IPC is larger than the periods of some of the higher priority IPCs, then
additional transmissions of those IPCs have to be included. This case never occurs in this ap-
plication, but it may. The general formula for worst case communication time computations is
in this case:

(10)

The first sum is taken over the two mailboxes and gives the sum of access times of the mail-
boxes. The second sum is taken over the setH(j)  of IPCs with higher priority than the studied
IPC, j. ITT(i) is the IPC transmission time of IPCi. Ti is the period of the sender of IPCi, while

BCCT TORQ3( ) 8 76 8+ + 92= =

WCCT TORQ3( ) 8 76 8 2 76 68 1000+ +⋅+ + + 1312= =

WCCT j( ) access MBOX( )∑ t
Ti
----- ITT i( )⋅

i H j( )∈
∑ TTL j( ) Tsender j( ) ITT j( )+ + + +=
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Tsender is the period of the sender process of the studied IPC.TTL(j) is the transmission time of
the IPC with lower priority thanj, that has the largest transmission time of all lower priority
IPCs. When no lower priority IPC exists, this time is zero. The brackets ( ) denote the
smallest integer larger than or equal tox. Finally, t is the smallestt satisfying the following re-
lationship

(11)

The above relationships can relatively easily be derived by using e.g. the analysis given in e.g.
(Liu and Layland, 1973). The results of this analysis can be studied inTable 5 andTable 6.
Notice that the scheduling analysis of the IPCs was simplified by the fact that the mailboxes
used by the IPCs were chosen such that the priority assignment of the CAN controller resourc-
es (which is made in mailbox number order) complied with the priorities assigned to the IPCs
(Table 5 andTable 6 again) and used for scheduling of the CAN buses.

4.2 Implementation Models

4.2.1 Implementation timing and triggering diagram
As a result of the analysis of the AIDA models, a final diagram showing the implemented be-
haviour can be drawn. This is theimplementation timing and triggering diagram (I-TTD). The
I-TTD shows slightly altered versions of the original timing and triggering diagrams from the
system specification. In the I-TTDs, additional delays are added to model the blocking and
scheduling of processes. Furthermore the triggers are altered to the achieved values of periods,
phases and jitter. The analysis made in the previous section is not quite sufficient for complete
I-TTDs since a schedule simulation should be performed to understand the true behaviour of
the implemented system. We can however show the resulting I-TTDs for the torque control
loop activities when implemented as described by the process internal timing and triggering di-
agram inFigure 17 at page 28. The original TTD specification is shown inFigure 9 at
page 11.

The diagram inFigure 19 describes the implemented behaviour of all three torque control ac-
tivities. The new elementary functions that have been added to the original TTD all specify de-
lays introduced by the execution of other functions, inter process communications and
interference by other processes. TheInner loop process described inFigure 17 is assumed to
have higher priority than theOuter loop process and therefore scheduled such that it is not

Figure 19. Implementation timing and triggering diagrams for the three torque control activities speci-
fied in Figure 9.

x
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preempted by any other process than theLCN kernel. The same holds for theActuate process
which is not visible in any process internal timing and triggering diagram as the one in
Figure 17.

The delaysDx,1, Dx,2 andDx,3 can be computed for each individual activity by studying the Pi-
TTD in Figure 17 and calculating the access times (write and read times) of each communica-
tion resource that is used by the process and summing them up. Additional delays due to inter-
ference of theLCN kernel process may be taken into account by noting that any of the delays
can be 20µs longer than computed. Furthermore, the time triggers are given additional phases
which they did not have in the specification. This is a result of executing the functions in se-
quence. To exemplify the computation of the delays we specifically studyD1,1, D1,2 andD1,3.
D1,1 is the delay from the execution ofPS1 to the triggering of the rate interfacing function
SwO/StO which is represented by theS_SENS1 sender communication resource block in
Figure 17. The delay is 74µs which is the sum of the execution times ofthe functions PS2 and
PS3. D1,2 is the delay from the triggering ofSwO/StO to the triggering of theTC1 function. This
delay includes all the access times of all the sender and receiver communication resources that
are interfaced betweenPS3 andTC1 in Figure 17. It sums up to 6 times 8µs which equals 48
µs.D1,3 is the delay from the timeTC1 finishes to the timeA1 starts. This delay do not only in-
clude the times of theTC2 and TC3 functions and the succeeding communication resource
blocks inFigure 17, but also the corresponding reception blocks,R_CTRL1 - R_CTRL3, in the
Actuate process. The delay becomes 342µs.

When all expected delays have been computed, a minimum achievable control delay (MCD)
for each control activity can easily be attained. The MCD of activityx is the sum of the delays
Dx,1-Dx,3 and the execution times of thePSx andTCx functions. It is a measure of the minimum
achievable delay between the beginning of the sampling (triggering ofPSx) to the start of actu-
ation (triggering ofAx). The computed delays and the minimum control delays of the three con-
trol activities are given inTable 7. The actual phasing of the sampling functions is also given.
To derive actual phasings of the actuation functions, more details on the scheduling would
have to be analysed. The actual phases for the sample functions are derived assuming that the
Sample process is allowed to start execute at time 0.

Table 7. Delays and trigger phases for the torque control activities resulting from
implementation.

Activity x
Dx,1

[µs]
Dx,2

[µs]
Dx,3

[µs]
MCD
[µs]

τx,1

[µs]

Abduction 1 74 48 342 597 0

Hip 2 45 178 213 569 37

Knee 3 16 308 84 366 74
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5 Conclusions

The major aim of this study has been to test and evaluate the models that were proposed for the
AIDA tool-set in (Redell, 1997). A second aim has been to analyse the feasibility of a possible
control design for the 4-legged vehicle that is currently being constructed at the Department
for Machine Design at KTH. In this chapter we conclude the results that have been achieved
and give a short summary.

5.1 Conclusions on Control Implementation for the 4-legged Vehicle
It is obvious from the analysis in Chapter4 that the control system’s design as specified in3.1,
is not possible to implement on any of the described hardware architectures. The utilisation of
the leg controller node is far higher than 100% (>250%), while the foot sensor node is only uti-
lised to no more than 5.6% of its capacity. However, it should be emphasized again that the es-
timation of execution times that is performed in this study is very coarse and would probably
not be useful in a real case. For this case study it is sufficient though, since it gives estimates
that have the correct relative magnitudes. Furthermore, the control design described in this re-
port is a preliminary design that will be subject to changes.

The large computation requirements of the leg observer functions and the jacobian function
form the problems that have to be tackled. Different possible ways to work around the problem
is to minimize the execution time of the observer functions and to increase the periods of the
controllers. Other means may be to reallocate the leg observer to the foot sensor node and si-
multaneously increase the sampling periods.

The communication network though, handles the communication load well in both implemen-
tation cases studied. A small warning only for the utilisation of the body-CAN network which
can become overloaded if a lot of communication is triggered by the processor nodes at the
body level (mother node, body sensor node, radio node).

5.2 Evaluation of the AIDA Models
Most parts of the AIDA models have now been used for modelling of a real system. Some
parts are still left to evaluate. These include the event- and loop-triggers in the timing and trig-
gering diagrams, the macro mode transition diagram and a number of attributes of the different
models. It also remains to test the models for a large number of different types of systems with
different communication buses and applications.

One part of the AIDA models that has been difficult to make general enough for a large
number of systems is the modelling of inter process communications. The use of communica-
tion resource chains may seem unnecessarily complex and difficult to grasp, but in order to
make the communication modelling flexible it appears to be the best choice. If the types of
communication resources with their attributes are flexible enough as they look today is impos-
sible to say without using them for a large amount of cases. The idea is that they should pro-
vide an unambiguous definition of the activities that are started when a message transmission
is triggered. The derivation of algorithms for analysis of general communications remains. In
this study we managed to extract the information we needed based on the IPC models. If that is
possible in all cases or not is still unanswered. For all models one common requirement holds:
the model semantics need to be defined more exact.
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Abstract: A testbed has been developed to be used for research in distributed real-time control systems.
The testbed is modular both in mechanics and in control system, allowing a number of robot configurations,
control system structures and execution strategies to be implemented and evaluated. The nodes of the
control system are currently based on a microprocessor, CAN communication, interfaces to analog and
digital I/O, and motor drive units. The modularity of the nodes allows changes of I/O and communication
system, as well as the implementation of different resource structures. To give an idea of the experimental
capabilities of the testbed, initial experiments in the area of time-varying control systems are described.
The research goals include design and experimental evaluation of execution strategies, time-varying control
systems and development tools for real-time implementation support.

Keywords: Distributed control, real-time systems, design, control applications, decentralized control.

1.    INTRODUCTION

Mechanical systems, such as vehicles, aeroplanes, and
mobile machinery, today commonly include a number of
embedded control systems. To reduce cost and increase
performance and functionality, such systems are increas-
ingly being integrated by use of “machine embedded net-
works”, see (Törngren, 1995). This motivates research in
“distributed control” focusing on problems associated
with the design and implementation of automatic control
applications in distributed computer systems.

Such research for mechatronic applications has been the
focus of the project DICOSMOS (distributed control of
safety critical motion systems) which is a joint project
between the Mechatronics lab at the Royal Institute of
Technology (KTH), the Dept. of Computer Engineering
at the Chalmers University of Technology (CTH) and the
Dept. of Automatic Control at Lund Institute of Technol-
ogy (LTH), all in Sweden.

Within DICOSMOS a modular mechatronic test-bed for
distributed control applications has been designed and
constructed.

1.1  Motivation and goal

There are two primary aims for building the test-bed;

• to present a modular mechatronics system concept
including both mechanics and a distributed control
system where the control modules are fully integrated
with the mechanical system.

• to provide a platform for experimental research con-
cerning development tools, real-time issues, control
system structuring etc. for distributed control systems.

Themodularapproach promises to provide a new frame-
work for machine design. The intention has been to let
modularity influence all parts of the mechanics and con-
trol system to easily allow different mechanical and con-
trol system configurations.

The test-bed allows the experimental verification of new
theories developed in DICOSMOS, see e.g. (Nilsson,
1996). Experimental evaluation is highly motivated since
a large amount of related academic research work in com-
puter science and automatic control is of theoretical
nature and practical evaluations appear to be very rare.

1.2  Related work

Some projects, in which the idea of a modular robot con-
cept has been examined and implemented, have been pre-
sented in recent years. Many of these are limited to
modularity in mechanics and/or modularity in the control
system in terms of “centralized” parallel processing com-
puter systems, see e.g. (Luckel et al., 1993).

Two very interesting projects which combine advanced
modular mechanical designs with integrated and distrib-
uted control units are the DLR space robot concept
(Gombert et al., 1994) and the Reconfigurable Modular
Manipulator System (RMMS) built at Carnegie Mellon
University in Pittsburgh, USA (Paredis and Khosla,
1995). Both projects have paid specific attention towards
integrating control nodes in the mechanical structure,
including power and information cabling.
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None of these projects, however, specifically deal with
research on distributed real-time control. As in (Luckel et
al., 1993) the main issues concern applied motion control.
For example, at CMU, the researchers have focused on
building a robot system that is easily reconfigured. Each
module has an embedded microprocessor that contains
information about that specific module. On system start-
up this information may be used to automatically generate
models for kinematics, dynamics and control, a main
research topic. In (Paredis and Khosla, 1995) it is stated
that the next version, the microprocessors in the modules
will also serve as low-level controllers for the joint actua-
tors, making the control system, to some extent, distrib-
uted.

A number of testbeds have been reported in the literature,
e.g. “SPRING” and “ARTS” (Stankovic and Ramam-
ritham, 1991; Tokuda, 1988). These testbeds, that we are
aware of, are computer science oriented and focus prima-
rily on scheduling and debugging. In the field of applied
and theoretical control it is quite common to use dedi-
cated and resource adequate computer architectures and
to focus on control concepts. One exception in this regard
is the theoretical and experimental evaluation of time-var-
ying control systems carried out by Luck and Ray (1994).

State of the art commercial design and analysis tools for
real-time control systems provide basic functionality to
allow implementation in distributed computer systems
(Hanselmann, 1995). Although this is a major improve-
ment, there is still a lack of support for exploration of
implementation alternatives and performance analysis,
see e.g. (Bhatt, 1996).

1.3  Structure of the paper

Section 2 presents the testbed mechanics. Section 3
presents the distributed control system and section 4 the
current state of the development system. Section 6
presents ongoing and future research topics for the test-
bed and section 6 presents experiments. Section 7 con-
cludes the paper.

2.    TEST-BED MECHANICS

The mechanical modules are designed to give a flexible
base for assembly of robot configurations with various
geometries. Today, a possible configuration is a robot
with 3 degrees of freedom of which one is translational
and two rotational. The mechanical system is scalable,
allowing simple construction of modules for various force
ranges and dimensions. DC motors are currently used in

all actuators.  For further description of the mechanics see
(Andersson, et al., 1996).

2.1  Rotational modules

By a rotational module, we mean a DC motor connected
to a gear with facilities for link arm fastening. An incre-
mental encoder is attached to the motor shaft. An extra
encoder may optionally be placed after the gearing.

The rotational module itself is modular, meaning that dif-
ferent combinations of motors, bearings, gears and encod-
ers can be chosen and assembled. A rotational module is
often referred to as ajoint when it is used in a robot appli-
cation.

2.2  Translational module

Linear motion is achieved with a translational module. A
cart, connected to a belt, is driven by the module’s DC
motor, see Fig. 1. The cart’s position is fed back via an
incremental encoder.

3.    DISTRIBUTED CONTROL SYSTEM

Thedistributed control systemconsists of acontrol appli-
cation and a computer system.The latter provides the
hardware and software platform that enables the execu-
tion of the former, i.e. the control algorithms that interact
with the continuous and discrete-event parts of the con-
trolled process.

The computer system consists of nodes that are intercon-
nected by a serial, broadcast based, communication net-
work. Each node is built from a number of modules
implementing a communication interface to the broadcast
bus, an I/O interface to one or more joints of the robot
application and a microprocessor module. The modularity
of the nodes allows changes of I/O and communication
system, as well as the implementation of different
resource structures.

A host node takes care of the man-machine interface
(MMI) and can also be programmed to perform parts of
the control task. Fig. 2 shows the configuration of the sys-
tem when a SCARA robot with one translational and two
rotational joints is implemented.

3.1  Design decisions

The design of the computer system in the testbed relies on
earlier work with distributed control systems at KTH and
CTH. The aim in the design of the control system was to
provide a high degree of flexibility with respect to rele-
vant design parameters for distributed real-time control,
including communication protocols, synchronization and
scheduling. A good example of this is the possibility to
implement an event-triggered control system based on a
commercial distributed real-time operating system vs. a
time-triggered statically scheduled control system.

The use of a broadcast serial bus provides a highly cost-
efficient solution for the communication system. Two
communication interfaces were included in the testbed in
order to be able to switch between networks with different
characteristics such as medium access control and higher
layer   protocol. This also means that redundancy can be
introduced.

For practical reasons some limitations regarding modular-
ity were imposed at the stage of development. The main
compromises taken were with respect to the computing

DC motor
Gearing

Figure 1.  Rotational joint with links (top) and transla-
tional module (bottom).

Cart Belt
DC motor
and gear
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performance and the I/O facilities of nodes. Nodes are
not, however, considered as static, and a new and more
compact version is already being planned. For computing
platforms there are many alternatives; for example, a two-
processor node including a digital signal processor and a
microcontroller is an appealing alternative. Power con-
sumption and size are two important constraints.

3.2  Hardware

Processor module.The processor module of a node is
based on the Motorola 68340 microprocessor. Node soft-
ware, such as a real-time kernel and application pro-
grams, is stored in a flash-prom which ensures fast
changes of system functionality. An RS232 serial port is
available for system development purposes. Normally,
however, applications are loaded over the CAN-bus.

I/O module.The I/O module is the node’s electrical inter-
face to the actuators and sensors (DC motors and encod-
ers) of a joint.  The interface consists of;

• 4 digital inputs and 4 digital outputs

• 2 encoder inputs (each using two digital inputs)

• 4 D/A converters (12 bits) and 8 A/D inputs (12 bits)

• 1 PWM output

Every digital input and output, including the PWM out-
put, is optocoupled in the I/O module. This, together with
isolation amplifiers on the D/A and A/D outputs/inputs,
galvanically isolates the node from the robot.

Communication: the Controller Area NetworkThe com-
munication modules now implemented support CAN,
ISO 11898, which is an industrially highly relevant proto-
col. It allows up to 1 Mbits/sec transfer rate, provides low
level priority arbitration, and excellent error detection
mechanisms. It is also suitable for use in the testbed since
it allows a high degree of tailoring, although the fixed
fault handling policy is a well known disadvantage,
(Törngren, 1995).

Drive units. The drive units currently used are analog and
function as current amplifiers and servos. Similar to the
nodes, the drive units are integrated with the mechanical

modules, however, they reside in a separate box and are
galvanically isolated from the nodes to minimise electri-
cal disturbances and to facilitate system changes.

Using the I/O of a node, a limited number of hardware
configurations are possible. A node can, for example, be
connected to one or two robotic joints, where one joint
implies interfacing to an encoder and a drive unit (motor).

Power supply and cabling. Two power cables are used in
the testbed, one providing 24V for the drive units and the
other 12V for the nodes. CAN communication takes place
over a twisted pair cable.

Host node. The host node differs from the other nodes in
the network in that it is an expansion card in a PC. It is
based on a Texas Instruments DSP (320C40). Conse-
quently, the host node can be provided with more comput-
ing performance by adding C40s. The host node
communicates with the other nodes via a CAN communi-
cation expansion card.

3.3  Software

Node software. The first implementation of node software
is relatively simple; a node performs simple diagnostics,
sampling and actuation, triggered by commands from the
host computer. That is, currently the nodes provide dis-
tributed I/O and the system exhibits a low degree of
decentralization.

To support other degrees of application decentralization
the node software is being extended to include a commer-
cial real-time operating system and areal-time frame.The
frame, which can be seen as an adaption layer on top of
the operating system, is capable of transparently execut-
ing code that has been generated from a computer aided
design and analysis tool.

Host node software. The host computer software is based
on the commercial rapid prototyping tools from the com-
pany dSPACE. The tools include a real-time frame which
transparently executes code generated from the
SIMULINK code generator (from Mathworks Inc.).

Processor

SUPPORT SYSTEM CONTROL SYSTEM

PC for develop-
ment and monitor-
ing.

Development tools:
“CASE” and “CACE”.

DSP

CAN
Com.

I/O
Drive unit

Communication network

Power supply

Node

Figure 2. The SCARA robot implementation with subsystems.  Mechanical modules are simplified.

Host node
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4.    DEVELOPMENT TOOLS FOR TESTBED
CONTROL APPLICATIONS AND SOFTWARE

4.1  Computer Aided Control Engineering (CACE)

The CACE tools used with the testbed are primarily based
on the available commercial software packages MAT-
LAB/SIMULINK and dSPACE, see Fig. 2 and 3.

MATLAB/SIMULINK supports modelling, design and
analysis of continuous and discrete-time systems, while
the dSPACE tools add functionality for rapid prototyping
and hardware in-the-loop simulation.

The CACE tools primarily support control design and
analysis. Even though discrete-event systems (state-
machines and logic for event handling) can be described
in SIMULINK, modelling is tedious. The forthcoming
new version of SIMULINK should however improve this.
CACE tools in general also have poor support for  analy-
sis regarding discrete event systems. A CASE - Computer
Aided Software Engineering - line is indicated in Fig. 3 to
show the need of such a tool to be integrated in the devel-
opment environment.

4.2  Rapid prototyping tools

Rapid prototyping of control applications for microproc-
essor systems requires (1) code generation and a real-time
frame; (2) tools for real-time operator interaction and log-
ging for feedback to the CACE tool and (3) real-time
hardware support and I/O to the process.

These features are very useful and efficient in control
engineering since they enable fast iterations between sim-
ulation and theoretical models on one hand, and real proc-
ess experiments on the other hand.

In rapid prototyping for a single microprocessor system,
the SIMULINK block diagram is modified prior to code
generation by includingI/O blocks, representing I/O
driver software, and by removing the connections to the
simulated process. It is still of course possible to run the
simulated process in parallel in real-time. For the testbed,
CAN blocksare instead inserted, representing CAN com-
munication to and from the distributed I/O. The tools,
however, have to be developed further to fully support
rapid prototyping of the nodes.

5.    OVERVIEW OF ONGOING AND PLANNED
TESTBED RELATED RESEARCH TOPICS

5.1  Time-varying sampled data systems

The real-time behaviour of a control system is essential
for its performance; time-varying delays introduced by
for example a communication network may in the worst
case cause instability of the control system. In view of the
increasing use of commercial “non real-time compo-
nents” - optimized for high average throughput rather
than real-time predictability, an interesting research area
is the control theory for systems with varying time-
delays. Some work has already been done in this field, for
an overview see (Törngren, 1995; Nilsson, 1996). To
account for inappropriate implementations (referring to
for example limitations in terms of synchronization,
scheduling, transient errors and software bugs) it is essen-
tial that the control system sensitivity and tolerances to
such phenomena are investigated. Initial testbed experi-
ments in this area are described in section 6.

5.2  Scheduling, synchronisation and communication

It follows from the previous section that synchronisation
and scheduling in the control system is an important area
for research.

Within DICOSMOS, another communication subsystem,
DACAPO, with an associated design strategy, is being
implemented at CTH. DACAPO is based on a time-divi-
sion-multiple-access (TDMA) protocol and performs
clock synchronisation in hardware at the start of each
frame (time slot), (Bridal, et al., 1993).

Based on CAN, there will be possibilities to implement
and evaluate different high level communication proto-
cols. Global clock synchronisation together with a hybrid
scheduling (TDMA and fixed priority scheduling) are for
example prime candidates for evaluation.

Based on the testbed, various execution strategies can be
implemented. At CTH, a static scheduler is being devel-
oped, primarily for the DACAPO concept. Global static
scheduling can also be applied on top of CAN. For com-
parison it is of interest to implement a more traditional
asynchronous distributed system based on a commercial
distributed real-time operating system.
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5.3  Decentralization

There is no tool on the market today that supports all the
steps in the design of a distributed control system. Com-
puter aided tools like for example MATRIXx (from Inte-
grated Systems Inc.) and SIMULINK/dSPACE do
provide a path to implementation, compare with Fig. 3,
and tools for rapid prototyping. They do not however
allow exploration of implementation alternatives, nor do
they provide any guarantee that an implementation will
work with respect to real-time behaviour. The missing
dimension is in Fig. 3 referred to as “research tools”.
Such research tools are at focus in another project at the
Mechatronics lab. The preliminary design of a toolset has
just begun where the intention is to develop a prototype
toolset that complements some suitable CACE tool.

6.    EXPERIMENTS - TIME-VARYING CONTROL

The purpose of the experiments is to illustrate problems
that may arise when a digital controller is exposed to
unexpected time-delays and time-variations.

The fundamental time-variations investigated here are

• time-varying feedback delays, i.e. the time-interval
from sampling to actuation.

• time-varying sampling periods, i.e. the time-interval
between consecutive sampling instants.

For complex real-time systems the resulting time-varia-
tions may well be characterized by probabilistic meas-
ures. In many cases, however, commercial computer
control systems exhibit a predictable timing behavior in
the sense that actual timing variations can be analyzed a
priori as a function of execution and communication dura-
tions on one hand, and the policies used for scheduling,
synchronization, communication and triggering on the
other hand, see (Törngren, 1995).

6.1  Process model and controller

The experiments have been carried out using only the
translational joint module, compare with Fig. 2. The node
of the joint is event-triggered and performs sampling and
actuation upon reception of CAN messages from the host
DSP. A position regulator based on state feedback has
been designed based on the following simplified (the flex-
ibility of the belt is neglected) linear second order model
of the joint.J is the inertia of the module,kt andkv are the
torque and viscous friction constants respectively andθ is
the motor angle.

(EQ 1)

The model does not account for non-linearities such as
static friction and gravity.

The process model is then translated into discrete-time
form by zero-order hold sampling. The choice of sam-
pling interval is based on the desired dynamics of the
closed-loop system. A bandwidth of ~6rad/s was
selected for the experiments. A suitable corresponding
sampling period should then be a number of times faster.
A sampling period ofTs = 0.15s was chosen and used in
all experiments. dθ/dt was computed by direct computa-
tion.

Control designs were accomplished for two cases; (1)
control design based on Eq. 1, i.e. without delay compen-

sation, and (2) control design based on a nominal feed-
back delay ofτnominal=Ts. Note that in this latter case the
order of the process model and corresponding closed-loop
system is increased by one. I.e., the state vector,x(t) in the
system model, is for the delay compensation case of size
three (no integration was included). The extra state equals
the delayed control signal.

A servoing effect is achieved by applying the following
control signal.

(EQ 2)

It should be noted that the control system constitutes a
cascaded structure where the drive unit accomplishes the
inner (analog) current loop.

6.2  Introducing time-varying delays and periods

The nominal timing of sampling and actuation in the test-
bed setup for the experiments is given by Eq. 3 and 4.

(EQ 3)

(EQ 4)

The distributed computer system is setup such that a time-
varying feedback delay and/or time-varying sampling
period can be inserted as desired in the position control
feedback loop. Two cases have been implemented, either
only a varying delay given by Eq. 5 is introduced, or the
same variation,τadd(k), is introduced for both period and
delay.

(EQ 5)

6.3  Results

In a distributed computer system, end to end delays may
be significant. The need to compensate for the nominal
feedback delay is indicated in Fig. 4.1. However, due to
for example incorrect specifications, it may be the case
that the actual feedback delay is actually different and
constant or time-varying. The introduction of a time-vary-
ing delay is shown in Fig. 4.2. The system appears to be
pretty robust to this and similar profiles ofτadd(k).

The behavior of the system however deteriorates when the
desired closed-loop system bandwidth is slightly
increased. The sensitivity to time-variations, disturbances
and modelling errors increase since the sampling period is
not decreased to account for the increase in bandwidth. It
is quite interesting to note that the discretized closed loop
system appears to be stable but that the controller itself is
getting close to instability.

The fact that a time-varying period is something quite dif-
ferent from a time-varying delay is illustrated by Fig. 4.3
whereτadd(k) is applied to both the delay according to Eq.
5 and to the sampling period. Even though the variation of
the feedback delay now is smaller, the alternating sam-
pling period, [Ts., ~1.2Ts] deteriorates performance sig-
nificantly.

7.    CONCLUSIONS

Building the testbed involved a lot of practical work and
problems. Particularly, power supply to drive units, I/O
and processor modules, as well as the resulting cabling
turned out to be highly time-consuming.

Jθ t( )˙̇ kti t( ) kvθ t( )˙–=

u k( ) Lx k( )– wθref k( )+=

tsamplek( ) kTs=

tactuate k( ) tsamplek( ) Ts+=

τactual k( ) Ts τadd k( )+=
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Although some work remains to make the testbed more
flexible for research on distributed control, it promises to
be a very useful tool for experimental research in the
design and implementation of distributed real-time con-
trol systems. To be able to fully utilize the flexibility of a

modular control system concept, tools must be available
making modelling, design and analysis simple. Therefore
research efforts are pursued in parallel to develop such
tools.

Figure 4. Step responses (in meters) and control signals (in ampere, Fig. 4.4) for the translational joint.
Fig. 4.1 shows the step responses of the controllers designed forτnominal=0, vs.τnominal=Ts.
Fig. 4.2 shows the step response of the controller designed forτnominal=Ts but exposed to a varying delay according
to Eq. 5 withτadd(k)=[~54 ~ 126]ms,i.e. alternating between these values.
Fig. 4.3 shows the step response of the controller designed forτnominal=Ts but exposed to a varying delay and
sampling period of the same size for each sampling instant withτadd(k)=[0 ~30]ms.
Fig. 4.4 shows the control signals corresponding to Fig. 4.3 (larger magnitude of control signals) and 4.2.
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